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ABTRACT
This study examines the historical-geographic development of agriculture in
Philadelphia in order to better understand the city’s contemporary urban agriculture
movement. More specifically, the study provides historical context to the contemporary
application of racial justice practices within urban farming initiatives in Philadelphia by
uncovering and critically analyzing key aspects of the city’s history that have created
agriculture-related injustice. Three methodological tools were used in this study: archival
historical analysis, secondary source historical analysis, and scholar-activist
collaboration. The period of study centers around the settler-colonial period of the city’s
history but spans from the era of Lenape territorial control to the consolidation of the
modern city in 1854. Three historical-geographic antecedents to contemporary racial
justice practices within urban agriculture were uncovered and examined through this
research: the settler-colonial terra nullius myth, the patriarchalization of food and land
systems, and the urban-rural plantation complex. The results of this study highlight the
many layers of intersectional food and land injustice within which that today’s iteration
of agriculture in Philadelphia is embedded.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation project analyzes the historical-geographic relationship between
agriculture and urban formation in the Philadelphia region in order to better understand
contemporary urban agriculture in the city. Urban agriculture (UA hereafter) is a global
phenomenon commonly associated with environmental sustainability principles and
positioned as an alternative to large-scale, industrialized, high-input agricultural systems.
The literature on UA is extensive, both within geography and across several other
disciplines. The conceptual and methodological approaches are equally extensive,
ranging from remote sensing analysis of the growth and potential of UA to critical race
analysis that asserts a set of racial justice issues and possibilities operating within it.
These studies span the entire globe but tend to use case studies of specific cities’ UA
activities. The purpose and the novelty of my dissertation project is that is provides
analysis that historicizes agricultural activities and spaces within cities and examines
these histories in relation to the city’s urban and racial formation processes. Moreover,
this analysis challenges the notion of agricultural activities and spaces as an intervention
into or disruption of “the urban.” Instead, it approaches agriculture as an integral and
inextricable component of urban systems which has a deep connection to the urban
injustices that many UA activists are fighting against.
I develop and conduct this critical historical-geographic analysis through a case
study of Philadelphia and within a periodization that spans from the Lenape era of
territorial control, to the settler-colonial period, to the consolidation of the city. Because
this research is designed to investigate agriculture in Philadelphia over “the longue
durée” (Braudel, 1972), I interpret the concept of UA broadly. I take seriously urban
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theorist Ananya Roy’s insistence on treating “the urban as a historical geography, indeed
as a historical category” (2016, p. 813) and operationalize this in my analysis by looking
at the entire swath of land that was consolidated over centuries to become the
Philadelphia that we see today. At times, my study area even extends beyond these
political/legal boundaries when the historical understanding that I want to convey
necessitates it. Drawing also on Linder & Zacharias’s (1999) “de-agriculturalization”
framework for urban history, I look at Philadelphia’s consolidation process not just as
one through which land was urbanized but also through which it was “deagriculturalized.”
While data for the dissertation project mainly comes from archival documents and
secondary source histories of Philadelphia, ongoing involvement and past fieldwork with
urban farming groups in Philadelphia continue to inspire and serve as a reference point
for the historical analysis. Each of the three articles that comprise this dissertation
provides a historical analysis that aims to connects the past, present, and future of UA in
Philadelphia. Thus, the research, while primarily historical in nature, sheds light on
current social and political issues related to UA by: 1) providing historical explanations
that contextualize and support coalitions of urban farmers focusing on racial justice as a
main goal of their work today 2) demonstrating the intersectional configuration of the
racial justice dimensions of UA history and 3) contributing data directly to (and for
strategic use by) UA activists practicing, or seeking to practice, racial justice.
The type of historically-attuned and social justice-oriented theory, methods, and
analysis that I develop in this dissertation are gaining interest among UA researchers as
well as urban geographers working on a variety of topics. UA practitioners and
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researchers alike are starting to attend to the political and social dimensions of UA more
explicitly. Several recently published books and articles (e.g. Cohen & Reynolds, 2015;
Thornton, 2018; Hammelman, 2019) highlight the ways in which activists are using
urban farming and the farm site itself as a space through which to address structural
injustice within food systems. Much of this research is also identifying the limitations to
advancing social justice through UA and even finding that many urban farming projects
function in ways that neglect, maintain, or even create injustices within the food system
and the broader urban structure (Passidomo, 2014; Rosan & Pearsall, 2017; McClintock
2018, 2014; Stanko & Naylor, 2018). The contradictory nature of UA as functioning in a
way that might either exacerbate or address social justice issues is what Nathan
McClintock refers to as its “dialectical tensions” and argues must be analyzed
concurrently, which this project is designed to do.
In U.S.-based geographic scholarship, a significant portion of research on the
social justice aspects of UA focuses on racial justice issues and initiatives. Much of this
work contextualizes UA as a response to a racialized, capitalist urban food system that
has failed to secure food for all and for people of color disproportionately (Bonacich &
Alimahomed-Wilson, 2011; White, 2011; Black et al., 20112; Ramírez, 2015; Reynolds
& Cohen, 2016; Sbicca & Myers, 2017). Analyses within this scholarship also center the
work of urban farmers of color and working class farmers to show the social justice
possibilities within this politically complex movement. As Rosan & Pearsall (2017)
discuss extensively, the long histories of communities of color growing food in U.S.
cities are being written out of Philadelphia's UA narrative as more and more white,
younger, and upper-middle class individuals are getting involved in these activities and
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receiving disproportionate media and policy attention. This discursive neglect has
material consequences for non-white farmers, as these white-washed narratives inform
(and limit) new policies to support urban farming in the city. In my own dissertation
work, I argue that deeper historical understanding of the urban-agricultural formation of
U.S. cities elucidates the centrality of racial justice issues in contemporary UA. Indeed,
the two urban farming organizations that I have supported in their pursuits of historical
study are motivated by a desire to deepen their networks of multi-racial solidarity and by
an urgent need to hold on to Black-owned and Black-farmed land that is being threatened
by an influx of real estate development.
In addition to increased attention to the racial justice dimensions of UA, scholars
are also calling for more historical analysis in UA research. Urban historian Ruth Glasser
critiques existing UA scholarship for treating UA as a “new phenomenon,” and urban
history scholarship for neglecting the agricultural components of that history (2017, p. 1).
Within the critique of urban history’s omissions of UA, she mentions “immigrant
history” specifically as burying urban immigrant farming under “the dominant narrative
of immigrants as factory laborers” (p. 11). Glasser suggests that immigration processes
and ethnic clustering are crucial for understanding cities’ food growing histories.
Geographer Chiara Tornaghi includes historical analysis as one of the four key
components of her proposed critical geography of UA framework. Tornaghi calls on UA
scholars address the following research question: “Why is UA today mainly perceived as
a residual practice? How did the space for agricultural practices evolve within planning
models and theories, and what happened to their implementation?” (2014, p. 555). These
sorts of urban framings proposed by Tornaghi reflect Roy’s conceptualization of cities as
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products of historical geography. Historical and historical-geographic analysis does exist
within UA scholarship (e.g. Laura Lawson’s extensive scholarship and T.J. Bassett’s
earlier work), but centers around the urban community gardening initiatives that began in
the United States as part of Vacant Lot Cultivation Associations developed in the late
1800s. I focus on the time period preceding Philadelphia’s Vacant Lot movement in order
to complement the existing historical data and to bring colonial and racial history more
deeply into our understanding of the socio-spatial development of agriculture in cities.
The three articles that comprise this dissertation build from both the critical race
approaches and the new historical methods that I have just described, in order to develop
a critical historical-geographic approach to studying UA.
In addition to academic interests, my own personal experiences with agriculture
play an important role in this research. Three motivating factors in particular are worth
noting, since they help explain why I have chosen this research topic (despite the large
amount of scholarship that already exists on it. First, I have been farming in both urban
and rural contexts for the past decade and am deeply invested in the growth and success
of ecologically sustainable and politically liberatory agricultural movements. Second,
through this experience, I have noticed the ability of urban farms to capture the attention
and excitement of people across the political spectrum, and outside of academic and/or
activist circles. Laura Lawson is correct to problematize the notion of “gardens as good”
and “gardens as panacea,” (2005, pp. 292-293) and other oversimplified beliefs that tend
to inform much of the public’s UA interest. However, I have come to see the potential for
channeling this broad and cursory interest into opportunities to raise public consciousness
about the histories of injustice in particular urban spaces that everyday people might not
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otherwise learn about. I first channeled this into a study of Baltimore, where I used the
Cherry Hill Urban Garden as a departure point for critically analyzing the history of
racial segregation and supermarket redlining that necessitated the creation of a garden as
a strategy for combatting racialized food insecurity and injustice. In informal and formal
discussions of this research, I would tell the story of Ms. Juanita Ewell, the founder of
this garden who lived through these histories of injustice. In Philadelphia, I have been
using the story of the Philadelphia Urban Creators’ Life Do Grow Farm as an opportunity
to reveal the history of deindustrialization, disinvestment, and gentrification in North
Philadelphia that has created the socio-ecological context in which the Philly Urban
Creators have expanded their urban farming work beyond food growing and into
restorative justice and youth apprenticeship programs. Lastly, I have continued my work
on UA because of the urban farmers in Philadelphia who see this work as valuable and
have been able to use my findings for their own funding and strategizing purposes.

Research Questions and Research Products:
By both responding to the need for critical race analysis in UA research and
reinvigorating regional-geographic and historical-geographic methods, this dissertation
project contributes not only to UA scholarship, but also to critical urban theory literature
that is in need of more thorough historical analysis (as argued by Roy, 2016). My
research centers around a key question: what are the historical antecedents to racial
justice initiatives within UA in Philadelphia? Answering this question required me to first
uncover the more generalized history of agriculture in the land that is today Philadelphia,
and then examine the racial justice implications of this history. Intersectional feminist
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theory provided the method of critique for this analysis in order move beyond “singleaxis analysis” of social phenomena that Kimberlé Crenshaw points out as limiting
academic social critique and political possibilities (1989, p. 139). My key question is
divided into three more specific research questions: 1) How did agricultural spaces,
practices, and social structures evolve from the time of the Lenape, to the first European
settlers, to the modern consolidation of the city in 1854? 2) How did the various
agricultural practices and visions of this time period include, exclude, and otherwise
implicate colonized Native peoples and enslaved (or descendants of enslaved) African
Americans? 3) How does this historical geographic research relate to contemporary UA
activists’ racial justice values and practices? I dedicated nearly two years of historical and
fieldwork research to investigating these questions and have compiled the results into as a
series of three articles, which consecutively answer the above questions.
This first article, “The Myth of Land Vacancy in Urban-Agricultural Philadelphia
from Settler-Colonization to Today” seeks to show how discourses of contemporary UA
such as “vacant lots,” “food deserts,” and “blank slates” reflect settler-colonial discourses
and strategies of terra nullius. Using intersectional critique, I demonstrate how the terra
nullius discourse and policy not only displaced numerous Lenape communities from their
ancestral land and interrupted the functioning of Lenape food systems in order to create
settler-colonial Philadelphia, but had a disproportionate impact on Lenape women, who
were in charge of both planting and foraging methods as well as general land
management. I engage with Ananya Roy (2016) to frame contemporary UA as a product
of historical geography and call for UA scholars and practitioners to approach potential
or existing urban farm spaces through a lens of land history rather than land vacancy in
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order to acknowledge and address these deep-seated land and food injustices. This article
answers several recent calls within geography to study how settler-colonization has
shaped and continues to shape North American urban spaces (e.g. Hugill, 2017;
McClintock, 2018; Blatman‐Thomas & Porter, 2019).
The second article, “A Plantation Criticism of the Urban-Agricultural History of
Philadelphia,” uses a ‘plantation criticism’ (Woods, 1998) framework for examining the
historical geography of Philadelphia’s food and land systems. While this article provides
its own stand-alone analysis, it also builds off of the first article’s examination of how the
land that is today Philadelphia was depicted as empty, by uncovering the land and food
systems that were developed on top of the alleged emptiness. The study covers a
periodization that spans from the mid-eighteenth century (late settler-colonial period) to
the late nineteenth century (when the city consolidated its rural hinterland). I identify and
analyze two “major mobilizations” (Woods, 1998) of the city’s urban-rural plantation
consolidation: 1) The Walking Purchase, Urban Slavery, and Draughts in Europe and 2)
Slow Abolition, Fast Cotton, and Consolidation of the Modern City. I suggest that,
because the plantation processes that have played a large role in forming the modern
consolidated city of Philadelphia (as well as instances of anti-racist resistance) have
occurred across an urban-agricultural continuum, the space of the urban farm, by
symbolically and materially encompassing both the urban and rural dimensions of the
contemporary city, becomes a key site through which to address racial injustice, namely
anti-Black racism. This article ultimately builds on existing geography scholarship that
analyzes food and land systems from critical race and Black food geographies
perspectives (e.g. Ramírez, 2015; Reese, 2019).
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The third article, “Historical Inquiry as Solidarity and Reflexivity: Integrating
Archival and Activist Methods in Food Justice Research and Organizing,” addresses the
third research question as well as provides a reflection on the scholar-activist
methodological approach used throughout my work as a graduate student researcher. The
article reflects on a set of “creative tensions” that emerged through this research process:
engagement-distance, insider-outsider, and activism-archives and how they served to
both challenge and sustain my work. It addresses the third research question by
discussing the empirical case that this methodological process ultimately led to: an
analysis of two Philadelphia-based food justice organizations’ processes of collective
historical inquiry.

The Case of Urban Agriculture:
Scholars and practitioners define urban agriculture in many different ways. Luc
Mougeot (2000) proposes the following definition, which is regularly cited by scholars
and policymakers:
UA is an industry located within (intra-urban) or on the fringe (peri-urban) of a
town, a city or a metropolis, which grows or raises, processes and distributes a
diversity of food and non-food products, (re-)using largely human and material
resources, products and services found in and around that urban area, and in turn
supplying human and material resources, products and services largely to that
urban area. (p. 11)
Mougeot clarifies that “the lead feature of UA which distinguishes it from RA [rural
agriculture] is its integration into the urban economic and ecological system” (p. 10).
Mougeot, like other early UA researchers, use cities in the Global South as their primary
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case study areas. Only recently (in the past two decades) has UA research shifted to urban
contexts in the Global North.1
Mougeot’s and other researchers’ studies of Global South cities tend to
conceptualize UA practices as a response to rapid urbanization. For example, Losada et
al. (1998) provide a historical analysis of changes in food growing in Mexico City as the
region transitioned “from a conventional rural form to a new urbanized model” (p. 37).
Winkler Prins & de Souza (2005) cite “economic development lag[ging] behind
urbanization” and a desire to stay “linked to rural roots” as the primary reasons for food
growing in the rapidly changing Amazonian regions of Brazil (p. 107). Research on
Global North cities has not looked at the history of rapid urbanization nor general urbanrural linkages as closely. Moreover, and in some ways contrarily, the Global North UA
research conceptualizes UA as a response to the deindustrialization and emptying out of
cities, which is linked to the emergence of so-called “vacant” lots as well as the
worsening of racialized poverty and food insecurity. My research focuses exclusively on
Philadelphia, a city in the Global North and U.S. American North. However, this UA
research on Global South cities has significantly influenced the framing of my own
research. The rural-urban relational analysis and attentiveness to urbanization processes
over time that Global South UA studies demonstrate is precisely the type of conceptual
approach that a critical historical-geographic study of UA requires. Moreover, this sort of
historical approach requires that we see Philadelphia as a settler-colonial city, which
takes us beyond the Global North-South boundary and into the global history of
European colonization.
1

This trend has been observed, for example, in Chiara Tornaghi’s (2014) review article and Reynolds’ &
Cohen’s (2016), book and which I confirmed by Google Scholar date range searches.
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In addition to Mougeot’s more technical definition of UA, which proposes
“integration into the urban economic and ecological system” (p. 10) as its distinguishing
feature, many have defined UA as a social movement and a method of struggle for landand food-related social justice. Much of this research uses Alison Hope Alkon and Julian
Agyeman’s food justice framework, which challenges food activists, scholars, producers,
and consumers alike to contemplate the ways in which “race and class play a central role
in organizing the production, distribution, and consumption of food” (2011, p. 4). They
explain:
Essential to the food justice movement is an analysis that recognizes the food
system itself as a racial project and problematizes the inﬂuence of race and class
on production, distribution, and consumption of food. Communities of color and
poor communities have time and time again been denied access to the means of
food production, and, due to both price and store location, often cannot access the
diet advocated by the food movement. Through food justice activism, low-income
communities and communities of color seek to create local food systems that meet
their own food needs. (p. 4)
Urban agriculture researchers Reynolds & Cohen (2016), for example, use a food justice
framework and scholar-activist methodology to analyze UA in New York City as a social
justice movement. Much of the book is dedicated to highlighting the work and the
perspectives of farmers of color, as well as working-class and politically radical farmers.
Importantly, they also track the challenges that these farmers face, such as: unequal
privilege/political power within the broader movement, structural difficulty in securing
funding for their projects, media misrepresentations of their work, and exploitation of
their time through extractive academic research. In their study of Philadelphia, Rosan &
Pearsall (2017) identify a set of race and class disparities that policy initiatives claiming
to support UA initiatives as a whole are in fact perpetuating. Notably, they find that the
younger, whiter, often upper-middle class newcomers to urban food growing are
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disproportionately benefitting from recent government initiatives to formalize UA, which
has created a set of tensions between them and the older, primarily working-class African
American and immigrant farmers who have been farming for decades. Rosan & Pearsall
conclude their book by expressing concern over the racial dynamics of UA in
Philadelphia and encouraging further analysis.
In this dissertation, I advance a definition of UA as a process of attaining and
maintaining urban land for food growing and/or procurement and define ‘urban land’ as
all of the land that was eventually consolidated to form the contemporary city. In
examining ‘urban agriculture’ as a process, my goal is not to replace or even critique
other, more widely-used definitions, such as urban agriculture as a “system” (Mougeot,
2000), a “social movement” (Reynolds & Cohen, 2016)’ or a “right” (Shillington, 2013;
Passidomo, 2014). Instead, this alternative definition is a discursive strategy for
facilitating historical-geographic analysis, since the process of attaining and maintaining
land for food growing and food procurement has been a consistent (and contentious)
feature of Philadelphia’s historical and ongoing development.

The Case of Urban Agriculture in Philadelphia:
The rationale for choosing Philadelphia as the research site centers around the
extensiveness of urban food growing, my own personal connections to UA in the city, the
presence of racial justice organizing within Philadelphia's UA movement, as well as the
unique agricultural history of the city. I have spent the past six years participating in
Philadelphia’s UA movement; which has ranged from day-to-day planting and
harvesting, conducting program evaluations for a UA organization, taking part in anti-
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racism trainings for white urban farmers, and serving on the board of a faith-based food
justice organization. Through this ongoing on the ground engagement, I have gained a
comprehensive understanding of UA in Philadelphia--namely social justice-oriented UA-and I have built long-term relationships with two organizations in particular: the
Philadelphia Urban Creators and the Jewish Farm School. I have also developed a
profound interest in seeing this city’s UA activists continue to amplify and operationalize
their racial justice values and practices. As a researcher, my personal connections to this
case study generates a commitment to comprehensive and critical analysis of the topics at
hand.
In terms of Philadelphia’s unique history, while all cities have their own contextspecific agricultural origins and hinterlands, colonial founder William Penn is especially
well known for prioritizing food growing and other green space creation in his plan for the
initial settling and development of the city. In the rural outskirts of the city, the soils were
found to be especially fertile which enabled Pennsylvania to become the “breadbasket of
the colonies” (Weigley, 1982). As a result, Philadelphia became the largest and most
important port for agricultural products in the colonies, and then for a short time, in the
newly independent country (Sachs, 1953). In the late Industrial Era, when agricultural
activities within and on the outskirts of the city had declined significantly, Philadelphia
was one of the first cities to establish a Vacant Lot Cultivation Association (Lawson, 2005).
Agriculture has always played a significant role in the spatial and economic structure of
Philadelphia. The city’s contemporary UA movement and its history as a settler-colonial
agricultural hub are two well-researched topics. In my dissertation project, I have sought
to bring these two histories together and demonstrate that understanding the urban-
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agricultural land of Philadelphia as an outcome of historical geography can serve to deepen
racial justice interventions into the contemporary movement.

Research Methods & Data Analysis: Historical and Fieldwork:
As in so many other cases, the methodological approach of this project as laid out
in the research proposal changed significantly once it came into contact with the actual
research field. I embarked upon this work with a clear vision that my historical inquiries
around the antecedents to contemporary racial justice practices within UA emerged
directly out of previous fieldwork and personal participation with urban farms. I also
planned for the historical research findings to be brought back to the urban farming
organizations that I work with for discussion, critique, and reflection. Unexpectedly,
independent of my personal research activities, both of the organizations that I work most
closely with started their own collective historical research process during the beginning
stage of my project. I knew how valuable it would be to study these processes, so I
allowed some of the methodological tools, orientations, and emphases to shift and recalibrate toward that end.
The historical research began with eight months of broad and preliminary
exploration of Philadelphia’s early history. Through a series of visits to Temple
University’s Blockson Collection and the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, I created
sprawling timelines of Philadelphia’s racial formation history and agricultural history and
placed these timelines alongside cartographic references. Through this preliminary data
collection process, I developed a methodological approach of engaging with primary
sources as if they were my research “field.” In addition to piecing together these
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historical-geographic timelines, I took down notes and memos in a field notebook as if
collecting data about a social situation that I was observing out in the world. In so doing,
I built into my data collection process the constant reminder that none of the information
presented to me from the archival or historical field can be taken at face value and must
be rigorously scrutinized and contextualized. I would then to transfer these hand-written
field notes onto a word document in order to identify relevant and compelling data points
to be analyzed and cross-referenced using additional sources. Methodological approaches
within feminist historical geography inspired and informed my treatment of primary
sources as a social field. These methods were pioneered by Mona Domosh who argues
that in critical analysis of history, the aim cannot just be uncovering the buried stories of
women and other marginalized groups but must capture the “conditions under which
those identities and experiences were being formulated” (1997, p. 227).
Following this exploratory research period and the concurrent development of the
archives-as-fieldwork approach, I performed an initial content analysis of the data in
order to go back into the archives, as well as enter into a set of key secondary source
histories, with a collection of “leads” and themes to follow. Topics of importance
included: the material destruction/discursive erasure of certain agricultural systems in the
settler-colonial era, the gendered dynamics of European dispossession of Lenape
agricultural land, the impacts of the terra nullius myth on indigenous food systems, and
the development of an urban-rural plantation complex. Following these leads took me
back to the Historical Society and Blockson Collections but also to the Swedish
American History Museum’s archival collection, the Penn Treaty Museum’s
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archeological exhibits, Sweden and Finland’s national archives, and several digital
archival collections.
The types of archival and primary source documents that I looked at were mainly
colonists’ journals and letters, promotional tracts, government documents such as
colonial governments’ updates to their metropoles and government decrees related to
land and agricultural policy in both the colony and the metropoles. For analysis of the
early industrial period of the city’s history, I also consulted tax records and newspaper
articles. Secondary source analysis played a larger role in this project than initially
expected. Particularly for the late British colonial period and early independence and
industrial Philadelphia, much of the primary source analysis had already been done for
me and it became more a matter of gleaning from these texts the data on food and
agricultural systems and processes of this time period. Some of the key secondary source
histories that I examined were: 1) general histories of settler-colonial and early postcolonial Philadelphia (Wuorinen, 1938; Weigley, 1982; Soderlund, 2015), 2) gender
histories of colonial Philadelphia (Caffrey, 2000; Fur, 2012), and 3) histories of slavery
and abolition in Philadelphia (Nash, 1998; Dunbar, 2008; Seitz, 2014). While the first
article of the dissertation results from mainly primary source analysis from archives, the
second article relied mostly on secondary source histories. I also incorporated some oral
history data into the analysis. I met with a New Jersey-based Lenape tribal leader and
with an archaeologist who worked on federal recognition claims.
For the analysis of contemporary urban farming groups, I spoke with members of
PUC and JFS about the role of historical inquiry in their urban food and farming
activism. I used both participant observation and scholar-activist methods, which meant
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that I both engaged in the activities of the Legacy Project and the Jews and Land Study
Group and also provided transcription data and some of my historical data for the
organizations’ publications and promotional efforts. Through this work, I have tried to
expand the methods of scholar-activism. I hope to have demonstrated the importance of
having a methodological approach through which social movements are in conversation
about, benefitting from, and informing every step of the researcher’s process, rather than
being consulted only at the beginning and/or the end of the research period.

Data Analysis:
After typing up all of the historical data, notes, and memos; I analyzed the historical data
(both primary and secondary source) through the following four-step process:
1.

Identification of Key Social Groups within Agriculture and Agricultural Labor

Since the data analysis used an intersectional feminist lens, I looked in the archives for
documentation of the experiences of Lenape women, African and African-American
women, as well as other marginalized women and men of Philadelphia’s colonial and
early modern period. After finding this type of documentation, I identified more
specifically the agriculture-related roles that these groups of people took on or were
forced into, their agricultural practices and how these practices changed over time, how
these groups fit into the agricultural labor structure, and any general perspectives on
agriculture. A key component of this initial data analysis step was also to begin to
uncover dynamics of oppression and injustice within food systems, which I then
examined more systematically in the third step of data analysis. This involved identifying
the political and economic elites whose agricultural visions and systems dominated the
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social experiences and human-environment relationships of colonized and otherwise
marginalized groups.
2.

Identification of Specific Agricultural Processes and Spaces

The second step involved sifting through the archival data as well as historical maps &
land surveys, and archaeological records to identify a set of key sites of agricultural
transformation within the study setting to focus on. While the research aimed to excavate
the history of agriculture and racial formation over the course of the determined
periodization and across the whole city, this step of the data analysis provided an in-depth
look at a few specific places and spatial processes that best illustrate the intersectional
social dynamics uncovered by the first step of this data analysis.
3.

Identification of Processes of Racial Formation and Mechanisms of Resistance to

Racialized Oppression and Marginalization
The next step in this data analysis process was to identify specific processes of
intersectional racial formation as well as other relevant political processes and conflicts.
This step took on a broader geographic scope beyond the Philadelphia study area in order
to account for the national and global processes of colonization and racial capitalism that
guided Philadelphia’s agricultural development at the time.
4.

Identification of Additional Linking Evidence via Triangulation

As is the case with any historical research inquiry, validating the data itself was a crucial
component of data analysis. In their analysis of the methods of archival urban
morphology research, Sanders & Woodward (2014) argue that triangulation of historical
data requires the “application of three multimodal historical resources” (p. 174).
Hastings’ typology, which consists of identifying convergence, inconsistency, or
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contradiction (p. 191) was also used. Data that did not yield a result of “convergence”
was still considered, but I state the limitation and theorize the reasons for the consistency
and/or contradiction.

What Was Left Out:
As a result of distilling all of the historical and fieldwork data into three articles,
much was left out of this dissertation. I have spent six years researching urban agriculture
in Philadelphia and over two years studying Philadelphia history. While the specific topic
of my dissertation led me to focus my historical explorations on the relationship between
agriculture, urban development, and racial formation in Philadelphia, I encountered so
many stories from archives and secondary sources that were only tangentially related to
this topic, that I could not classify as antecedents to contemporary dynamics and racial
justice interventions within UA, but fascinating nonetheless (to the extent that they could
have produced entire dissertations in and of themselves).
One of these cases is the little known history of the Forest Finns, who at one point
represented the majority of the population of New Sweden. The Forest Finns were one of
the most oppressed groups within the Kingdom of Sweden and especially within the
context of the Russo-Swedish territorial wars. Many of the Forest Finns were sent to
settle in New Sweden largely against their will as a result of a Forest Decree passed in
1647 which banned Skogsording, loosely translated as slash and burn agriculture. The
Forest Finns had practiced this method of agriculture freely up until nationalist,
economic, and militarist interests led the Kingdom of Sweden to restructure land systems
for both the expansion of logging and the creation of a consolidated tax system. The case
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of the Forest Finns opens up the opportunity for a more global and conjunctural analysis
of terra nullius discourses and strategies as they relate to agriculture and food systems. In
future research I would like to use the Forest Finns as a case study for analyzing the role
of overt criminalization of certain agricultural practices in state formation within both
settler colonies and their metropoles during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Back in present day Philadelphia, developments within the UA movement that
occurred during the period of my research tempted me to abandon the historical pursuits
of this project altogether and refocus my inquiry around contemporary UA. As I discuss
in the third article of this dissertation, over the course of the past year, the two
organizations that I work with both independently developed initiatives to explore land
and agricultural histories, each of which were framed as contributing to their social
justice work. I also became aware of other urban food and farming organizations that
were instituting their own historical research projects and would have ideally liked to
more systematically interview members of these organizations as well. I was able to
begin to study and participate in some of these collective historical projects and include
some of that experience in the third article of this dissertation. I plan to continue to
explore the question of the role of historical inquiry and study groups in social
movements in future research. Also in relation to contemporary UA in Philadelphia, I
have had the privilege of hearing myriad stories from countless urban food and farming
activists. The philosophies, dreams, critiques, motivations, reflections, and frustrations of
these individuals did not fit into the scope of this dissertation but will continue to fuel my
individual and collaborative work within this field. Taking all things into consideration,
the following three papers represent the most concise and integrated depiction of the data
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from my archival and empirical fieldwork. Together they demonstrate the deep-seated
historical foundations of racial justice issues and initiatives occurring within UA and
serve as a broader example of how to critically analyze contemporary urban phenomena
as products of historical geography.
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CHAPTER 2
ARTICLE 1: THE MYTH OF LAND VACANCY IN URBAN-AGRICULTURAL
PHILADELPHIA FROM SETTLER-COLONIZATION TO TODAY
ABSTRACT: This article analyzes contemporary urban agriculture in Philadelphia in
relation to the city’s indigenous and settler-colonial food and land history. More
specifically, it uses archival analysis to connect the contemporary urban farming
discourse of “vacant lots” to the colonial discourse and strategy of terra nullius. The
analysis covers the period spanning from Lenape territorial and food system control
(8600BCE-1609CE) to the arrival of William Penn and the beginning stage of English
colonization (1682). Historical-geographic examination of this period reveals that the
terra nullius discourse and policy not only displaced numerous Lenape communities
from their ancestral land and interrupted the functioning of Lenape food systems, but had
a disproportionate impact on Lenape women, who were in charge of both planting and
foraging methods as well as general land management. By providing this urbanagricultural history of Philadelphia, the article addresses recent calls for more historical
attentiveness within urban research generally (Roy, 2016) and urban agriculture research
specifically (Tornaghi, 2014; Glasser, 2017; McClintock, 2019). The article ultimately
proposes that urban farmers and urban farming researchers use a land histories rather
than land vacancies approach within their work.
KEYWORDS: urban agriculture, settler-colonialism, terra nullius, urban theory,
intersectionality, Philadelphia
Introduction:
Ironically, what makes Philadelphia especially fertile ground for DIY urban
farming is one of its least appealing traits: an embarrassing abundance of vacant
and abandoned lots.
...the vast amount of vacant land in Philly offers a rare opportunity for the city to
be a national leader. Can we become our own bread basket?
“Grow Philly,” The Philadelphia Citizen, May 7th, 2019, emphasis added
These quotes from a recent news article demonstrate the growing excitement over
urban agriculture within the city of Philadelphia. The news article emphasizes the
multiculturalism and the multiple motivations of Philadelphia’s farming initiatives but
ultimately focuses on the need to make urban agriculture as a whole “attractive to outside
agtech investment” (2019, n.p.). One particular feature of the city is identified as being
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what “ironically” makes it an attractive place for outside investment: “an embarrassing
abundance of vacant land.” The article concludes by stating the ambitious goal of turning
Philadelphia into its own bread basket. These two symbols upon which the article bases
its pitch for investment into urban agriculture in Philadelphia, vacant land and the city as
bread basket, are in fact longstanding features of Philadelphia history that are regularly
mentioned in both journalistic articles and academic and policy discussions but are not
always put into their full historical context.
The purpose of this article is to contextualize the contemporary urban-agricultural
moment in Philadelphia within the city’s settler-colonial land history. The historicalgeographic analysis that I present in this article centers around these two interrelated
themes of the contemporary urban agriculture discourse in Philadelphia that the
Philadelphia Citizen article brings up: the idea of using vacant land to turn the city
[back] into a bread basket (or central source of food). In historically analyzing the
discourse of vacancy during Philadelphia’s settler-colonial period, I find that this way of
framing and interacting with the land depended on a historical and material erasure of
indigenous communities and food systems, and is what ultimately allowed for the
establishment of the region that is today believed to be Philadelphia2 as “its own bread
basket” and later, a bread basket for all of colonial America (Weigley, 1982; Fletcher,
1947). This vacancy discourse predates the arrival of William Penn and is evident in the

2

In referring to Philadelphia as “the land that is believed to be Philadelphia,” I am taking inspiration from
and reinterpreting James Baldwin’s description of white people in “On Being White...and Other Lies” as
“those who think of themselves as white” (1984, p. 91). My intention here is to question the moral and
historical legitimacy of this settler-colonial city and to highlight the fact that today’s Philadelphia is the
direct outcome of indigenous genocide, land theft, and African enslavement. Archaeological and historical
records tell us that, for 40 times the amount of time that Philadelphia has believed itself to be Philadelphia,
it was part of a large swath of territory called “Lenapehoking” by the original habitants of the North
American continent (Kraft, 1986).
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colonial records of both New Sweden and New Amstel, in which it is used to attract
European settler-farmers as well as petition for more investment and agricultural supplies
(agtech investment) from their correspondent metropoles. I also find that in terms of the
food systems of this land, these settler-colonial vacancy discourses and policies had a
disproportionate impact on Lenape women, who were in charge of both planting and
foraging methods as well as general land management.
Based on these findings, I argue that there is an urgent social and ecological need
and opportunity for urban agriculture practitioners and policymakers to address this
process of land and foodway dispossession by mobilizing urban agriculture as a
transformative social and environmental justice movement, and that one of the keys to
doing this is to conceptualize and approach urban-agricultural land not as “vacant” but,
as Ananya Roy posits,“as a historical geography” (2016, p. 813). Peeling back the layers
of land history demonstrates that the spaces being used for agriculture today are in no
way “vacant” or “abandoned” or new to food cultivation, but are filled with histories of
unjust, ecologically destructive, and oppressive land and agricultural practices and
dynamics, as well as histories of counter-mobilizations and alternative models of a more
just and ecologically sustainable food system. If today’s urban food growers and food
activists want to avoid perpetuating and, ideally, to combat these processes of racial
injustice and ecological destruction, land histories, not land vacancies is a more
historically and morally accountable frame of reference.
My argument in this article is not that contemporary urban farmers should
abandon the idea of transforming Philadelphia into a self-sustaining local food system by
utilizing the city’s unique spatial opportunities and community excitement; rather, I am
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insisting that this process of urban-agricultural transformation be accountable to
unresolved histories of land and food injustice, which can be summarized as: 1) racialized
and gendered land dispossession, 2) erasure of existing foodways and certain humanenvironment relationships on land deemed “vacant,” and 3) the concentration of this socalled “vacant land” into the hands of colonial outsiders. In the conclusion of this article,
I connect the historical-geographic analysis back to the contemporary context by
discussing some recent examples of social justice interventions into urban agriculture and
theorizing what they might mean for the future of the movement.
Periodization (~1609-1681): The analysis that follows focuses on early settlercolonial history, spanning from the pre-colonial period when primarily Lenape women
managed the land and food systems of what is today believed to be Philadelphia to the
arrival of William Penn and initial expansion from small-scale subsistence agriculture to
a regional colonial plantation system. While this might seem like a drastic spatiotemporal
jump from contemporary urban-agricultural Philadelphia, it addresses many indigenous
scholars’ and activists’ insistence that the United States’ settler-colonial project is not a
thing of the past, but an ongoing process (Norwood, 2007; Michael, 2010; Tallbear, 2012,
2013; Colley, 2014; LaDuke, 2017; Begay & Goldtooth, 2018). Moreover, within urban
agriculture research, choosing this period of study responds to McClintock’s (2018) call
to examine urban agriculture in North American cities through frameworks of settlercolonization and racial capitalism in order to shed new light on the political
contradictions of contemporary urban food growing. By applying these historicalgeographic framings to a case study of Philadelphia, this article provides a historical
overview of how food and agricultural practices have been shaped by settler-colonial
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processes; however, the historical analysis is not an end in itself, but a means through
which to uncover and shed light on social justice issues embedded in contemporary urban
farming in Philadelphia, such as questions of land sovereignty and who should get to
manage and decide how land becomes agriculturalized or otherwise turned into green
space. It is important to note that entire book projects could be dedicated to each period
of agricultural change in Philadelphia discussed in this article. However, the purpose of
this particular analysis is not to provide a complete assessment of the food systems of
each of these periods of time, but to mark some of the major moments of food system
change and reveal the oppressive and extractive mechanisms that caused them as a
method for demonstrating the contentious urban-agricultural history that today’s urban
food growers now find ourselves part of.
Before the historical-geographic analysis, I first provide a brief survey of
literature that examines the political dimensions of urban agriculture in the United States
cities in general and Philadelphia specifically. I then make the case for historicization of
urban agriculture as a method of critical analysis, outline the periodization of my study,
and specify the intersectional framework of critique that I apply to the historical analysis.
The conclusion brings the historical discussion back to contemporary urban agriculture
and synthesizes what the connections between past and present agricultural Philadelphia
mean for its future. It is important to clarify that the connections that I make between
today’s urban-agricultural Philadelphia and settler-colonial agricultural Philadelphia are
not intended to equate the values and dispositions of the groups of people involved in
each period of the city’s agricultural development. Rather, my intention is to
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contextualize and caution against particular discourses and strategies that use vacancy to
promote urban agriculture and/or acquire urban-agricultural land.
By proposing land history as an alternative framing to land vacancy, my aim is to
show the socially and ecologically radical possibilities that emerge out of digging through
the layers of stories that urban land has to tell as urban farmers also dig into its layers of
soil. In the case of early settler-colonial Philadelphia, which is the historical-geographic
focus of this article, the story of urban agriculture and the story of Lenape land/food
systems and eventual dispossession cannot be disentangled. Learning and grappling with
this history is not merely an intellectual exercise, but a strategy for forging new
relationships of solidarity within contemporary urban agriculture in Philadelphia, which
is discussed in the conclusion of this article. Lastly, my proposal of using a land history
lens as an alternative to land vacancy contributes to other critiques of and alternatives to
the vacancy/food desert terminologies used in the context of urban food and sustainability
initiatives. Examples include Foster’s (2014) proposal of terrain vague instead of vacant
lot, Karen Washington’s (2018) use of “food apartheid” instead of “food desert,” as well
as Gregory’s (2012) and Safransky’s (2014) critiques of the widespread “blank slate” and
“frontier” metaphors used by many urban sustainability advocates in Detroit specifically.

A Brief Overview of Contemporary Urban Agriculture:
The Scope and Politics of Contemporary Urban Agriculture
The aforementioned excitement over urban agriculture is occurring not only in
Philadelphia, but across the globe, in many cases accompanied by an influx of policy
efforts to legalize, fund, secure, and/or scale up food production in cities in order to
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expand beyond the smaller community garden plot model (Bryld, 2003; Lee-Smith, 2010;
Bourque, 2012; Meenar et al., 2017; Rosan & Pearsall, 2017). In the United States, urban
farms are especially prolific in post-industrial cities such as Detroit, Baltimore, and
Philadelphia because of the spatial opportunity to establish farms on what is often
deemed uninhabited and unoccupied land (aka “vacant land”). This is land that was most
recently occupied by factories and/or working class housing, is currently used for a
number of survival-based economic activities and has been linked to threats to the safety
and wellbeing of neighborhood residents (Garvin et al., 2013). Much of the academic
scholarship, policy discussions, and journalistic publications looking at Philadelphia’s
urban agriculture commend urban food growing projects as a solution to a host of social
and ecological challenges, including: reducing rates of violence (McCabe, 2014) and
food insecurity (Armar-Klemesu, 2000), beautifying urban spaces (Bonham & Smith,
2011), addressing the climate crisis (Dubbeling & De Zeeur, 2011), providing a
sustainable land use (Lovell, 2010), building community and community empowerment
(Saldivar-Tanaka & Krasny, 2004), and income generation (Thornton, 2008; Vitiello &
Wolf-Powers, 2014).
In critical geography scholarship, researchers have attached certain political
meanings to urban agriculture by characterizing the phenomenon as “transgressive,”
“transformative,” “emancipatory,” and/or as acts of “resistance” (Hou, 2010; Traveline &
Hunold, 2010; Schindler, 2014; White, 2011). Others, such as Hilda Kurtz (2001), Laura
Lawson (2005), MB Pudup (2008), Lindsay Naylor (2012; 2018), Nathan McClintock
(2014) and Rosan & Pearsall (2017), challenge the idea of urban food growing as
inherently politically progressive, transformative, emancipatory, and/or transgressive by
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demonstrating the political heterogeneity and conflicting visions of urban agriculture.
McClintock, citing empirical research from Portland and Oakland, reveals the diversity of
people, communities, and political ideologies embracing urban agriculture in those cities.
He offers a useful framework for approaching this ideological heterogeneity by arguing
that “radical,” “reformist,” and “neoliberal” approaches comprise “urban agriculture’s
contradictions” and should therefore be studied in “dialectical tension” (p. 47).
McClintock’s and others’ critiques highlight the importance of examining not only the
ecological and individual/community-level benefits of urban agriculture, but also the
entire scope of political motivations and political implications of food growing activities
within cities.
The Policy and Politics of Urban Agriculture in Philadelphia
In their research on urban agriculture in Philadelphia, Christina Rosan and Hamil
Pearsall (2017) examine the political context of urban agriculture through an analysis of
urban agriculture policy as it fits into Philadelphia’s broader landscape of sustainability
policy. They point out that the current excitement over urban agriculture, which was
spurred in large part by Mayor Nutter’s 2008 promise to make Philadelphia the “Greenest
City in America” and his subsequent creation of a permanent Office of Sustainability,
obscures the fact that urban food growing has been happening for decades, and in fact
reached its peak back in the nineties and two-thousands; and moreover, working class
African American and immigrant communities have been at the forefront of these past
initiatives. Rosan & Pearsall find that in the current context of a gentrifying Philadelphia,
it has primarily been upper-middle class, white newcomers to the city who are pushing
for city government to formally adopt and fiscally support urban agriculture as part of its
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overall sustainability strategy. The implication of this dynamic, Rosan & Pearsall argue,
is that newcomers to urban agriculture are disproportionately benefitting from these
recent policy initiatives, which has created a set of tensions between them and the longtime urban food growers. It is important to point out that, within the time span of my
research, the race-class dynamics that Rosan & Pearsall identify in their analysis have
been changing rapidly as a result of coalition building and actions led by Black and
Brown farmers, organizers, and activists.3
Rosan & Pearsall provide political context to Philadelphia’s urban agriculture
through a method of digging beneath the surface of urban farms to reveal the policy
landscape within which they are entangled. They show how policy shapes who can
practice urban agriculture, how they can practice it, how these practices are changing, and
what these changes mean for future urban agricultural possibilities. This analysis suggests
that current policy efforts to formalize urban agriculture run the risk of disproportionately
benefitting white, wealthy urban farming activists while neglecting and in some cases
endangering the work of older food growers of color. One of Rosan & Pearsall’s five
main findings is that “Urban Agriculture is NOT new,” which cautions against the
historical erasure that might result from the fixation on today’s urban agriculture
landscape (p. 146). This important finding and other recent calls to historicize urban
agriculture (e.g. Tornaghi, 2014; Glasser, 2017) provide the empirical and conceptual
basis for the historical inquiry that I pursue in this article. In the next section, I

3

Recent news articles have reported on this changing political and demographic landscape of urban
agriculture in Philadelphia, but additional academic research is needed. See, for example
https://whyy.org/articles/phillys-farm-chief-kicks-off-plan-to-save-endangered-edible-gardens-and-createmore-on-vacant-city-lots/ and https://www.witf.org/2019/10/31/philly-is-creating-first-ever-urbanagriculture-manifesto/
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summarize Rosan & Pearsall’s historical analysis of urban agriculture (more specifically,
institutionally-supported urban gardening projects) in Philadelphia and explain how my
research builds off of it. I then lay out the complete conceptual and methodological
approach that guides my analysis.

Historical Research on Urban Agriculture:
In addition to critical scholarship on the politics of urban agriculture, this article
also engages with existing historical research on urban food growing in United States
cities (see Bassett, 1979, 1981; Lawson, 2005; Vitiello & Brinkley, 2014) and addresses
recent calls for additional historical analysis in urban agriculture research (Tornaghi,
2014; Glasser, 2017). Laura Lawson’s City Bountiful (2005), is the most comprehensive
and most frequently cited example of historical research on urban food growing. Her
analysis begins with the year 1893 when the first Vacant Lot Cultivation association was
created in Detroit as a means of providing economic relief through a “self-help” approach
(p. 8). Lawson analyzes the School Army Gardens of the Great Depression era, the World
War II Victory Garden campaign, and then connects the values and structures behind
present-day grassroots gardening initiatives to those of the first Vacant Lot Cultivation
Associations. The history that I discuss in this article focuses on the time period
preceding Philadelphia’s Vacant Lot movement in order to complement the existing
historical work spearheaded by Lawson. Extending historical analysis of urban
agricultural processes to the colonial period is also critical for deepening understanding
of the complex social and ecological issues within which this phenomenon is entangled.
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Historical Research on Philadelphia’s Urban Agriculture
While the main focus of their research on Philadelphia is to provide analysis of
urban agriculture policy, Rosan & Pearsall (2017) dedicate a significant portion of their
book to the history of urban community gardening in the city. The historical component
is crucial for their policy analysis and argumentation. For one, it reveals that since the
founding of Philadelphia’s Vacant Lot Cultivation Association in 1897, city government
has always viewed urban food growing in large part as a way of temporarily occupying
working class and unemployed communities as well as urban spaces in working class
neighborhoods in order to weather the tides of economic decline. In addition to tracing
the continuity of this “short term perspective on urban agriculture in urban land policy”
(p. 31), Rosan & Pearsall also find an ongoing ethic of “self-help” (see also Pudup, 2008
and Lawson, 2005) underlying these organized gardening projects. These findings
demonstrate that historically, urban agriculture in Philadelphia has been mobilized more
as a short term intervention into individual lives and circumstances rather than as a
permanent land use policy, let alone a transformative or justice-oriented social movement
with long term political visions and goals. This does not mean that specific projects have
not used food growing for more justice-oriented or politically radical purposes, or that
these ways of practicing urban agriculture cannot exist, but that there is a clear trend in
the sorts urban farming values and objectives that institutions and government have
supported. Lastly, Rosan & Pearsall’s historical assessment finds that, despite the amount
of present-day academic, journalistic, and policy energy and interest in urban agriculture,
food growing in the city of Philadelphia has actually been in a recent cycle of decline,
having peaked in the late nineties to early two-thousands.
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As part of a policy analysis project, the history that Rosan & Pearsall discuss
increases our understanding of the significant structural challenges and limitations faced
by contemporary efforts to integrate urban agriculture into long term urban policy and
planning. They importantly and convincingly argue that scholars and practitioners
interested in expanding and formalizing urban agriculture in Philadelphia must
understand and grapple with the many layers of urban policy that have shaped and will
continue to shape food growing in cities. In this article, I contend that just as Rosan &
Pearsall uncover these layers of Philadelphia’s land policy in relation to urban
agriculture, scholars and practitioners must also understand and confront the layers of
Philadelphia’s land history upon which urban agriculture is being practiced today. This
sort of understanding is possible only by unearthing the layers of history that laid the
foundations for the Vacant Lot Cultivation Association and other subsequent gardening
projects that have used vacancy as a discursive and material tool for farming the city. As
Rosan & Pearsall point out, “some argue that urban agriculture was part of William
Penn’s vision for a successful Philadelphia in the 1600s” (p. 146), and that is indeed
where the current paper’s analysis begins. What did William Penn’s urban-agricultural
vision consist of and what impact did it have on the land? How did it differ from and
impact the first settlers, enslaved Africans, and indigenous gardeners and foragers who
predated both? To what extent do we see those visions and dynamics in today’s urban
agriculture? What connections and responsibilities do present and future urban farmers
have to these histories? These are some of the guiding questions that I explore in this
article, which I hope will contribute to Rosan & Pearsall’s and others’ project of
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encouraging many of today’s urban farmers “ to be more intentional in meeting [their]
stated social justice goals” (p. 161).

Definitions, Methodology, and Theoretical Framework:
In this article, I define ‘urban agriculture’ as a process of attaining and
maintaining urban land for food growing and/or procurement and ‘urban land’ as all of
the land that was eventually consolidated to form the contemporary city. From the
standpoint of historical methodology, this way of conceptualizing the urban as all of the
land that was eventually consolidated to form the contemporary city may seem curious.
But, as a historical-geographic study and a social-scientific analysis of history, this
approach follows a well-tested methodology of looking at history as something that
unfolds across space to form particular landscapes, thereby requiring a more flexible idea
of seemingly fixed locations and fixed events. Carl Sauer (1941) explains this idea in his
description of the role that history ought to play in geography:
The geographer cannot study houses and towns, fields and factories, as to their
where and why without asking himself about their origins. He cannot treat the
localization of activities without knowing the functioning of the culture, the
process of living together of the group, and he cannot do this except by historical
reconstruction. (p. 8, emphasis added)
Sauer’s argument would suggest that that geographers of urban agriculture cannot
examine the locations of and the motivations behind today’s urban farms without asking
ourselves about the origins of this land use practice and the cultures and cultural conflicts
that have shaped it over time; this pursuit requires a historical reconstruction of the city
itself. Echoing Sauer but shifting the focus from origins to continuities, Fernand Braudel
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(1972) proposes that social scientists look at the history of particular social phenomena
over a “longue durée,” which he describes as:
A history whose passage is almost imperceptible, that of man in relation to the
environment, a history in which all change is slow, a history of constant
repetition, everlasting cycles. (p. 20)
In analyzing something over the longue durée, it seems that a key task for the social
scientist is to make this “almost imperceptible” history perceptible in order to better
understand how we got here and why. This is an important analytical tool for social
critique, which is tasked with exposing the deep and seemingly imperceptible roots of
unjust systems and structures in order to demonstrate the radical approach needed to
transform them.
Ananya Roy has reinvigorated these sorts of approaches to understanding the
slow and cyclical emergence of places and place-based activities through her calls to
“provincialize” urban theory (2016). Roy has been critical of Marxist urban scholars’
“planetary urbanization” thesis (e.g. Merrifield, 2013; Brenner & Schmid, 2017), taking
issue with its lack of geographic specificity and historical groundedness, as well as its
class reductionism. She proposes that scholars “provincialize” urban theory by situating
urban processes in specific spatial and temporal contexts, rather than planetizing our
studies of the urban. Roy specifies that a “provincializing” approach to urban theory
treats the urban question as a land question and therefore orients itself toward historical
geographic methods that address “the entanglement of the agrarian and urban questions”
(2016, p. 813). Ultimately, she wants to see scholars approach the urban itself “as a
historical geography, indeed as a historical category” (2016, p. 813). In this article, I
apply her methodology to urban agriculture research by examining the urban-agricultural
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city as a historical geography. Surprisingly, urban agriculture researchers are yet to
incorporate Roy’s approach to addressing the urban question in relation to its
entanglements with the agrarian question, despite the fact that this framing of the urban
provides us with an entryway into contributing our somewhat siloed scholarship to more
wide-ranging and wide-reaching urban theory debates.
An Intersectional Approach to Feminist Historical Geography
Since I am interested in comprehensive critical understanding of land and food
injustice embedded in the history of agriculture in Philadelphia, intersectional feminist
theory provides the critical orientation used in this historical-geographic analysis. Other
than Reynolds & Cohen’s book on New York City’s social justice-oriented urban
agriculture movement, Alice Hovorka (2012; 2013) is the only other urban agriculture
scholar to explicitly mention intersectional feminist theory in her work. In her research on
urban food growing in Botswana, Hovorka analyzes the specific intersection of patriarchy
and speciesism, describing her theoretical approach as “grounded in feministposthumanist intersectionality” (2012, p. 875). Hovorka’s papers give a brief mention to
the work of the foundational theorist of intersectionality, Kimberlé Crenshaw, but then
moves quickly into a focus on social intersections related to posthumanism rather than on
the experiences of women of color. In this article, I use Crenshaw’s and other
foundational theorists of intersectionality’s method of examining how sexism, racism,
and capitalism intersect with each other and result in compounded and compounding
structures and experiences of oppression (Crenshaw, 1989, 1991, 1998; hooks, 1984;
Lorde, 1984; Collins 1990, 2002). In analyzing the layers of agricultural history that have
sedimented onto the land that is today believed to be Philadelphia, I closely examine how
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transformations of intersectional structures converge with transformations of land and
food systems. In this analysis, I find that the early period of Swedish, Dutch, and English
settler-colonization dramatically interrupted Lenape women’s control over the land’s
food systems, but not without sustained resistance over the course of the entire colonial
period.
While few intersectional studies of urban agriculture exist, there are many
examples of scholarship that apply an intersectional lens to the related topics of food and
environmental systems in both urban and rural contexts (e.g. Williams-Forson &
Wilkerson, 2011; Sachs & Patel-Campillo, 2014; Besky & Brown, 2015; Munro et al.,
2016; Jang & Kim, 2018; Leder & Sachs, 2019; Mackay, 2019). Psyche Williams-Forson
(2011) first proposed an intersectional intervention into food studies, asking: “what
happens to food studies if you put intersectionality at the center?” (p. 11) and arguing that
“food studies has an opportunity to continue opening the discursive spaces that gender
studies, African American studies, and intersectionality have already creviced” (p. 15).
Carolyn Sachs and Anouk Patel-Campillo (2014) propose a “feminist food justice”
framework based in intersectional understanding of the social structures that produce
food insecurity. They explain that, because food justice issues “often converge where
marginal identities intersect, the power, structural, and gender dynamics associated with
approaches to food insecurity must be historically and analytically specified” (p. 400).
Sachs and Patel-Campillo develop their intersectional feminist food justice framework in
relation to current conditions of food insecurity and food and agricultural policy
interventions in the Global South. At the same time, they explicitly connect contemporary
capitalist land grabs that cause hunger and other types of food insecurity primarily in the
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Global South to global colonial history, pointing out “the persistence of intersectional
dispossession underlying histories of colonialism, racism, and sexism” which, they add,
“require reparations” (p. 406).
As a research methodology, feminist historical geography approaches critique not
only particular histories of gender-based oppression, but also how these histories get told.
Mona Domosh, who helped establish the sub-discipline of feminist historical geography
in the nineties, has demonstrates the emancipatory potential of archival analysis
specifically (1997; 2003; 2014; 2016). She argues that, despite the fact that white male
voices and visions dominate the North American historical record, critically analyzing
these sources can help inform more just futures. Importantly, Domosh cautions against
potential pitfalls of feminist historical geographic inquiry by insisting that the object of
investigation cannot simply be “women” (or other marginalized groups) but must be
simultaneously the “conditions under which those identities and experiences were being
formulated” (p. 227). I follow this method in my analysis, which allows me to
demonstrate the extent to which European men’s ignorance and misunderstanding of
indigenous gender roles impacted their portrayals and treatments of indigenous
communities.
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Swedish Settler Invasions:
It is unspeakably hard to supply all this people with food in a desert.
-Johan Risingh, Report to the Kingdom of Sweden on the
status and needs of New Sweden, 1654
When Swedish colonizers invaded the land that is today believed to be
Philadelphia and, in so doing, became the first Europeans4 to establish it as an
agricultural settler-colony, they described the land in a term familiar to today’s urban
agriculture and alternative food movement practitioners: a food desert. During the
administration of Johan Risingh, the second governor of New Sweden, the colony had
failed to develop a self-sustaining agricultural system. This led to a dependence on
indigenous communities and New England colonies for food as well as prompted
frequent cases of fleeing settlers (Risingh, 1654). In a failed attempt to save the colony,
Governor Risingh wrote to the King of Sweden, imploring him to send more money and
materials. Essentially, the settler-colonial government was failing to do its job of
providing basic needs so its settler-citizens and depicted this stolen land as a food desert
in order to receive funding from the Kingdom. As today’s critics of the language of “food
desert” argue, this term is both deceptive and strategic. Many have noted that deserts are
naturally-occurring ecosystems, while spaces referred to as food deserts result from
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While the Dutch were technically the first European colonizers of the Delaware River region
beginning in 1609, they ultimately used the “New Amstel” colony as a trading post, rather than an
area of settlement and agricultural expansion. Interestingly, in terms of agriculture, the Dutch
attempted to use a company-run feudal “bowery” system of agriculture when they took back the
colony in 1655, but ultimately failed so then-governor Jacob Alrich ended up requesting fifty
slaves (Trindell, 1966). The Swedish colonists who established New Sweden in 1638 were the
first to actually settle and cultivate the land, which is why the history of Dutch colonization is not
discussed in this paper.
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completely unnatural human-created social systems (Simon, 2006). New York City-based
urban farmer and food justice community organizer Karen Washington (2018) explains:
‘desert’ makes us think of an empty, absolutely desolate place. But when we’re
talking about these places, there is so much life and vibrancy and potential. Using
that word runs the risk of preventing us from seeing all of those things. (n.p.)
Indeed, that was precisely the impact that Governor Risingh’s use of the term had: it
effectively erased a vibrant food system that generational family histories, along with
archaeological evidence, shows to have existed for 10,000 years.

Figure 1. Map of Lenni-Lenape territory, as represented by language groups. Created by
Rebecca Dobbs, and can be found in Ives Goddard’s “Delaware,” in Handbook of North
American Indians, vol. 15 (1978, p. 14). Also appears on the “Official Site of the
Delaware Tribes of Indians” which is headquartered in Oklahoma and Kansas
(www.delawaretribe.org)
Figure 2. Map of New Sweden showing the colony to be within Lenape territory. Created
by Amandus Johnson (The Swedish Settlements on the Delaware, 1638-1644 (vol. 2),
1911, p. 496)

From 8600BCE to the arrivals of the Dutch and Swedes over the course of the
1500s-1600s, the site that is now believed to be Philadelphia was recognized as part of a
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vast swath of land known as Lenapehoking5. As is shown in Figure 1, the Lenape lived in
an area that encompasses what is now a small section of southeastern Connecticut,

5

Researching indigenous history as a non-indigenous person, and especially as a Europeandescended person, cannot be taken lightly. It was through the research process that I learned the
absolute necessity of not only prioritizing tribal members of the specific indigenous community
whose history and culture is being studied as authorities on that information, but also as a guide
for the entire research approach before the research process begins. Prior to consulting a Lenape
tribal leader for trusted sources, I had encountered the work of an anthropologist named Marshall
Becker (1989, 1993) through a standard google scholar search. After having un-critically included
his archaeological and anthropological research on the food systems and settlement patterns of
indigenous people living along the Delaware River, including the Lenape, I came across a
controversy surrounding a lecture that Becker gave at the Bridgeton Library in 2012. One of
Becker’s main points in his presentation was to “question the lack of hard data pertaining to the
local Lenape heritage,” which effectively questioned living Lenape people’s claims to their
identity, family history, and land connections (Woods, NJ.com, May 21, 2012). The event
organizers became aware of criticism of his research before the scheduled event, but decided to
proceed anyway, while planning a rebuttal talk by Cara Blume, also an anthropologist and
archaeologist, and an “honorary citizen of the Lenape Indian Tribe of Delaware.” After seeing
that Pastor John Norwood, a member of the Nanticoke Lenni-Lenape Tribal Council who I had
previously interviewed, had approved of her presentation, I came to trust her work. I also reached
out to Dr. Blume for a copy of her presentation to read and discuss alongside some of her
published work, so that I could understand her specific critiques of Becker’s research. I then
began more strictly following a list of trusted sources that Pastor Norwood had previously shared
with me, as well as books and articles I had found that include indigenous critiques of nonindigenous research.
In her talk, Blume argues that historians and historical research processes have failed to
understand indigenous history because “Native American communities rely more on passing
down their culture, which has largely been ignored by historians,” adding that “Indian
communities are different because they maintained these genetic connections [but that] the
connections are very complicated and they’re different from what you see in your American
communities” (n.p., 2012). Norwood, after attending both Becker’s and Blume’s talks,
commented that “we are the only people in the United States who have to constantly prove we are
who we say we are” and that he is grateful for people like Dr. Blume “who are well informed and
understand the impact of racism, not only in the community, but also on scholarship.” This latter
point is key and must be taken into account when reading both archival and secondary source
historical documents.
Kim Tallbear, who is a scholar of human consciousness and Native Studies and is a member of
the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate and also descended from the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes of
Oklahoma (https://kimtallbear.com/) has strongly critiqued racist research on indigenous history
and culture, particularly in the realm of genetics and genomics. Her scholarship has been a crucial
guide for avoiding all too common oppressive pitfalls of academic research on indigeneity,
namely biological, archaeological, and genetic research, but with applications to history and
social science. One of Tallbear’s critiques which is especially relevant to my own historicalgeographic research is that the idea that “indigenous peoples” are doomed to vanish through
genetic admixture [and therefore] should be studied before their kind is no more” (p. 3) is the
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epistemological and ontological foundation of DNA research on indigenous groups. She echoes
Blume in stating that the fact that race is a social construct means, for indigenous people
specifically, that it is settler-colonization that first created the category of “Native Americans,”
whom are in reality “a pan-racial group defined strictly in opposition to the settlers who
encountered them.” Tallbear explains that “without “settlers,” we could not have “Indians or
Native Americans” (p. 5). She goes on to show that if settler-colonization never happened, there
would be “many thousands of smaller groups or peoples defined within and according to their
own languages,” the overly simplified, biased, and incomplete remnants of which can be seen in
colonial documents and maps of the Delaware region’s colonies, with the three largest Lenape
groups being referred to in relation to the languages they speak: Unami, Unalachtigo, and
Munsee. Within the first few decades of their settlement, British colonizers began to group them
all together and labelled them “Delaware Indians.” Norwood explains that (2019):
anyone using the term Delaware, they’re talking about the Lenape people. That’s not our
name for us, that’s the name that the British called us, after one of their noblemen Lord
De la Warre. And so they named the river the Delaware and the people that lived along it
they called the Delaware Indians and the name just kind of stuck. Those that migrated out
to Oklahoma tended to accept that and they maintained that name and you will see that
name maintained in many of the treaties. Those of us who stayed never accepted the
name and continue to call ourselves Lenape people. (n.p.)
This grouping and mis-labelling not only erased culture and history, but also ensured that these
diverse yet interconnected groups become geographically and politically centralized (which was
devastating for their food systems, their ability to defend themselves, and ultimately their ability
to stay on their land). Tallbear is also highly critical of the fixation on “unadmixed Native
populations” and “molecular origins” that molecular anthropologists (a very new field of
research) and genomicists depend on for their research, because it denies indigenous people a
history, a presence, and a future of “evolution, of change over time, of becoming” (p. 6). In
addition to publishing research, Tallbear runs an international research and teaching hub that
trains indigenous graduate students and postdocs to “grapple expertly with techno-scientific
projects and topics that affect their territories, peoples, economies, and institutions”
(https://kimtallbear.com/research/#IndigenousSTS).
The primary purpose of the current article is to critically analyze the settler-colonial narrative and
policy of “terra nullius” as it relates to contemporary practices and narratives around “vacancy”
within urban agriculture. This task brings me directly into conversation with the indigenous
history and pre-colonial food systems of this now-urbanized land believed to be Philadelphia. In
this article, I am in no way claiming to be the person to write an indigenous history of
Philadelphia. Rather, I am insisting that scholars, policymakers, and practitioners working
on/interested in urban land put contemporary urban land use, namely urban agriculture, into the a
settler-colonial context in order to understand the intersection of contemporary social justice
struggles of urban farmers and the longstanding land struggles of the diverse communities of
people who were constructed as “indigenous” by settler-colonizers. Following the guidance of
Blume, Norwood, Tallbear and others, in discussing Lenape history, I 1) avoid research that
searches for and/or reduces their inquiry to Lenape communities’ genetic and/or archaeological
origins 2) discuss primarily the work of Lenape researchers and sources trusted by Lenape tribal
members and 3) portray Lenape communities not as some sort of past entity, but as a living and
growing and diverse community with legitimate and still ignored claims to large swaths of land,
including Philadelphia, which is a very much present and ongoing political struggle, and lastly, 4)
I focus on how indigeneity in Philadelphia was socially constructed via racial categorization and
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southeastern New York (including New York City), all of New Jersey, eastern
Pennsylvania (including Philadelphia), and northern Delaware. Figure 2 shows New
Sweden, which later became Philadelphia, to have been settled within Lenape territory.
Nanticoke Lenni-Lenape tribal leader and scholar of missiology, John R. Norwood
(2007), explains that the Lenape or Lenni-Lenape (sometimes referred to as the
Delaware, which was a name imposed on them by English colonists but has been
appropriated by Lenape communities who were forced into exile in Oklahoma and
Kansas) are part of the Algonkian (Algonquin) network of tribes. He explains that Lenape
can be translated as “common” or “original people” and that Lenape people are often
referred to today by other North American tribes as the “ancient ones,” because of the
large number of tribes that branched off from them (p. 10). According to the 2010 United
States census, the population of people who are listed as being of Lenape descent in the
United States is 18,264. Due to forced migration resulting from the Walking Treaty of
1737, they are now concentrated far from Lenapehoking, mainly in Oklahoma. Smaller
populations live in Kansas, Wisconsin, Ontario, Canada, and in Pennsylvania, Delaware,
New Jersey, and New York (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010). The various tribes that still live
today in Lenapehoking are only state-recognized, whereas the tribes in Oklahoma and
Wisconsin are federally-recognized (Norwood, 2007, p. 7).

political aims, which does require critical engagement with colonial documents written from
European perspectives.
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Figure 3. Map of “Delaware Indians” forced migration pathways. Created by
Rebecca Dobbs, and can be found in Ives Goddard’s “Delaware,” in Handbook of
North American Indians, vol. 14 (1978, p. 338). Also appears on the “Official Site
of the Delaware Tribes of Indians” (www.delawaretribe.org).

Colonial records document the vast populations of people who were living on this land
when they arrived. The first recorded encounter between a European person and the land
of Lenapehoking was during the voyage of Giovanni de Verrazano, who remarked that
the land he had arrived to was “densely populated” (Tarrow & Verrazano, 2013).
In his 1644 report to the Kingdom of Sweden, Johan Printz, the first governor of
New Sweden, requested military support for the genocide he was planning to commit
against the Lenape. He remarks that “[n]othing would be better than that a couple of
hundred soldiers should be sent here and kept here until we broke the necks of all of them
in the river,” which shows the strength and the quantity of Lenape people living in the
area at the time (Myers, 1912, p. 104). Printz further justifies his plan to massacre the
entire indigenous population of New Sweden by adding, “especially since we have no
beaver trade with them but only the maize trade we could take possession of the places
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(which are the most fruitful) that the savages now possess” (p. 104), which indicates that
the Lenape were engaged in agriculture and agricultural trade at the time. Referring to
Philadelphia specifically, Swedish naturalist Peter Kalm remarked in 1751 in his travel
journal that native inhabitants “previously lived quite densely where Philadelphia now is”
but “became extinct through the measles” (Kalm & Benson, 1964). Norwood (transcribed
dialogue at Philadelphia Urban Creators farm, 2019) confirms the timing recorded by
Kalm, explaining that:
So many of our people died by the time the majority of the colonists were
prevalent here in the early 1700s. And about 90% of the Lenape people died from
disease or conflict within the first 100 years of contact with the colonists. One of
our chiefs, he was a Nanticoke chief, was speaking to a missionary. His words
have been recorded and he says “for every one of you that comes off of those
ships, nine of my people die” and it was because we had no immunities to the
disease that were in Europe. (n.p.)
This rapid decimation of Lenape life and land relationships resulting from the
initial settlement of European colonists had implications for the development of the terra
nullius myth and subsequent imposition of European food systems and humanenvironment relationships over those of the Lenape during the more expansive era of
English colonization. Norwood explains that because so many Lenape people died in the
early 1700s, “a lot of [their gardens] wound up becoming overgrown.” Thus, it was the
act of European settlement itself that created the material conditions that they used to
perpetuate the terra nullius myth. Norwood adds that these gardens “didn’t look like
European gardens but they were gardens nonetheless.”
Lenape Food Systems
Lenape food systems included, but did not rely on, horticulture because methods
of food acquisition varied by season and by geographical region. A major issue with
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much of the anthropological and archaeological research on indigenous cultures, which
Marshall Becker’s scholarship provides an example of, is the binary categorization of
groups as either agriculturalists or foragers. Becker labels the Lenape as “foragers” in
relation to other groups in the region who were horticulturalists (1993, p. 18). The topic
of indigenous groups’ typologically and geographically diverse foodways brings up
Nathan McClintock’s (2018) recent critique of using urban agriculture as a framework
for understanding the food histories of settler-colonial cities. He argues that the exclusion
of food gathering, fishing, and hunting “works to erase non‐White epistemologies and
practices” ( p. 9). Due to this article’s settler-colonial analysis being a response to
contemporary dynamics in Philadelphia’s urban agriculture movement, I maintain a
topical focus on urban agriculture. However, over the course of this historical analysis, I
use urban agriculture as a departure point more than as a conceptual framework and also
have defined it in a way that encompasses non-agricultural aspects of food systems (as a
process of attaining and maintaining urban land for food growing and procurement).
Swedish explorer Per Lindestrom, in his Geographica Americae (1655), is the
first European to take down a detailed account of his observations of the Lenape’s
(Rennapi in his writing, as was the word the Swedes used to refer to the Lenape) ways of
life. While written from a settler-colonial perspective, Lindestrom’s records include a
treasure trove of useful information about Lenape food systems. He reports that, while
the Lenape spent the summer months on the move and gathering food over many miles of
land, they settled in longhouses throughout the fall and winter, around which they planted
vegetable gardens. Lindestrom details the many different colors of maize, their
impressive size, taste, as well as the configurations and combinations in which they were
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planted. He discusses the sale of this maize to the colonists, in addition to “Turkish beans,
deer, elk and bear meat, fresh fish of all kinds [...] all kinds of fruits, peaches or skinless
apples, watermelons, chestnuts, walnuts, plums, bullace-plums, grapes, and wild hops”
(p. 223). Becker (1994) notes, using archaeological records of the clustering of Lenape
summer stations, that the Lenape had not previously sold maize or any other crops that
they cultivated but did so during the era of New Sweden as a response to their limited
participation in the fur trade. Gunlog Fur (2012), however, provides a different
explanation for this anomalous era of Lenape participation in agricultural commerce,
arguing that:
Hungry white colonists sought the Indians’ aid to get food and learn how to
prepare it, and it has been suggested that during the middle of the seventeenth
century, Swedish and Finnish colonists’ constant need for foodstuffs influenced
the Lenapes to put larger areas of land under cultivation than previously. (p. 23)
This account is confirmed by Governor Risingh’s complaint about a lack of food and
ability to grow food in his 1654 report to the Kingdom of Sweden, quoted at the
beginning of this section.
European Patriarchalization of Lenape Land and Food Systems
Arguably, it was the significant difference in gender-land relationships that
spurred the most immediate, dramatic, and socio-ecologically detrimental shift to this
land’s food systems when Europeans first invaded and then settled permanently in
Lenapehoking in the seventeenth century. For over 10,000 years, Lenape women
controlled land allocations as well as methods of food growing and procurement
(Norwood, 2007, 2019; Soderlund, 2015). Scholars have analyzed the gender systems of
the Lenape, finding that the role of women is complementary to men’s, and in certain
cases, dominant, with most agreeing that gender equality among the Lenape far exceeded
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European communities at the time. Unlike European women, Lenape women had the
right to hold property, to divorce their husbands, to lead religious rituals; additionally, the
Lenape conception of God/Creator is gender-neutral and/or gender-diverse (Caffrey,
2000; Norwood, 2007; Fur, 2012; Soderlund, 2015).
One of the areas in which Lenape women could be considered to dominate
Lenape society was in land distribution and food cultivation. Lenape society is a
matrilineal society and since, as Caffrey notes, “lineage was the most important social
unit” (Caffrey, 58), women played a leading role in territorial allotments, decisions, and
disputes (p. 58). However, since a primary role for Lenape men was “dealings with
strangers” (Fur, 2012), nearly all of the written documents left by European settlers cite
Lenape men as the primary agents of diplomacy and land negotiations, since Europeans
were in fact “strangers.” Scholars continue to debate the meaning behind records showing
that Iroquois referred to the Lenape people as a whole as “women” during various
military and territorial negotiations between and among European and indigenous groups
in the early eighteenth century. It is worth considering, however, that Lenape people
being referred to as women demonstrates the association of Lenape women as keepers of
territorial peace, since the Lenape as a whole tended to play the role of peacekeepers in
these negotiations. As Carpenter (2007) suggests in his analysis of Lenape diplomacy, the
idea that men being called women was an insult is a result of European
“misunderstandings of native use of gender and kinship terms” (p. 2).
In times of desperate need, “hungry white colonists,” to use Fur’s
characterization, were forced to learn and comply with the Lenapes’ matriarchal food
system. Jean Soderlund (2015) recounts the story of Dutch colonizer David Pieterszoon
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de Vries’ search for food in the Lenape territory upriver near what is today known as
Camden, New Jersey. The event that Soderlund describes occurred in 1633, right after de
Vries returned from rescuing the small group of Dutch settlers who had survived a
counter-attack and re-acquisition of Lenape land in the failed colony of Zwaanendael
(Norwood, 2015; Gallaway, 2015). Soderlund explains that, since de Vries could not
comprehend the fact that “Lenape women controlled food supplies and held authority
among their people” (p. 41), he spent three days trying to purchase corn from Lenape
men (more specifically, members of the Mantes and Armewamse groups), who offered to
sell only beaver pelts. Once de Vries offered to trade with Lenape women, the wives of
these men appeared the next day and finalized the sale of “corn of different colors” (p.
42). Only by complying with the system of women’s control of all aspects related to food
systems were de Vries and his crew able to receive food and thereby survive a difficult
leg of their journey. There is some indication of a sustained respect for the social systems
of the Lenape by de Vries; De Vries records in his travel journal that he returned to
Holland in 1643 due to his opposition to Dutch colonizers’ treatment of indigenous
populations (Jameson, 1909).
When twenty four Swedish men invaded Lenapehoking in 1638 and established
New Sweden on the site that is today believed to be Philadelphia, they began to impose a
radically different food system and labor structure onto the land. Another significant, and
relevant, moment of agricultural history also occurred in 1638, about 7,000 kilometers
away. The Kingdom of Sweden had just banned the practice of Svedjebruk (loosely
translated as slash and burn agriculture, which Wuorinen translates as “extensive rather
than intensive methods” (1938, p. 13). This ban, and the more severe criminalization of
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Svedjebruk resulting from the Kingdom’s 1647 Forest Decree, impacted primarily a
group of ethnic Finns known as Finnskogen (trans: Forest Finns) colonized by the
Swedish Kingdom, and living mainly along the contentious border between Russia and
Sweden. The Finnskogen had practiced Svedjebruk freely up until nationalist, economic,
and militarist interests led the Kingdom of Sweden to restructure land policy to support
both the expansion of logging and the creation of a consolidated tax system.
Interestingly, the lands that the Finnskogen used to practice svedjebruk (which
required vast territory in the forest rather than permanent settlements) began to be
referred to as “utjordar” and “odegar” which can be translated as “abandoned farms” or
“deserted farms” but were in fact lands situated outside the taxed land (Karsvall, 2011;
2016, help with translating provided by Dr. Jan Mispelaere, historian and archivist at the
Swedish National Archives). This language emerged between the 1630s and 1650s when
the Kingdom of Sweden was creating their national tax system, and effectively delegitimized any sort of rights that the Finnskogen had to this land that they had farmed,
foraged, and lived on for centuries (Wuorinen, 1938). The option that the Forest Finns
had, it would follow, was to attempt to purchase some small piece of this land and settle
it, cease their practice of svedjebruk, and start paying taxes or figure out an alternative
place to live and a new livelihood. The Kingdom of Sweden’s labelling of land used by
the colonized Finnskogen as something abandoned, deserted, vacant demonstrates the
geographic and historical continuity of this strategy used by the state to deem occupied
land vacant in order to appropriate it for profit and national territorial consolidation.
One of the tactics that the Kingdom of Sweden used to deal with the newly
landless and unemployed Finnskogen was to send them to the newly established colony
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of New Sweden through what Wuorinen (1938) terms “forcible recruitment,” in order to
provide agricultural labor to the settlers in the form of indentured servitude (Wiener &
Arnold, 2004). The same crew of Swedish settlers also brought the first and only
enslaved African to live in New Sweden, a man by the name of Antoni Swart, who is
known to have helped the Swedes sail successfully between the West Indies and the
Delaware River (Muhammad, 2013). Taken together, the Swedish settlers’ exploitation of
the Finns as indentured agricultural labor and exploitation of an enslaved African marks
the first major shift away from the matriarchal, egalitarian, and extensive rather than
intensive food system that was practiced on the land of Lenapehoking and toward an
exploitative, ecologically intensive, hierarchical, and white supremacist agricultural
system being practiced throughout the new settler-colony. In the next section, I discuss
the subsequent change to the land that is today believed to be Philadelphia initiated by
settler-colonial agriculture: the arrival of the British, their pigs, and their system of
private property.

British Settler Invasions: Pigs, Private property, and the Beginning of the Bread Basket
Years:
Surely nothing could be more geographic than critical studies of the wastage of
surface and soil as expressions of abusive land occupation. (Carl Sauer, 1941, p.
18)
Above 20 years past when the woods were not pastured and full of high weeds
and the ground light, then the rain sunk much more into the earth and did not
wash and tear up the surface as now.
-Philadelphia-based botanist John Bartram, letter to
Jared Eliot, sometime between 1747-1769
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Philadelphia historian, Russell Weigley, notes that “when Penn received his
charter for Pennsylvania about fifty subsistence farmers were living within the limits of
modern Philadelphia, mostly Swedes and Finns, with a few Dutch and English [and] their
farms averaged about 200 acres” (1982, p. 3). While the Swedes were the first to create
an agricultural settler-colony on Lenapehoking, the British rapidly expanded the process
of land encroachment that the Swedes started and established a large-scale plantationbased agricultural colony, ultimately becoming the “bread basket” of the entire colonial
system. At a time when some envision Philadelphia as transforming into its own “bread
basket,” it is worth examining this history closely. What did this transformation entail
and what social and ecological impacts ensued as settler agriculture expanded across the
land that is today believed to be Philadelphia?
Just like the governor of New Sweden had done fifty years prior, one of the
colonial mayors of Philadelphia also depicted the land as a “desert” during a time of
governmental crisis. In a letter to William Penn in the year 1704, Penn’s then-secretary
James Logan apostrophized an otherwise gloomy update on the state of the Pennsylvania
colony with an excerpt of poet James Thompson’s “Winter:”
Behold at once
The wonder done!
Here cities rise amid th' illumin'd waste,
O'er joyless deserts smiles the rural reign:
Far distant flood to flood is social join'd,
And navies ride on seas that never foam'd
With daring keel before! (emphasis added)
When James Logan wrote his letter to William Penn in 1704, the colony was failing to
live up to Penn’s vision of a spacious, orderly, and equitable “green country town
enveloped in gardens and orchards” (Weigley, p. 2). Logan concludes, however, on an
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optimistic note; reminding Penn of the “smiles of rural reign” that he had created out of
“waste” and “joyless deserts,” presumably in order to reassure his boss that their colonial
project had been worthwhile and was still salvageable.
When Penn and the other first purchasers arrived in 1681, they encountered a
smattering of Swedish, Dutch, and German subsistence settler farms and Lenape gardens
(Weigley, 1982). The British colonial officers’ objective was to rapidly transform these
into intensive, export-oriented agricultural plots, and eventually, an expansive trade
infrastructure to support their agricultural commerce. Thus, the second major change to
the land’s food system was the influx of cattle and plantation systems onto the land that is
today believed to be Philadelphia. According to colonial records, there were a few cattle
already brought by the Dutch and Swedes. These records indicate that in 1641, the
Swedes had acquired 7 horses, 8 cows, 5 sheep, 2 goats, 11 pigs, 14 oxen, along with
seeds of rye, oats, buckwheat, and barley to the colony (Wuorinen, p. 100). There is some
indication that the cattle count was higher than officially on record. In Kalm’s travel
journals (1748), Nil Gustafson, his main informant on all matters related to New Sweden
remarks that:
Swedes brought their horses, cows, sheeps, hogs, geese, and ducks, over with
them. There were but a few kind at first, but they multiplied greatly here
afterwards […] The hogs had propagated so much at that time, there being so
great a plenty of food for them, that they ran about wild in the woods, and that the
people were obliged to shoot them when they wanted them. (p. 268)
Gustafson stated that he was 90 years old at the time he spoke to Kalm, so it is estimated
that he was describing the state of the colony in the 1670s, during the impasse between
New Sweden and British-colonial Pennsylvania. What we do know is that once the
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Pennsylvania colony was established, there was no longer a shortage of any type of cattle,
and animal agriculture expanded rapidly.
William Cronon (1983), in Changes in the Land, remarks about the New England
colonies that “[p]igs became both the agents and the emblems for a European colonialism
that was systematically reorganizing Indian ecological relationships” (Cronon, 1983 p.
147). This was certainly the case in the Mid-Atlantic colony of Pennsylvania as well.
However, what Cronon had not considered in his analysis was the impact of pigs on not
only the “Indian ecological relationships,” but also the gender structure of indigenous
land and food systems. Fur (2012):
During the summer months preceding the ripening of the corn, a type of turnip
(called Katniss in Swedish sources) growing in marshes made up the staple of the
Lenape diet, and women gathered these roots as part of their labor. As white
settlements proliferated, the pigs that the colonists brought severely threatened
this source of subsistence. Swine ran wild in the woods and displayed a particular
preference for turnips, making them scarce. Lenapes compensated by killing and
eating pigs, but in doing so a food that women gathered was replaced by one that
men hunted. (2012, p. 24, emphasis added)
The Katniss plant was not the only component of Lenape foodways that cattle, and pigs
in particular, interrupted. The installation of fences that came as a result of an ordinance
passed in New Sweden in 1654, while important for preventing the cattle from
consuming Lenape food, also began to enclose communal land and indigenous resource
sharing systems into private properties and European systems of land ownership.
Through the dual invasion of pigs and fences, the settler-colonial visions and practices of
intensive rather than extensive agriculture and [white male] land ownership rather than
[indigenous women-led] resource sharing was materializing rapidly. This set of settlercolonial invasions established a quite literal framework for the depleted soil and capitalist
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real estate systems evident in today’s Philadelphia, two components which impact and
motivate the contemporary urban agriculture movement.
These social and ecological invasions, however, did not prevent the Lenape from
imposing their own visions and values onto their land. In his travel journal (1748), Peter
Kalm records a story told to him by Nil Gustafson about what could be considered an act
of Lenape women’s protest against patriarchal, colonial food systems. It is worth quoting
in full:
After the Swedes had settled here and planted apple trees and peach trees, the
Indians, and especially their women, sometimes stole the fruit in great quantity;
but when the Swedes caught them, they gave them a severe drubbing, took the
fruit from them, and often their clothes too. In the same manner it happened
sometimes that as the Swedes had a great increase of hogs, and they ran about in
the woods, the Indians killed some of them privately and ate them; but there were
likewise some Indians who bought hogs of the Swedes and raised them. They
taught them to follow them like dogs, and whenever they moved from one place
to another their pigs always went with them. When the Swedes arrived in America
they had no domestic animals, except a species of little dog. (p. 259)
Unsurprisingly, since they were the ones responsible for establishing and maintaining
functioning food systems, it was Lenape women who resisted colonial practices of
private property and exploitation of pigs as agricultural tools, as well as destroyers of soil
quality and existing foodways. Indeed, it was a local indigenous woman referred to in the
archives as “the Queen of Mingoes”6 who appears most frequently in records of public
meetings during the British settler-colonial era to “protest the depredation of pigs upon
Conestoga fields” (Fur, p. 38). Not only did indigenous women resist colonial food and
land practices, they also demonstrated alternative and more ethical ways of living

6

Archival documents list her as a member of several different indigenous communities, making it
impossible to know her actual tribal affiliations.
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alongside these new animals (coexisting with them rather than using them for labor). By
gathering fruit from settler-colonial orchards, they maintained their system of resource
sharing rather than relenting to systems of private property.
As the presence of pigs grew during the British settler-colonial period, so did the
initial proliferation of more and more spaces being used for settler-colonial agriculture.
William Penn is well-known for prioritizing gardening and orchard spaces in his plan for
the settling and development of the Philadelphia region. Lesser known is the
contradiction that, while using stolen land and enslaved labor to cultivate his own farms,
Penn envisioned spaces for “gardens and orchards” to be given to the first purchasers of
the colony and termed them “liberty lands.” Weigley explains the liberty land system as
allowing “each purchaser of 5000 acres […] a dividend of 80 acres” in the outskirts of the
colony (p. 7). The liberty land system was intended to prime Penn’s newly acquired
territory for both intensive and extensive agriculture, initiating a sort of proto-plantation
system. We see this liberty lands legacy embedded in the northern section of modern
Philadelphia with the name of the neighborhood “Northern Liberties.” To Penn’s
disappointment, the first purchasers did not share his love and prioritization of the liberty
lands system of urban settlement, and land-based conflicts ensued over the course of the
century, which would go on to shape the economic and environmental geography of the
city. In the second article of this dissertation, I continue the historical analysis with an
examination of the process of consolidation and expansion of the British-colonial bread
basket system and creation of a rural-urban plantation complex.
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Discussion of Findings:
The historical examination presented above conceptualized Philadelphia as an
urban-agricultural city and, following Roy’s method of urban analysis, “as a historical
geography.” This approach to addressing what Rosan & Pearsall (2017, emphasis added)
call “the question of urban agriculture” in Philadelphia allows us to see the contemporary
urban-agricultural landscape in Philadelphia as continuation of a long and contentious
story of conflict, violence, persistence, and resistance related to the process of attaining
and maintaining urban land for food growing and/or procurement. From this standpoint,
urban agriculture is not only “NOT new,” as Rosan & Pearsall find, it has actually never
not existed.
The findings of the historical-geographic analysis can be summarized as the
following:
1) Describing and treating indigenous land that is now believed to be Philadelphia as
vacant was a tactic used from the very beginning of the settler-colonial process and, in
the case of Swedish colonization, was being used both in New Sweden and in the context
of internal colonization processes in the colonial metropole. By including pages and
pages of descriptions of Lenape food sources, food systems, and documentation of food
purchases; colonial records themselves (such as those of Peter Lindestrom, Peter Kalm,
and even William Penn himself) delegitimize the term vacancy as an accurate way of
depicting this land. We are left, then, with an understanding of this discourse serving
more as a geopolitical strategy than an objective geographic description. The political
aims of each use of this terra nullius terminology vary slightly but all had the effect of
consolidating European settler-colonial power in the land that is today believed to be
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Philadelphia. Swedish governor Johan Risingh used the term food desert to petition for
more food and agricultural supplies from the Kingdom, the Kingdom of Sweden used
utjordar to tax colonized Finns in order to both fund colonial endeavors and “forcibly
recruit” Finns to settle the colony, English colonial secretary James Logan describes precolonial Pennsylvania as a “joyless desert” to reassure William Penn that his colonial
project was necessary and worthwhile, and Penn himself developed a “vacant lot” policy
in order “legally” hold Lenape land that was not yet settled by European colonists. These
various objectives of the discursive strategy of terra nullius resulted in the systematic
theft of Lenapehoking and marginalization and massacre of the Lenape people, processes
which would ultimately allow for the creation of a colonial bread basket.
2) An intersectional analysis of this process of land theft reveals that it was not just the
Lenape people in general who faced the destruction of their food systems, but Lenape
women most intimately and dramatically. Incorporating Sachs’ and Patel-Campillo’s
(2014) intersectional feminist food justice framework reveals a Lenape gender-land-food
relationship that is drastically different from that of their colonizers and was therefore
destroyed as part of the colonization process; the terra nullius myth not only erased
Lenape land history and land claims, but more specifically, it erased, both discursively
and materially, the role of women as the primary caretakers and managers of land and
food. Sachs and Patel-Campillo (2014) argue that “the persistence of intersectional
dispossession underlying histories of colonialism, racism, and sexism require
reparations” (p. 406). This history of the patriarchal colonization of Lenape people and
Lenape land, combined with the later settler-colonial period’s plantation history, make a
strong case for intersectional, urban-agricultural reparations in Philadelphia.
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Conclusion: Connecting Past, Present, and Future of Urban-Agricultural Philadelphia:
A couple picks up baby spinach and collard greens grown on site, while a few
teenagers greet Milkshake, the farm’s resident pet pig. Neighbors ask each other
for recipe ideas as they reach for bundles of fresh herbs. Looking in on this lively
urban farm, it is hard to believe that just over 20 years ago this space was nothing
more than a vacant lot in a forgotten space.
-“How local communities are turning vacant lots into thriving
urban farms,” Stone Pier Press, May 2018
Upon founding and designing Philadelphia in 1680, William Penn specified that
10,000 acres of land north and west of the town be set aside for “Liberty Lands.”
More than 320 years later, the community of Northern Liberties followed Penn’s
vision and created Liberty Lands Park.
-“A Vision of Liberty is Realized,” EPA Report, September 2008

The wheels are in motion to turn Philadelphia back into “its own bread basket.”
The city’s “vacant lots” and “food deserts” and “forgotten spaces” are being transformed
into “lively” places for food growing. Pigs are returning to the city as farm pets. Penn’s
Liberty Lands concept has been reestablished atop a former EPA brownfields site in
Northern Liberties called “Liberty Lands Park.” Based on the historical findings
presented in this article, it becomes unavoidable to ask: should recreating past urbanagricultural systems be the goal of contemporary urban farming initiatives in
Philadelphia? What are the urban-agricultural strategies and objectives that lie behind
contemporary use of the terminology of vacancy, deserts, and abandonment? Are there
more emancipatory ways of describing and interacting with this allegedly
vacant/abandoned/deserted urban land? By posing these questions, I am echoing other
researchers such as Naylor (2012), McClintock (2014), Ramírez (2015), and Rosan &
Pearsall (2017), who demonstrate that urban agriculture is not inherently radical or
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justice-oriented, but better understood as a contentious urban land practice which can be
and has been motivated by a wide spectrum of social-ecological values and objectives.
As a critical geography study, my hope is that by uncovering the settler-colonial
histories of oppression and resistance that lay beneath the urban land currently being
farmed anew, this article will support the case for social justice and land sovereigntybased approaches to urban agriculture, which many in Philadelphia are already
advocating and practicing. Within the time span of researching this topic and writing this
article, the race/class dynamics and political strategies of urban agriculture have shifted
away from the middle class- and white-dominant political landscape that Rosan &
Pearsall found in their 2017 analysis. The group of people leading the struggle for
expanded rights for urban farmers in the city are a Black and Brown coalition of urban
farmers called “Soil Generation” who frame their work within a struggle for “community
control of food and land” (https://soilgeneration.org/). Members of the organization
emphasize that they see their work to be first and foremost about changing the narrative
of urban agriculture in Philadelphia; to show that farming in this city is not new and has
long been practiced by primarily Black, Brown, immigrant, and working class people.
Moreover, the two urban farming organizations that I work with most closely have
(independently of my own research process) begun studying their land’s and people’s
history and are building relationships with the Nanticoke Lenni-Lenape Tribal Nation as
well as a Philadelphia-based indigenous rights organization called Indigenous215. The
possibilities for land sovereignty, deepened solidarity, decolonization, and intersectional
food justice within contemporary urban-agricultural practices and movements in
Philadelphia are indeed just beneath the surface.
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CHAPTER 3
ARTICLE 2: A PLANTATION CRITICISM OF THE URBAN-AGRICULTURAL
HISTORY OF PHILADELPHIA
ABSTRACT: This article contributes to a growing body of food studies scholarship that
analyzes food and land systems through critical race theories. Using Clyde Woods’
historical geographic framework of “plantation criticism,” this article argues that racial
injustices being highlighted by both food researchers and food activists have been
produced by interconnected urban and rural processes of white supremacist land and food
system consolidation. The historical-geographic analysis is applied to a case study of
Philadelphia and covers a periodization that spans from the mid-eighteenth century (late
settler-colonial period) to the late nineteenth century (when the city consolidated its rural
hinterland). The article suggests that, because the plantation processes that have formed
the modern consolidated city of Philadelphia have occurred across an urban-agricultural
continuum, the space of the urban farm, by symbolically and materially encompassing
both the urban and rural dimensions of the contemporary city, becomes a key site through
which to address racial injustice. It concludes with a discussion of some contemporary
urban farming initiatives that center racial justice and Black leadership in their work.
KEYWORDS: plantation criticism, urban agriculture, critical food studies, historical
geography, Philadelphia
Introduction:
Within recent food studies scholarship, there has been an influx of research that
engages more deeply with critical race frameworks to analyze food spaces, food systems,
and food activism (e.g. Williams-Forson, 2006, 2010, 2011; Slocum, 2007; Alkon and
Julian Agyeman, 2011; Hayes-Conroy and Hayes-Conroy, 2016; and Reese, 2019). In the
case of Philadelphia, Meenar and Hoover’s (2012; 2013) analysis of the racialized spatial
dynamics of urban farms throughout the city, and Rosan & Pearsall’s (2017) analysis of
the race/class implications of urban agriculture policy stand out as strong examples of
critical race analysis of urban agriculture specifically. The current article contributes to
this scholarship by calling attention to another dimension of food and land systems--the
historical-geographic dimension-- that underlie today’s urban agricultural landscapes,
which I argue is equally relevant for understanding the challenges and possibilities for
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urban farmers working toward a more racially justice urban agriculture movement and
food system. Through my historical-geographic analysis of Philadelphia, I find that the
urban food injustices that scholars and activists are calling attention to today have been
produced by interconnected urban and rural processes of white supremacist land and
food system consolidation. In light of this history, the space of the urban farm, by
symbolically and materially encompassing both the urban and rural dimensions of the
contemporary city, becomes a key site through which to address racial injustice in
Philadelphia. This analysis and set of arguments build conceptually and chronologically
off of the first article of this dissertation, which looks at the legacy of the terra nullius
myth within today’s urban-agricultural Philadelphia.
In the article, I apply Clyde Woods’ “plantation criticism” framework to a case
study of Philadelphia’s historical-geographic development processes, spanning from the
mid-eighteenth century to the late nineteenth century. Woods constructs this framework
out of the specific political, cultural, ecological, and economic context of the Mississippi
Delta Region; my application of it to a Northern, urban context requires explanation and
justification, which I dedicate a section of this article to providing. To summarize here,
my contention is that the topic of urban agriculture and its associated racial dimensions
requires a conceptual framework that moves beyond recent notions that the urban no
longer has a constitutive outside (as argued by Brenner & Schmidt, 2014) and toward a
more relational framework that can encompasses “the entanglement of the agrarian and
urban questions” (Roy, 2016, p. 813). Woods’ method of plantation analysis provides that
framework by encompassing the reality that what happens at the site of the rural
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plantation extends outward to create regional, national, and international white
supremacist, capitalist power blocs.
Woods’ framework allows me to identify and critically examine two “major
mobilizations” of what I call the city’s “urban-rural plantation bloc.” These major
mobilizations are better understood as historical-geographic conjunctures than single
events: 1) The Walking Purchase, Urban Slavery, and Draughts in Europe and 2) Slow
Abolition, Fast Cotton, and Consolidation of the Modern City. Each of these
mobilizations can be characterized as a conjuncture of geographically extensive urban
and rural processes that ultimately consolidated white supremacist “economic, political,
ethnic, and cultural power” in the city of Philadelphia (Woods, p. 278). The first major
mobilization emerged during and out of the logics of the colonial period when slavery
was legal in the North, while the second occurred within the newly independent and
abolitionist version of the city of Philadelphia, yet I will demonstrate that they represent
more of a continuity in white supremacist urban development than a divergence. As
Woods explains, “plantation regimes create, institutionalize, and manage extreme levels
of conflict” (p. 40). Thus, the analysis will include the challenges and threats to
Philadelphia’s urban-rural plantation bloc, namely those led by African and Africandescended Philadelphians. My aim is to show that the urban-rural developments of the
antebellum and abolitionist periods of Philadelphia history provide one significant piece
of the context for understanding racial justice dimensions and practices within
contemporary urban agriculture.
Before diving into the historical analysis, I provide an overview of the existing
critical race research on urban agriculture and urban food systems, and enumerate the
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specific ways in which a critical historical approach stands to contribute to this body of
work. I then present the conceptual framework (conceptualization of urban-agricultural
land) and the periodization that I develop for this study. The historical discussion then
begins with William Penn’s sons’ orchestration of the Walking Treaty (1737) in order to
cover what Woods considers the first step of plantation consolidation: “the total
elimination, marginalization, or exile of indigenous people and small landowners” (p.
42). I then move systematically through Philadelphia’s history of urban enslavement
(which peaks in 1767), gradual abolition and subsequent transition to a dependence on
southern, agriculturally-based enslavement (1780-1794), and eventual process of urbanrural land consolidation that allowed the city to capture slave-produced wealth by
incorporating the textile region into its system (1820-1854). I conclude by synthesizing
these historical-geographic processes into a critical analysis of the consolidated urban
landscape within and upon which the modern urban gardening and agriculture movement
began (1897 founding of Philadelphia’s Vacant Lot Cultivation Association). The
entirety of this historical-geographic analysis will demonstrate the historical significance
of recent intersectional anti-racist struggle within the contemporary movement.

Literature Review: Critical Race and Black Food Geographies:
Recent geography and urban studies research has examined issues of racial
injustice both existing within, as well as being confronted by, urban agriculture initiatives
(Slocum, 2007; Meenar & Hoover, 2012; Hoover, 2013; Passidomo, 2014; Reynolds &
Cohen, 2016). This approach is essential for shedding light on the problematic spatial
dynamics of urban farming projects in U.S. cities, due to the fact that most of these
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projects are operating within spaces of racial stratification, poverty, and inequality. More
recently, geographers of color and primarily Black women have been developing a
“Black food geographies” framework which applies a Black geographies framework to
studies of food systems and experiences, looking specifically at anti-Black racism within
food systems as well as Black-led resistance within food movements (Ramírez, 2015;
Jones, 2018, 2019; Reese, 2018, 2019).
There have been several studies of Philadelphia in particular that look critically at
race and racial injustice as they relate to urban agriculture. Meenar & Hoover (2012) and
Hoover (2013) use critical race theory, food justice, and food sovereignty frameworks in
their research on the spatialities of urban farms in Philadelphia. They find that despite
being a majority Black city, Philadelphia’s urban farmers are 47 percent White compared
to 36 percent Black as well as 12 percent Latino. Based on this data and their careful
analysis of the spatial distribution of these demographics, Meenar & Hoover argue that
White farmers tend to “create White ‘spaces’ and White ‘ethics’ in predominantly Black
and Latino neighborhoods” (p. 109) and state the need for more urban agriculture
research that uses critical race framings, as well as surveys and interview research that
asks how non-White Philadelphians perceive urban agriculture and imagine their own
participation in the movement.
In their critical look into how the Philadelphia policy landscape interacts with
these sorts of social and spatial dynamics, Rosan & Pearsall (2017) identify a set of race
and class disparities that recent policy initiatives are in fact perpetuating, despite claiming
to support urban agriculture as a whole. Notably, they find that the younger, whiter, and
often upper-middle class newcomers to urban food growing are disproportionately
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benefitting from recent policy initiatives to formalize UA. Rosan & Pearsall also explain
that this has created a set of tensions between them and the older, primarily working-class
Black, Brown, and immigrant farmers who have not only been farming for decades, but
have disproportionately had to combat land seizures from private developers and
government actions (not always successfully). Rosan & Pearsall, like Meenar & Hoover,
conclude the discussions of their research by expressing concern over the racial dynamics
of urban agriculture in Philadelphia and encouraging further critical race analysis within
scholarship. Researchers have found similar issues in the urban agriculture movements of
other U.S. cities such as New Orleans, Detroit, New York City, and Austin (Kato, et al.,
2014; Draus et al., 2013; Passidomo, 2014; Reynolds, 2015; Harris & Romero, 2019).
Many of these same studies discuss the growing quantity and power of racial justice
interventions into urban agriculture and coalitions led by farmers of color (Alkon &
Mares, 2012; Block et al., 2012; Ramírez, 2015; Reynolds & Cohen, 2016; Fiskio et al.,
2016; Reese, 2019), including Rosan & Pearsall’s discussion of a Black-led coalition of
radical farmers in Philadelphia who have been impacting change both within the
movement itself as well as in the policy context.
Scholars of color, primarily Black women, have developed a body of work on
“Black food geographies” (Ramírez, 2015; Reese, 2018; 2019; Jones, 2018; 2019, as well
as McCutcheon’s work on “Black agrarian geographies”), which Ashanté M. Reese
(2019) describes as a framework that investigates “food inequities produced by antiBlack racism but is also concerned with how and where Black people create food
geographies within and in spite of it” (p. 3). In her study of Seattle’s Black food
geographies specifically and racialized food spaces in general Ramírez (2015) engages
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the scholarship of Clyde Woods and Katherine McKittrick in order to “place black
geographies at the forefront [and] de‐center the white actor as presumed practitioner of
community food work” (p. 748). In so doing, Ramírez pushes food justice scholars to
better inform themselves about the “violent histories of slavery that have been buried in
the American consciousness [as well as the] re‐envision[ing of] the Black farming
imaginary. She, as well as Reese and Jones urge critical food researchers to provide not
merely critique of structural racial injustice in food systems and not merely celebration of
resistance to these injustices, but a combination of both.
Along that vein, Reese (2019), in her recently-published book entitled Black Food
Geographies: Race, Self-reliance, and Food Access in Washington presents a critical
food studies framework that “focuses on a Black sense of place to center Black humanity
rather than solely focusing on suffering and dispossession” (p. 8). Both Reese’s and
Jones’ research brings the dimension of embodiment into their Black food geographies
scholarship. Jones (2018), for example, draws on the visceral geography scholarship of
Hayes-Conroy and Hayes-Conroy (cites) to make the case that feeling and taste matter
for understanding how Black people and communities experience and create food
geographies. Ramírez (2015) also emphasizes the importance of understanding how
Black people experience racialized food spaces, namely by placing these experiences
within a “plantation context,” which reveals the importance of the historical-geographic
dimension of Black food geographies research (p. 748). Moreover, Black food
geographers demonstrate how this historical dimension intersects with contemporary
collective and individual-level experiences of food spaces. Reese summarizes the primary
contribution of her book as “lying in the explorations of how memory, nostalgia, and self-
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reliance became embedded not only in individuals’ experiences with food and
community but in the geography of the neighborhood itself and residents’ evaluations of
it” (p. 12).
Taken together, scholars of Black food geographies are contributing important
new data, perspectives, and frameworks to critical food scholarship, while also pushing
the sub-discipline as a whole to do a better job of contextualizing food justice and
injustice. Black geographies calls on critical food scholars to understand Black food
spaces as spaces that have been racialized in specific ways due to specific histories,
resulting in specific types/experiences of oppression, methods of resistance, as well as
what Reese calls every day “refusals” (p. 5). A key component of this contextualization
process, as Ramírez points out, is to understand the “plantation context” of certain Black
food geographies, particularly urban food growing projects in Black spaces. In the
historical analysis that follows, I follow the conceptual guide and the calls of Black food
geography scholars by pushing food justice-based inquiry into Philadelphia’s urban
agriculture toward a critical historical-geographic examination of the plantation context
that relates to these initiatives. Several food scholars have made connections between the
plantation and urban agriculture projects, in most cases in order to contextualize why
some Black people might not be interested in working on urban farms (especially those
which are creating what Hoover (2013) refers to as “White spaces in Black places”),
despite White food activists’ sentiment around the “universality” of interest in and the
positive impacts of alternative food initiatives (Guthman, 2008a, 2008b). In this article, I
trace the social-spatial impacts of plantation politics on the land and food systems of
colonial and post-colonial Philadelphia in order to reveal the significant challenges and
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powerful possibilities of an urban agriculture movement that organizes around anti-racist
struggle. This task requires first a discussion of the historical geography scholarship of
Clyde Woods who first proposed the theoretical framework of “plantation criticism” as
part of his research on the Mississippi Delta Region. In the section that follows, I provide
this discussion as well as an explanation/justification of applying this Southern and rural
framework to the Northern and urban space that is today believed to be Philadelphia.

Examining Urban Agriculture through “Plantation Criticism:”
It was clear that these letters were a different sort of communication. They were
records of transactions--records of people managed, bought, and sold. The volume
of business was brisk and the numbers appended to the people made it clear that
these dealings were the root of Elon Simpson’s wealth. I had never seen either
Simpson. But I could not help but imagine the son here among the Northern
Quality presenting himself as a man of society, a man of good breeding, reputable
connections, and respectable business. But shut away in that foot-locker was his
unwashed life--the proof of a great crime, evidence of his membership in the dark
society that underwrote this opulent home, which was itself, built upon a
sprawling grave, in the heart of this alleged slaveless city.
[…]it struck me that even here, in the free North, the luxuries of this world were
built right on top of us.
-Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Water Dancer, 2019, pp. 237-240
Philadelphia as a Site of Plantation History
These quotes come from Ta-Nehisi Coates’ recently-published novel, in which he tells
the story of a young man named Hiram Walker who escapes from a Virginia plantation
and lands in the “allegedly slaveless city” of Philadelphia. In this passage, Coates is
depicting Hiram’s experience of encountering, through his work in the Underground
Railroad, a wealthy Philadelphia-born businessman’s paper trail documenting his
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management of the buying and selling of human beings. This scene captures the on the
ground reality of Philadelphia in the “gradual abolition”-era. Despite Pennsylvania
becoming the first U.S. state to abolish slavery on March 1, 1780, this 1) did not
immediately emancipate a single slave and 2) did not end the city’s role in a regional
rural-urban plantation bloc that allowed itself to prosper into a modern, consolidated,
industrialized city by the turn of the century. Neighboring and nearby states with whom
Philadelphia did business maintained the legality of slavery until the end of the Civil
War. As historian Gary Nash (1988) points out, in addition to enacting fugitive slave laws
that created an entire business around re-capturing refugees of plantation terror in the
North, wealthy White slave owners living in these states also ensured the continuation of
a slave population within the Northern cities. Nash explains that the states of Delaware
and Maryland “supplied Philadelphia with a steady flow of aspiring planter-merchants,
lawyers, shopkeepers, and artisans” whose slaves “were obliged to migrate with their
masters” and legally could because of the law’s gradual (rather than immediate) approach
to abolition (p. 10). One representative case is that of the wealthy lawyer and colonial
officer Benjamin Chew who moved from Delaware to Philadelphia in 1754 and
throughout the rest of his life, “shuttled [his slaves] between his Dover and Philadelphia
homes and leased them out to farmers outside of Philadelphia” (p. 16).
The plantation system in the South, now revolving around industrialized cotton
production, was as strong as ever during the abolition period in the North, and
Philadelphia would not have become the nation’s leading textile center without it. While
the movement of human beings was being violently restricted and regulated, there were
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no such restrictions to the movement of cotton-based profit opportunities across state
borders.
The processes by which enslaved people and the institution of slavery built and
directly funded the urban and industrial development of the U.S. North well into the
nineteenth century has been well documented (Nash, 1973; Wright, 2006; Baptist, 2016;
Wilder, 2019), but in-depth case studies that integrate the rural and urban aspects of these
processes in specific northern cities are still lacking. In Philadelphia specifically,
undergraduate students at the University of Pennsylvania conducted research on their
institution’s connection to slavery and found a clear process of slave produced wealth
accumulation by many of the early trustees (Penn History Slavery Project, 2017). Philip
Seitz, who was ultimately forced out of his position as the Cliveden Museum’s Curator of
History, documents Philadelphia’s most prominent families’ and industries’ dependence
on slavery for wealth and development, as well as the city’s history of slave rebellion
(2014). This process of historical documentation is correcting whitewashed versions of
Philadelphia history that emphasize the city’s abolition history, religious tolerance,
Quaker pacifism, and environmentally-oriented planning at the expense of telling the full
story of the hypocrisy and racialized violence that are entangled with these historical
events.
Turning to Philadelphia’s urban farming and greening movements, there has been
widespread use of these whitewashed historical narratives, which reference William
Penn’s, vision of Philadelphia as a “Greene Country Towne” as an inspiration for
greening the city today. For example, Penn is well known and well cited for prioritizing
small-scale gardening and orchards in his plan for the settling and development of the
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city, in large part through his ‘Liberty Lands’ system which granted each first purchaser a
dividend of 80 acres to maintain as open green space (Weigley, 1982, p. 7). The term
Liberty Lands used by Penn is ironic in that his own land practices were entirely nonliberatory; Penn himself was using land stolen from Lenape communities and labor stolen
from enslaved Africans to cultivate his own plantations at Penn’s Manor. We see this
history embedded in the northern section of today’s Philadelphia with the name of the
neighborhood “Northern Liberties,” which is in the process of establishing a “Liberty
Lands Park” atop a former EPA brownfields site. My point is not that the twenty first
century Liberty Lands project espouses the same colonial, white supremacist values and
motivations as the seventeenth century one; rather, I am insisting that urban gardening
and greening movements understand and provide the full context of the aspects of
Philadelphia’s colonial history that they cite as inspiration and/or are seeking to bring
back to life in new and different ways.
Within historical and critical geography, the scholarship of Clyde Woods provides
the most comprehensive conceptual framework for analyzing the impact of enslavement
and related methods of white supremacist politics on regional development in the United
States. In this article, I engage with Clyde Woods’ “plantation criticism” analytical
framework to help me theorize the urban-rural plantation relations that built the
foundation of today’s Philadelphia. I then use more recent food/land justice frameworks
discussed above to examine how that history relates to today’s urban agriculture
movement.
In the introduction to Development Arrested: The Blues and Plantation Power in
the Mississippi Delta, Woods (1998) expresses his disappointment as a researcher that:
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by the 1960s, social scientists had abandoned the critical investigation of rural
relations in the predominantly African American plantation counties of the South
[and that] when they are examined, there is a tendency to superimpose categories
created for the study of Northern manufacturing-based cities onto the social and
institutional histories of these rural regions. What is lost in the process is not only
an appreciation of the continuity of plantation-based economic systems and power
relations, but also the critique of these relations. (p. 4)
In part, my analysis is a methodological experiment with flipping that superimposition,
and instead, using the Southern and rural framework of plantation analysis to investigate
the land history of Philadelphia. I see urban agriculture as a research topic that invites
that sort of experiment, since the practice itself is, in a way, a superimposition of the rural
onto the urban. In his plantation analysis of the Mississippi Delta region, Woods
demonstrates the position of the rural South as “the pillar of African American identity,
consciousness, and morality,” explaining that:
If we assume industrial capitalism emerged in the plantation South before it did in
the mercantile-oriented North, we can begin to understand how the region’s socalled backwardness and poverty may actually be the result of too much profitoriented development. We must also revise labor history so that enslaved African
Americans assume their rightful place as one of the world’s first working classes,
and one of its most important (p. 7)
In this article, I take the idea of the centrality of the plantation system of the South in the
social, economic, and geographic history of the United States seriously and look at the
history of Philadelphia in relation to plantation processes and logics that span from urban
to rural, rather than the other way around.
The breadth and depth of Woods definition of the plantation system invites broad
application of his method of analysis. He describes the plantation as:
both a military form of agriculture and a capitalist settlement institution having
extensive land requirements, intensive capital and labor requirements, and internal
forms of governance [and that] slavery, sharecropping, mechanization, and prison,
wage and migratory labor are just a few of the permutations possible within a
plantation complex. (p.6)
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In his study of the development of the plantation bloc in the Mississippi Delta region
specifically, Woods finds a resilience to plantation politics and economics due to the
plantation bloc’s ability to “mobilize” new forms when particular permutations are
challenged. In this article, I apply his method of periodization via “major mobilizations”
by identifying and critically analyzing some of the major mobilizations that consolidated
plantation power within the city of Philadelphia between the British colonial era and the
mid-nineteenth century: The Walking Purchase, the expansion of urban slavery, and the
convergence of a slow process of abolition with a rapid process of industrialized cotton
cultivation. Because of the plantation bloc’s ability to survive by mobilizing new forms
of itself, Black and working class led methods used to dismantle it must also be dynamic
and multi-faceted. Woods argues that understanding these methods:
requires the theoretical integration of several approaches to political economy,
cultural criticism, institutional analysis, regional transformation and periodization
[and] establishing the original connection between regional political economy,
culture, and consciousness. (p. 21)
As a critique of and challenge to today’s racially unjust urban food and land systems, the
Black-led and racial justice-oriented urban agriculture movement being mobilized in
Philadelphia requires this type of comprehensive critical geographic approach, hence the
application of Woods’ conceptual and methodological frameworks to my inquiry. In
order to both adhere to Woods’ method and demonstrate today’s racial justice initiatives
within urban agriculture as a continuation of a long history of Black-led struggle for just
land and food systems in Philadelphia, histories of resistance and “refusals” (Reese,
2019) to plantation power are discussed throughout each major mobilization.
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The First Major Mobilization: The Walking Purchase, Urban Slavery, and Draughts in
Europe:
Clyde Woods (1998) explains the plantation as:
a method of colonization that imposes upon social landscapes a distinct regime of
political, economic, and ethnic regulation. Central to these regimes is their
monopolization ethic: the total elimination, marginalization, or exile of
indigenous people and small landowners. Therefore, the expansion of the
plantation regime southward and westward resulted in the destruction of one
Native American nation after another. (p. 42)
The plantation method of colonizing the land that is today believed to be Philadelphia
began with the invasion of the Dutch, Swedes, and Finns on Lenape territory in the early
seventeenth century. While there are some examples of peaceful coexistence between the
Lenape and the Swedes during the era of New Sweden (Fur, 2009 and Soderlund, 2014
are examples of books that explore this history in a nuanced way), the ultimate damage to
life and livelihood experienced by the indigenous populations during the early settler
period is undeniable. As early as the mid seventeenth century, European presence in the
region reached a level that led to significant indigenous population decline as a result of
both disease spreading and land encroachment. Twenty years later, the arrival of William
Penn and other English colonists initiated the process of large-scale land theft, and
notably, the elimination of Lenape women’s control of the region’s foodways (Fur, 2012;
also see Chapter 2 where I focus entirely on this process).
In Penn’s “promotional tracts,” which he published to convince men residing in
London to make his colony their new home, he is clear in stating that land purchased will
be “free from any Indian encumbrance” (1681, n.p.). Additionally, he touts to these
Londoners, the financial benefits of ‘foreign plantations’ (meaning colonial plantations).
He explains that “their industry is worth more than if they stayed at home, the product of
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their labor being in commodities of a superior nature to those of this country [referring to
England]” and clarifies for his skeptics who had “the vulgar opinion against plantations”
that “the cause of the decay of any of those states or empires [referring primarily to
Rome] was not their plantations, but their luxury and corruption of manners” (1681, n.p.,
original emphasis). Penn’s own words used to promote the Pennsylvania colony
demonstrate the colonizer’s idealization of the plantation, which is being premised upon
the absence of any “encumbrance” of the communities who had lived on this land for the
past ten centuries. This discourse of absence used to promote settlement, which is part of
the general terra nullius framework of settler-colonization, was imperative for the
subsequent establishment of a plantation-based colony on and beyond the land that is
now believed to be Philadelphia. In the first article of this dissertation, I focus entirely on
the legacy of terra nullius within today’s urban-agricultural Philadelphia, while this
article picks up where that one left off: the establishment of an urban-rural plantation
complex upon this allegedly empty space.
The “total elimination, marginalization, [and] exile of indigenous people,” to
quote Woods, by Penn and the other colonial first purchasers, like in most cases across
the colonized world, never came to fruition because of the resistance and persistence of
Lenape communities. As John Norwood (2007) notes in his book We Are Still Here, there
are thousands of Lenape families living to this day on their ancestral land as well as in
Canada and the Midwest (totaling 18,264 nationwide). At the same time, the colonist
attempt at “total elimination, marginalization, and exile” has also persisted. In today’s
Pennsylvania, there are no state recognized tribes, despite a number of Lenape
communities and tribal organizations, as well as census reports indicating American
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Indian population to number over 14,000 with almost 6,000 living in Philadelphia (2010
Pennsylvania Census; 2020 Philadelphia census).
There have been attempts by Lenape organizations; via petitions, coalition
organizing, and negotiations with state government; at gaining this recognition, which
neither Republican nor Democratic administrations have meaningfully considered, let
alone fulfilled (Budoff, March 2003; Cedano, May 2016). In Philadelphia specifically, an
inter-tribal and multi-racial activist network called Indigenous 215 (one of the organizers
of which is Pastor Norwood’s daughter, member of Nanticoke Lenni-Lenape Nation) has,
among other initiatives, led Indigenous People’s Day celebrations throughout the city
which they describe as being held “in honor of the Lenni-Lenape today” (Indigenous 215
website). The coalition has also been demanding more accurate representations and
recognitions of Philadelphia’s Lenape history through petitions and protests against
monuments celebrating colonial history as well as celebratory colonial names of city
parks (Shurley, August 2019; Indigenous 215 website). This represents a desire to
transform Philadelphia’s urban landscape in a way that makes it more accountable to the
evils of plantation histories, rather than glorifying them.
While the state of Pennsylvania does not recognize its indigenous history and
indigenous present, the states of Delaware and New Jersey (which are also part of
Lenapehoking) have historically recognized Lenape tribes. Delaware recognizes the
Lenape Indian Tribe of Delaware and the Nanticoke Indian Tribe, while New Jersey
recognizes the Nanticoke Lenni-Lenape Tribal Nation, the Ramapough Lenape Nation,
and the Powhatan Renape Nation. In the case of New Jersey, in 2012, then-governor
Chris Christie abruptly rescinded recognition of all previously-state recognized tribes. As
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they have for the entirety of the history of colonial America, indigenous communities
fought back. In 2015, the Nanticoke Lenni-Lenape Tribal Nation,, which has 3,000
members, sued the state of New Jersey. It took four years, but in 2019, they, along with
the Powhatan Renape Nation and the Ramapough Lenape Nation, won a legal battle to
restore their rights to recognition (Newswire, March 2019). In describing the legal battle
while it was still underway, Pastor Norwood (2012) explains the ongoing fight:
It has been said that ‘the Indian Wars never ceased, they only changed venue.’ We
are still fighting. We are fighting in courts, we are fighting in Congress—we are
still fighting. And probably we’ll always fight, or else we’ll really be
exterminated, through both acts of aggression or apathy. (n.p.)
These contemporary struggles reflect the fact that Lenape communities have prevented
the historical and ongoing colonialist attempts at total elimination and genocide.
The Walking Purchase
A major moment of struggle for survival and land occurred as the result of what I
consider in this article to be a “major mobilization” of urban-rural plantation bloc
consolidation: the 1737 “Walking Purchase” (or Walking Treaty, which was, in practice,
neither a purchase nor a treaty), through which the Penn family claimed 1.2 million acres
just north of Philadelphia along the Delaware River. This was not the final act of land
theft of Pennsylvania’s colonial era, but marks the consolidation of colonial land in the
rural hinterland of Philadelphia, the area which became a key space for the creation of the
Philadelphia region as the agricultural center of the colonies during this time period. At
this time, the Penn family had accrued massive debt, due to internal failures of financial
management as well as the first purchasers’ rejection and exploitation of William Penn’s
Liberty Lands system, necessitating the acquisition of more land for settlement and
agricultural production (Nature’s Entrepot, cite). While Penn’s sons were ultimately
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successful in stealing this land, albeit through illegal and unjust means, in many ways, the
Walking Purchase indicates the failure of the internal functioning of the Philadelphia
colony itself, and seems to depict a case of dependency theory in an internal colonization
context.

Figure 4. Map showing the land forcibly acquired through the Walking Treaty as well as
the overall historical geographic development of settler-colonial encroachment and theft
of indigenous land that ultimately formed the state of Pennsylvania. Retrieved from
Wikimedia Commons, created and submitted to the public domain by User: Nikater,
March 28th, 2007.
Figure 5. Map of Pennsylvania’s historical agricultural regions which emerged roughly
between the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Shows the Walking Purchase
to have opened up a swath of land that eventually was part of three of the state’s
agricultural regions. Retrieved from the Pennsylvania Historical & Museum
Commission’s Pennsylvania Agricultural history report and research guide.

Historian Francis Jennings (1970) explains that due to the likelihood of them
being punished by the London Quakers if they acquired this land illegally, “the Penns’
problem was to devise ostensibly legal means of procedure to mask an illegal act” (p. 29).
As a result, they developed a tactic, which, like many instances of colonial land theft,
depended on revisionist land history, dishonesty, and the settler-colonial philosophy of
terra nullius. Penn’s sons forged a document that they claimed was an old deed from
1686 that “proved” the granting of lands to their father from the Lenape that was to be
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delineated by the amount of territory covered by a day and a half walk. The document
claimed that the Lenape landholders had already been paid but the walk had not yet taken
place, thus not only did the Penn’s already own this land, the Lenape actually owed them
this unpaid money. On top of that, Penn’s sons hired people to run (rather than walk) for
the day and a half timespan laid out in the treaty document, thereby vastly extending the
amount of land they would acquire.
Through this illegal act, the Penns effectively exiled the majority of the remaining
Lenape population Westward. It was the convergence of this forced exile with significant
draughts across Europe that created the conditions for the Delaware River colonial region
to expand its agricultural plantations and become the bread basket of the colonies during
the nineteenth century, with Philadelphia as its hub (Black & Chiarappa, 2012; Brádzil et
al., 2019). As Figures 1 and 2 show, the land that was forcibly acquired through the
Walking Purchase became part of three of the colony’s (and then state’s) agricultural
regions at a time when Pennsylvania began to engage in wider agricultural trade networks
both regionally and globally. Economic historian Diane Lindstrom (1978) estimates that
by 1810, over a quarter of the agricultural output that Philadelphia received through its
rural hinterland was exported to global markets.
Not only did the Walking Treaty exile the long term inhabitants, farmers,
foragers, and caretakers of Lenapehoking, it also initiated an inter-tribal and intercolonial power conflict that would ultimately further consolidate plantation land for the
colony and then state of Pennsylvania. Erica Dunbar (2008) explains that:
By the second quarter of the eighteenth century, the Delaware [the colonizers’
label for the Lenape] Indians had been pushed toward the Susquehanna River, and
the tension between white settlers and the Lenape grew worse as the fur trade in
New York and Western Pennsylvania brought the Iroquois Indians to great
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prominence European settlers convinced the Iroquois to use their immense power
in controlling the smaller Delaware villages, eventually forcing them to abandon
their land. (p. 12)
Slavery in Settler-Colonial Pennsylvania
We were right off of Washington Square, a part of the city marked by wellappointed brownstones with shuttered windows and a park hailing back to this
country’s birth. Here was the seat of this city’s Quality--and the seat of our dead.
-Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Water Dancer, 2019, p. 237
At the same time as the plantation bloc of colonial Pennsylvania was expanding
Philadelphia’s rural hinterland through theft of Lenape land, it was also expanding its
slave labor system. When I set out to analyze this conjunction of the region’s colonial
land history, I assumed that the neighboring rural region would have had the largest
population of enslaved laborers while its urban center of Philadelphia would have a much
smaller one. With the conceptual focus of this article being on the entanglement of urban
and agrarian spaces and aspects of plantation politics as a way of understanding
contemporary anti-racist intervention into urban-agricultural Philadelphia, I was
anticipating making the argument that the settler-colonial city was built off of the
growing profits of a slave-based agricultural system and therefore we need to understand
the regional urban-agricultural relationship when addressing contemporary slavery.
While this is true in terms of its relations with the rural South in the post-independence
and post-abolition nineteenth century period of Philadelphia history, the story of slavery
in the settler-colonial period is primarily an urban one. Thus, the system of exploiting the
labor of enslaved Africans had a much more direct role in the urban development of
Philadelphia than might be expected.
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Moreover, it is important to state that it is in fact true that the agricultural profits
of the rural hinterland during the late settler-colonial period provided the economic
means for establishing Philadelphia as one the wealthiest and most populated colonial
cities. However, this agricultural system (centered around wheat production) depended
primarily on the labor of indentured Irish and German servants and secondarily on the
labor of enslaved Africans. There are many conclusions to draw from this, and from a
regional economics perspective, it is still not well understood why Pennsylvania had a
more extensive enslaved labor system in the city than in the rural hinterland while New
York history demonstrates the opposite trend. What this all underscores is that pure labor
economics cannot explain regional differentiation in urban-rural plantation consolidation;
cultural and intersectional approaches must figure significantly into these frameworks. In
terms of drawing on regional plantation history to understand contemporary issues of race
and racial justice within urban agriculture in Philadelphia, one of the lessons here is that
plantation politics is not simply a metaphor nor an ancillary phenomenon in relation to
the development of the land that is today believed to be Philadelphia.
In the analysis that follows, I rely heavily on the works of historians Erica
Armstrong Dunbar and Gary B. Nash to discuss the scope and character of slavery’s rise
in Philadelphia during the middle of the eighteenth century, as Lenape exile was also
expanding. Dunbar’s A Fragile Freedom: African American Women and Emancipation in
the Antebellum City uses primary source documents, most notably and novelly, African
American women’s “friendship albums,” to “explore how African American women in
Philadelphia journeyed from enslavement to the precarious status of ‘free persons’” from
the British settler-colonial era to the lead up to the Civil War (2008, p. 2). She focuses
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primarily on the abolition activism of free Black women and argues that this activism in
“early nineteenth-century Philadelphia served as a rehearsal for emancipation in the postCivil War era across the nation” (pp. 2-3). Gary Nash has written extensively on North
American colonial class relations and the role of urban slavery in colonial class
structures, focusing on Philadelphia in the majority of his scholarship. In this section, I
primarily draw from his 1973 paper, which utilizes uses tax records, inventories of
estates, importation documents, and burial records to estimate the numbers and activities
of slaves living in Philadelphia and its surrounding hinterland. He depends on these types
of primary sources and some literary documents because there were no censuses taken in
colonial Philadelphia. I also draw on the first chapter of his 1988 book, Forging
Freedom: The formation of Philadelphia’s Black community, 1720-1840 in which he
goes into more detail about the rural-urban nexus of network of Philadelphia slavery and
economics in general with Delaware and Maryland. Both Dunbar’s and Nash’s
scholarship do an exceptional job of using archival analysis to reveal both the
extensiveness and brutality of slavery and post-slavery labor conditions in Philadelphia
and the equally powerful manifestations of racial justice struggle led by Black
Philadelphians.
There was already a slave population in Philadelphia prior to the arrival of
William Penn. Philadelphia historian Russell Weigley (1982) notes that “the black
community in Philadelphia could trace its roots back to the earliest years of the city,”
having been brought in small numbers by the Dutch and Swedes as early as the beginning
of the seventeenth century (p. 30). The year 1684, however, marked the beginning of a
systematic, urban-rural slave network that was centered in Philadelphia; it was in this
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year that a ship named the Isabella arrived to Philadelphia from Bristol England,
carrying, against their will, 150 people African and African-descended people. These 150
individuals were most likely purchased from the West Indies and then re-sold directly to
the Quaker settlers who arrived in Philadelphia just three years prior (Nash, 1973;
Dunbar, 2008). Organized protests by Black Philadelphians began as early as 1699 and
revolved around mobility and access to public space within the city of Philadelphia
(undoubtedly there were more examples than have been recorded by colonial
documentation and they most likely began even sooner).
Nash (1988) finds stories of these protests in several colonial documents, which
describe them as being organized around the issue that “they could not secure time from
work to bury their dead during daylight hours” which was particularly cruel because
West African religions carry a “long tradition of reverence for ancestors [which] made
proper burial rites highly important (p. 13). The first abolitionist protest by Quakers also
occurred during this very early period of English settler-colonialism. In Germantown,
which Weigley (1982) describes as at that time a “village in rural Philadelphia County
that quickly developed its own independent economy” (p. 24), the Quakers published the
first abolitionist document in the English colonies in 1688. This abolitionist stance was
taken in opposition to the English Quakers who held the most control over the colonial
government. It took almost another century for the majority of Philadelphia’s Quaker
community to take a firmly abolitionist stance. Moreover, the document written by the
Germantown Quakers called for an end to chattel slavery, but not for equal rights for
Black people (Pastorius et al., 1688).
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Congo Square as a Site of Black Resistance and a Criminalized Public “Green Space”
These early protests that centered around access to the cemetery space reflect the
fact that this place functioned as perhaps the most significant and widely utilized space
for Black Philadelphians to gather in groups and as families throughout the settler
colonial city . The significance and wide use of this space is confirmed by records of
Anglo colonizers calling for suppression of so-called “tumultuous gatherings” there in
documents from 1693, 1717, 1726, 1738, 1741, 1750, and 1751 (Nash, 1988, p. 14).
These efforts at suppression demonstrate perhaps the earliest examples of a long history
of city police and authorities criminalizing Black use of public space in Philadelphia (see
Johnson, 2014 for an analysis of this phenomenon in the post-World War II period; and
Maskovsky, 2017 for an analysis of more recent forms of surveillance and
criminalization). The majority of these gatherings occurred at what was then known as
the “Strangers’ Burial Ground” which was the burial space allotted to Black
Philadelphians as well as the city’s poor and incarcerated populations (as first described
in John Watson’s (1830) Annals of Philadelphia). To the Philadelphians of African
descent who used this space to honor the dead, celebrate life, and access a momentary
liberation, it was known not as the “Strangers Burial Ground,” but as Congo Square.”
This excerpt of Philadelphia-based poet Lamont Steptoe’s “Meditations in Congo
Square” (2012) captures the significance of this space, especially for Philadelphia’s Black
and colonial-era history.
I dance with the ghosts of Congo Square Meet and marry what isn’t there
O’ the full moon in Congo Square Shining on what isn’t there!
The laughter and the tongues from far away That echo in the present day
O’ the joy and the freedom in Congo Square Of the women and children who are
not there! The cakewalk and Bamboula is all the rage How they mimic and mock
their master’s talk! Guinee and Congolese can do as they please In Congo Square
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Rhythms can live for a day before going underground To be put away
Tongues are loosened with some rum
But always there is no drum in Congo Square!
They come in rags and they come in tails
To share their woes and wails
They shimmy and they shake and they jump around Make the dirt under their feet
holy ground
I dance with the ghosts of Congo Square
Meet and marry what isn’t there
So powerful is their glee, so powerful is their pain
It reaches across centuries for descendants to claim!
O’ the full moon in Congo Square
Shining on what isn’t there!
Echoes in the present day
Of what was there and gone away
Holy ground and sacred bones
History and dust cosmic phones
I dance with the ghosts of Congo Square
Meet and marry what isn’t there!

What I find especially impactful is Steptoe’s repetition of the words “what isn’t there,”
juxtaposed next to the fullness, the liveliness, and the complexity of Black experience of
and Black Philadelphians’ use of the land known as Congo Square. This motif, which
depicts the power of history as well as the pain enacted by selectively erasing certain
layers of land history, is best exemplified here:
So powerful is their glee, so powerful is their pain
It reaches across centuries for descendants to claim! O’ the full moon in Congo
Square
Shining on what isn’t there!
The way the space of Congo Square deeply encompasses the extremes and the cycles of
life and death has a long and ongoing history. Ta-Nehisi Coates (2019) also captures an
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important aspect of this history in his narration of his character Hiram Walker’s
reflections on this place:
I had, by then, done my share of reading on Philadelphia, so I knew that, in
another time, when the Task was here in Pennsylvania, the city had fallen victim
to a wave of fever. And among the men who combated this fever was Benjamin
Rush, a famous doctor, which is hard to countenance given the theory he put forth
in defense of the city. Colored people were immune to the fever, he told
Philadelphia, and more than immune, their very presence could alter the air itself,
sucking up the scourge and holding it captive in our fetid black bodies. And so
tasking men were brought in by the hundreds on the alleged black magic of our
bodies. They all died. And when the city began to fill with their corpses, its
masters searched for a space far from the whites who were felled by the disease.
And they chose a patch of land where no one lived, and tossed us into pits. Years
later, after the fever had been forgotten, after the war had birthed this new
country, they built rows and rows of well-appointed houses right on top of those
peoples, and named a square for their liberating general. (p. 237)
Recognized by many today as Washington Square, Congo Square became the swath of
land used for the mass burials of Revolutionary War soldiers and, as the Ta-Nehisi
Coates’ quote above indicates, of the allegedly freed Black people who died of Yellow
Fever in the 1790s. Today, the city ultimately prioritizes the commemoration of the white
history of this place, having bestowed it with the name “Washington Square” in 1825, as
this urban green space is known to this day. A visitor to today’s Washington Square
might note the enormous monument to George Washington and his soldiers, which
includes a large sculpture of Washington himself, an eternal flame in front of the
sculpture, a tomb dedicated to the unknown Revolutionary War soldiers, and the words:
“Freedom is a light for which many men have died in darkness.” Depending on how they
enter/exit, they would hopefully happen to encounter two small plaques in the far corner
of the park which memorialize the history of African-descended peoples’ utilization of
Congo Square.
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Peeling back the layers of land use throughout Philadelphia’s parks and green
spaces has the power to tell so many stories that show the contemporary urgency for
decolonizing this city’s land. Today’s Washington Square Park, in addition to burying
both violent and liberatory aspects of Black history, also contains underneath it one of
Philadelphia’s many buried streams known as Munday’s Run, which was a tributary of
the Delaware River. As Norwood (2019) explains, any Delaware River tributary in
Philadelphia almost certainly was once a settlement site of a Lenape community.

Figure 6. A map retracing of Munday’s Run as
it connects up with Dock Creek and the Delaware River.
Source: Wikipedia Commons. Created by Kevin Cenizal, Jan
2014.

The Lenape name for this creek has not been recorded in any of the archival documents
nor old maps that I found. As a very small transect of Philadelphia’s historical geography,
though, this six-acre park captures the city’s intersecting history of criminalizing and
marginalizing colonized indigenous and enslaved Africans use of what would be
considered today to be urban green space. This history should be at the center of
contemporary urban farming and greening movements.
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The Extent and the Geographic Distribution of Slavery in the Philadelphia Region
According to Nash (1988), one out of every fifteen families in Philadelphia
owned slaves during the early English settler colonial period (1682-1705). Nash describes
their primary activities during this time as revolving around “the difficult work of
clearing trees and brush and erecting crude houses in the budding provincial capital” (p.
225). Dunbar (2008) explains that, as more slaves arrived during this time period, their
work activities and therefore the spaces in which they spent the most of their time
became separated by gender, with merchants and craftsmen preferring men and
innkeepers and widows preferring women for domestic duties (p. 12). Using mainly
burial records since there was never a census taken in colonial Philadelphia, Nash finds
that from the early to mid-eighteenth century, the city’s slave population fluctuated based
on a number of factors including taxes placed on importing slaves (most notably in
response to fears stoked by the 1712 slave rebellion in New York City), but then peaked
between 1756-1775 at 1,481 (Nash, p. 231; Dunbar, p. 34). This peak converges with the
end of the Seven Year War (1763) and the point at which Philadelphia overtakes New
York as the leading port among the colonies (1760).
While some credit the white Quaker-led abolitionist movement with the
significant decline in slavery importations that then followed, Nash clarifies that this was
more likely prompted by 1) a growing preference among Anglo-European land owning
elites for indentured servants from Ireland and Germany and 2) low birth rates among the
slave population caused by a pattern of forced separation of women from men. In fact,
Nash finds that Philadelphia Quakers:
were somewhat overrepresented among Philadelphia slaveholders in proportion to
their numbers. [...] Appeals of antislavery ideologues went largely unheeded
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whenever they interfered with the demand for bound labor. In an era of economic
expansion Philadelphians, including Quakers, avidly sought slave labor when
their manpower requirements could not be otherwise met, and not until white
indentured laborers became available in sufficient numbers to supply the needs of
the city did the abolitionist appeals produce more than a few dozen manumissions
(pp. 256-259).
With this mid eighteenth century conjuncture being one during which 1) a new
vast swath of Lenape territory north of Philadelphia was now cleared for plantation
expansion as a result of the Walking Treaty, 2) conflict and instability across rural areas
of Pennsylvania ended with the conclusion of the Seven Years War, 3) importations of
slave labor into the Philadelphia port were at their highest, and 4) agricultural production
in the rural hinterland of Philadelphia and exportation out of the Philadelphia port were
rising rapidly (Weigley, 1982), one might reasonably assume that slave ownership was
occurring at the same or at a higher rate in Philadelphia’s rural hinterland as it was in its
urban center. This was in fact not the case; slavery was a mainly urban (and more
specifically, a Philadelphian) phenomenon in Pennsylvania during the peak of
Pennsylvania’s slave population. Nash (2004) explains:
In Chester and Lancaster counties, the most densely populated and agriculturally
productive areas in the colony, slaves numbered only 289 and 106 respectively in
1759. Only 4.2 percent of the taxpayers in Chester County and 1.2 in Lancaster
County owned slaves that year” (p. 244). The large importation of the early 1760s
to Philadelphia did not lead to an increase in the rural areas. The incidence of
slaveholding in the city was about four times that of the surrounding countryside.
(p. 234).
This contrasts with the case of colonial New York, in which, as Eric Foner (2015) notes,
“most of [the 7,000 slaves that arrived on the docks of New York City] were destined for
sale to surrounding rural areas” (p. 29). Foner cites a record of then New York governor
William Cosby lamenting the state’s importation of enslaved Africans as discouraging
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the immigration of “honest, useful and laborious white people” “who preferred to settle in
neighboring colonies like Pennsylvania” (as quoted by Foner, p. 29). In contrast to
Philadelphia and its immediate rural hinterland, where 3.9% of the rural population
owned slaves compared to 8.6% of the urban population (in 1767 which was the peak
percentage, as estimated by Nash, 1973, p. 234), Foner estimates that during New York’s
period of peak slavery (1771), one-fifth of the population of New York City were slaves,
while in the immediate rural hinterland of the city slaves represented a third of the
population. The ratios were reversed.
What this all suggests, is that in the case of the historical geography of slavery in
Pennsylvania, the labor of enslaved people of African descent can be that much more
directly tied to the physical and financial development of the city today believed to be
Philadelphia. In Philadelphia, it was not only that colonial elites in Pennsylvania accrued
wealth from slave labor used on their plantations and then used that wealth to build
Philadelphia during this period, but that enslaved people literally cleared, constructed,
crafted, cleaned, and cared for the city and its residents. In conclusion, the urban-rural
plantation complex of the Philadelphia region in the first quarter of the eighteenth century
was characterized by predominantly urban-centered slave labor and primarily ruralcentered indentured white servitude. It was not actually until the post-abolition era of the
state’s history that rural slave labor began to more directly build wealth in the city.
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The Second Major Mobilization: Slow Abolition, Fast Cotton, and Consolidation of the
Modern City:
Without the North, slavery would have had no market or reason to exist.
-Philip Seitz, Slavery in Philadelphia: A History of
Resistance, Denial and Wealth, 2014, p. Xi
Slavery and the plantation are not an anathema to capitalism but are pillars of it.
-Clyde Woods, Development Arrested: The blues
and plantation power in the Mississippi Delta,
1998, p. 6
In the year 1775, after a century of building the institution of slavery in their
colony, the Pennsylvania Quakers officially took an anti-slavery stance when they
founded the Pennsylvania Abolition Society in Philadelphia. This occurred at a time
when the number of slaves coming into the port of Philadelphia was already falling; as a
result of the conclusion of the Seven Years War, immigrants from Europe were arriving
in high numbers to perform the same work as enslaved Africans, but as indentured
servants. In 1776, the American War of Independence had been won and the “lower
colonies” separated from Pennsylvania to form their own independent state of Delaware,
which effectively de-linked the estimated seventy-five percent of the slaves who would
have been impacted by the abolition policy that was developed. Debates and discussions
over abolition began shortly after in the Pennsylvania Assembly and “Act for the Gradual
Abolition of Slavery” was passed into law by the Supreme Executive Council of
Pennsylvania on March 1, 1780.
While this was undoubtedly a historically significant moment, in that it made
Pennsylvania the first U.S. state to abolish slavery, Dunbar explains that the act “in fact
did not free one single slave” (2008, p. 4). It became very clear why this was called a
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Gradual Abolition Act. The law was very clear in stating that those born into bondage in
Pennsylvania would remain there for the rest of their lives (an estimated 6,000
individuals), while children born to slave mothers would work as indentured servants
until reaching adulthood. In 1788 the law was amended to deal with the absence of
concrete systems for actually enacting and enforcing the gradual abolition system. The
newly amended law outlined a system for registering the children of enslaved mothers
and clarified that children would be held in bondage until they reached 18 years and 28
years of age, for young women and men respectively. While that age breakdown would
suggest that Black women would be the first to access freedom in Philadelphia, it was in
fact the opposite. As Dunbar explains, “black women found themselves the last recipients
of freedom,” due to several factors: 1) having primary caretaking responsibilities made
them less likely to run away, 2) they were the predominant sector of the population to
replace indentured White servants when immigrations rates fluctuate downward (a
significant occurrence of this decline in immigration rates occurred in 1788, the same
year of the amendment, when the British government passed its own act dramatically
limiting the number of indentured servants allowed to go to America) and 3) that White
slave owners of all professions/positions from farmers to lawyers to widows manumitted
men at higher rates than women (Dunbar, pp. 27-28).
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Figure 7. First page of the An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery, passed by the
Fifth Pennsylvania General Assembly March 1st, 1780 (clarified and amended in 1788).
Source: Pennsylvania State Archives
Figure 8. Eli Whitney’s Cotton Gin patent drawing, dated March 14th, 1794. Source:
National Archives and Records Administration Records of the Patent and Trademark
Office

The juxtaposed images above depict two of the most significant events in the
urban-rural plantation history of Philadelphia. First, in 1780, the newly independent state
of Pennsylvania passed the nation’s first abolition act, which was then amended in 1788
to deal with the absence of concrete systems for enacting the law. Then, six years later,
and over a thousand miles away in Georgia, Eli Whitney patented his invention of the
cotton gin, which laid the agro-technological groundwork for Philadelphia’s subsequent
textile boom. Without question, the passing of Pennsylvania’s abolition act, aptly titled
the “Gradual Abolition Act,” had a major impact on the struggle for liberation of
Africans and descendants of Africans who were enslaved in America. Arguably the most
significant positive outcome was that it solidified the city of Philadelphia as a key site in
the Underground Railroad (but also in the kidnappings and violence caused by the
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Fugitive Slave Act, passed in 1793, the same year that the cotton gin was invented).
However, at the same time as Philadelphia was being utilized as one of the only safe
havens for refugees of white supremacist plantation terror, the city was simultaneously
re-solidifying its role as an ongoing participant in the plantation history of the newly
independent nation through its textile production activities. From a critical historical
geography perspective, it is impossible to disentangle rapid rural land transformations in
the U.S. South that resulted from the use of the cotton gin from the dramatic urbanindustrial land transformations in the Northern city of Philadelphia that resulted from the
cotton-fueled textile boom.
The impact of the cotton gin on the development of slavery cannot be overstated
and is widely documented; Clyde Woods describes what went on during the 1790s as
“cotton madness” (p. 43). Lesser explored are intersecting urban-rural and North-South
land and wealth developments spurred by this invention: rapid rural land transformations
in the U.S. South unfolded alongside dramatic urban-industrial land transformations in
the Northern cities, including Philadelphia. Ronald Bailey first called attention to this
disconnect within historical research in 1994 with his paper titled “The Other Side of
Slavery: Black Labor, Cotton, and Textile Industrialization in Great Britain in the United
States.” In it, he argues that “too many people treat the history of cotton textile
industrialization as if the source of cotton was the moon, and not mainly the system of
slave labor using people of African descent in the southern United States (pp. 35-36).
Unfortunately, the small steps taken along the path of liberation that resulted from the
Gradual Abolition Act were hindered by the counter-revolutionary force of financial links
between wealth-seeking textile industrialists in the abolition city of Philadelphia and
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cotton plantation owners of the South. At almost the exact moment that slavery was
abolished in Philadelphia, the urban-rural plantation complex surrounding the city
mobilized as forcefully as ever. This ushered in a period of intense conflict and contested
land uses, as Philadelphia became a key site of the Underground Railroad, the Fugitive
Slave Act, and cotton-dependent textile industrialization simultaneously.
North Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey: The Urban Cotton Kingdoms
In his historical account of slavery in Philadelphia, which centers around the
Chew family, Philip Seitz (2014) refers to a man by the name of David S. Brown as the
Philadelphia-Southern New Jersey region’s “cotton king” (p. 88). While the textile
industry was expanding rapidly in the region in the first half of the nineteenth century,
Brown stood out in that he established multiple large factories under a corporate model,
while most of the textile operations in Philadelphia were small and family-run (in
contrast to New England, where Brown was born and raised). There is little information
about the life and work of Brown in historical texts on Philadelphia. However, we know
that his life (1800-1877) spanned the entirety of Philadelphia’s industrial rise (the city
emerged as the national leader in industrial production by the late nineteenth century) and
that he accumulated massive amounts of wealth from his cotton-driven textile capitalism,
(a clear example of racial capitalism). In a blog post on the Historical Society of
Pennsylvania’s website (author not named, April 2009), a person who had gone through
the David Sands Brown and Company collection reflected on this history as:
a good example of the entrepreneurial spirit associated with the economic
development of the United States, especially if looked at from a micro-historybased point of view. After taking American History classes that only covered the
major aspects and events of the United States past, looking at the papers in this
part of the Chew collection gave me a new perspective on how just one individual
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took a neglected town and propelled it to progress through sheer will power and
financial savvy. (n.p.)
“Sheer will power and financial savvy” as the method through which Brown initiated
urban progress along the Delaware River would perhaps more accurately be described as:
the importation of massive amounts of slave-produced Southern cotton, possibly the most
by any Philadelphia area-based company (Seitz, p. 89).
The 1810 U.S. census lists Pennsylvania as the state with the most cotton
factories, having a total of sixty-four. By 1820, the state was estimated to have been
processing over a million pounds of cotton annually, behind only Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and New York. These numbers jumped between 1820 and 1874, during the time
Brown got involved in the business, with cotton processing capacity increasing 30-fold in
Pennsylvania and nearly tenfold in New Jersey, as measured by increase in the number of
spindles (census data compiled in Earl & Peck’s (1877) “The Growth of the Cotton
Industry in America). With 7,146 spindles, Brown’s Gloucester Gingham Mills factory
held twenty percent of the total cotton processing capacity in the state of New Jersey
(Jordan et al., 1921, p. 118). While the majority of Brown’s manufacturing sites were in
Southern New Jersey, he spent the majority of his social and philanthropic time in
Philadelphia. Seitz notes that Brown was a member of and donor to Philadelphia’s
Academy of Natural Sciences, the Female Academy of Design (now Moore College), and
Jordan et al. (1921) add that he served on the board of directors of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company, and was one of the first directors of the Girard Bank (pp. 117-118).
Before all of those involvements, Brown’s very first philanthropic endeavor was his role
as one of the founders and financial supporters of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society
in the year 1827. He would go on to serve various leadership roles within the
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organization until his death in 1877. The Pennsylvania Horticultural Society is one of the
biggest funders and coordinators of urban gardens in Philadelphia today.
The cotton boom in the rural South and the textile boom in the urban North
initiated co-occurring dramatic land/human-environment transformation processes. In the
South, the invention of the cotton gin led to a massive extension of land used for cotton
production, from Virginia and further south to the Mississippi River and eventually on to
Texas. As Woods describes, after 1830 “in the Mississippi Delta, the alluvial soils
produced cotton yields double those of the rest of the South” (p. 6). In the urban North,
and in the case of Philadelphia specifically, the rise of cotton production transformed the
Northern section of the city dramatically, what is today Northern Liberties, Fishtown,
Kensington, and Port Richmond, as well as parts of Germantown/Nicetown, from a
primarily rural landscape into an industrial one. This was the same swath of land that
Penn set aside as “liberty lands,” and also encompassed some of the largest
concentrations of Black Philadelphians (despite Black people being refused access to
working in the industry). This enormous financial power generated by this
industrialization process in North Philadelphia is evidenced by the swift, albeit
contentious, passing of the 1854 Consolidation Act, which brought the benefits of this
wealth into the hands of the city government, and deepened what urban historians Linder
& Zacharias would refer to as the “de-agriculturalization” process of Philadelphia. After
decades of deindustrialization in the twentieth century resulting from the outsourcing of
the textile industry, this is now the part of the city that could be considered to be
undergoing a phase of re-agriculturalization, having the largest concentration of urban
farms across the city.
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Figure 9. Map showing high concentration of farms in Philadelphia’s
former textile district, created 2020. Retrieved from
https://www.witf.org/2020/01/15/three-maps-tell-the-story-of-urbanfarming-in-philly-right-now/

Mobilizations Against Philadelphia’s Urban-Rural Plantation Complex in the Nineteenth
Century
As cotton-based wealth poured into Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey, social
justice mobilizations emerged within the city that sought to challenge the consolidating
urban-rural plantation complex. The expansion of slave-produced cotton in the first half
of the nineteenth century in Philadelphia led to a positive feedback loop of not only
raising demand for slave-produced cotton, but also creating the conditions for a more
extensive urban eating system for wealthy elites that sought a diversification of produce
from the southern region of the country as well as the Caribbean (Branch, 2012). This
consolidating racial capitalist urban system that ran on slave-produced cotton and food
products also produced what could be considered one of the first “alternative food
movements” in urban America: the Free Produce Movement. Michelle Nicole Branch’s
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dissertation titled “Just Provisions: Food, Identity, and Contested Space in Urban
America, 1800-1875 provides an excellent overview of the formation of this movement
in New York City and Philadelphia (see pp. 108-128, 2012). Branch finds that the
movement formed as the result of the work of “individuals from various walks of life,”
but was led by a Black woman named Lydia White, suggesting the possibility of an
intersectional structure to the movement (p. 110). Tactics of the movement were quite
comprehensive and included 1) consumer boycotts of slave-produced agricultural
products, 2) utilizing the globalization of markets to raise awareness about the conditions
of slavery in the U.S. South and Latin America and changing the culture of consumer
desires/expectations, and 3) the creation of alternative markets within the city, which,
notably, were designed to “increase representation of free blacks (and free labor
generally) as market producers” (p. 110).
In the case of Philadelphia, which Branch describes as “the center of free produce
organization,” Lydia White, Zebulon Thomas (whose house also is listed in the
Encyclopedia of the Underground Railroad as a key site, p. 248), Charles & James
Pierce, and George Taylor served as key leaders in the movement (pp. 116-117). In 1826
these individuals set up free produce stores at the port of Philadelphia and other key sites
as an alternative to the many markets around the city that sold both “free” and “slave”
produce. Lydia White set up her free produce store at 86 South 5th Street, just a couple of
blocks away from another space of Black resistance, Congo Square. The list of the
various free produce associations that formed out of these store initiatives indicate that
there was a separation by race and gender: a “Colored Free Produce Society” (formed in
1831 by Robert Purvis, met in Richard Allen’s Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
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Church) and a “Colored Female Free Produce Society” to target and challenge White
women’s societies specifically. Branch finds that the underlying structure of the societies
was that, while there was an American Free Produce Society composed of “women and
men, black and white, most societies generally organized themselves by region, by race,
by gender, and by religion. When they did work across gender or race lines, they did so
by coordinating among groups, rather than by diversifying within” (p. 117). Branch
explains that groups did not hierarchically exclude based on race/gender, and that this
separation “tended to be the custom with benevolent organizations in the nineteenth
century.” Relatedly, it is important to point out that the Free Produce Movement did not
exist in a vacuum and is better understood as one node in a network of intersectional
abolitionist (immediate rather than gradual) and liberationist mobilization that was
occurring throughout Philadelphia. For example, many members of Free Produce
Societies were also involved in the Underground Railroad (such as Reverend Richard
Allen, Zebulon Thomas, and Frances Ellen Watkins Harper). Another interesting feature
indicating an intersectional structure within the movement was its intergenerational
engagements: various editions of the abolitionist newspaper, Liberator, included articles
from Free Produce Society members, including encouraging children specifically to ask
questions to their parents about where the food on their table comes from. The newspaper
also published a weekly column titled “The Family Circle,” which provided a guide for
parents teaching their children to abstain from eating slave-produced food.
With the exponential growth of the textile industry in Philadelphia in the 1840s
and 1850s, the American Free Produce Association (based in Philadelphia) began to
focus more closely on cotton itself. In 1845 the Association founded what Philadelphia
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historian Norman B. Wilkerson describes as a “new and more vigorous organization”
called the Philadelphia Free Produce Association of Friends (1942, p. 302). In December
of that year, after months of correspondence with merchants in the South, the association
bought sixty-three bales of guaranteed free labor cotton and paid enslaved people to clean
the cotton since all cotton gins were owned by slave owners (p. 303). From there, the
association developed an instructional guide for certifying that cotton was produced with
free labor and negotiating purchases. Unlike the edible produce sales of the Free Produce
Movement, free cotton products were first sold in existing stores. Once members realized
that the products lost their identity within this context, they set up their own storefront in
1852. The movement expanded to its largest capacity in 1854 when the Association
began leasing their own textile mill located at Doe Run Farm. Unfortunately, the mill
struggled to stay afloat during the 1857 depression and ultimately closed in 1858 when
the operation was no longer generating enough to pay its workers (p. 311).
While Wilkerson characterizes the Free Produce Associations as a “moderate”
movement because he could find no record of their initiatives actually interrupting the
day to day operations of southern planters, others, such as Carol Faulkner describe slave
produce abstinence as a “test of radicalism” within and “moral vanguard” of the
antislavery movement (2007, p. 380). Branch focuses on the novelty of the tactic itself in
terms of showing those associated with domestic spaces (women and namely Black
women) the powerful role they can occupy within the antislavery movement. Like the
alternative food movements today, which include urban agriculture, the free produce
movement is best described as a movement that challenged the status quo while
containing within it a set of “dialectical tensions” that make it impossible to characterize
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as embodying one specific set of politics (McClintock, 2014). What the free produce
movement does demonstrate is the urban-rural entanglement of both Philadelphia’s urban
development history and the racial justice mobilizations that sought to challenge it.

Conclusion: Connecting Philadelphia's Plantation Past to Contemporary Urban
Agriculture Organizing:
“All of this work and all of injustice is rooted in the land.” This statement
introduced an anti-racism training that took place in Philadelphia in 2017. There were
many anti-racism trainings being held throughout the city that year, the year of the
inauguration of U.S. president Donald Trump, but this particular training had a very
specific target audience and purpose: it was designed for White urban farmers working in
the majority non-White city of Philadelphia (2020 U.S. Census) and it sought to educate
these farmers about the distributive and procedural racial injustices (with an emphasis on
anti-Black racism) embedded in the city’s land systems, food systems, as well as the
urban agriculture movement itself. This training included, as many of the events
organized by Soil Generation do, a participatory creation of and reflection on a timeline
of Philadelphia’s land systems and practices. The work of Soil Generation, which is a
Black- and Brown-led coalition of urban farmers is a key example of a growing
mobilization of urban farming and sustainability groups in Philadelphia centering racial
justice principles within their work. Within the past year, Soil Generation has emerged as
one of the most active and vocal groups participating in policy efforts to formalize urban
agriculture.
In the final paragraph of Development Arrested, Clyde Woods states that “land,
labor, sectoral and other reforms must be accompanied by an intellectual transformation”
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(p. 290). One of the main objectives of this article has been to offer a new way of
conceptualizing urban agriculture that might provide an “intellectual transformation” of
how this land practice is thought about and represented in the contemporary context. At a
time when policymakers and activists in Philadelphia (and other U.S. cities) are
developing and debating plans to formalize these practices, critical academics must think
strategically about how to best study and contextualize this stage of Philadelphia’s land
history in a way that supports social justice and politically radical interventions into
urban agriculture and other urban sustainability practices.
Applying Woods’ plantation criticism framework to the case of Philadelphia has
allowed me to demonstrate that the city’s historical-geographic development during the
mid-eighteenth to nineteenth century was itself an urban-agricultural one. Thus, urbanagricultural developments today are inextricably linked to those histories. The
consolidated city we see today would not exist without the theft of Lenape land in
Philadelphia’s hinterlands to be used for rural, export-based agricultural production; the
enslavement of African people to work primarily within the city itself and secondarily in
its rural hinterland; as well as the cotton-driven textile boom. At the same time as racial
injustice in Philadelphia today is part of a long legacy of urban and agricultural
plantation-driven processes, the movements working to confront these injustices are also
part of a long legacy of land-based political resistance: celebrations of African heritage
and protests against white supremacist confinement led by Black people in Congo
Square, the abolition movement and the Underground Railroad, as well as the Free
Produce Movement.
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Lastly, this article provides one example of how Woods’ methodological and
conceptual framework of plantation criticism might be used within food justice and/or
land justice analysis in an urban context. I chose to focus on the historical geography of
Philadelphia’s urban-rural economic development spurred by indigenous land theft, the
city’s urban-rural slavery system, and cotton-driven textile industrialization (as well as
political resistance to each of these major mobilizations of plantation power) spanning
from the mid-eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century. Other applications of Woods’
frameworks might include more contemporary, global plantation systems that U.S. urban
food and land systems depend on and the white supremacist capitalist mechanisms behind
them.
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CHAPTER 4
Article 3: HISTORICAL INQUIRY AS SOLIDARITY AND REFLEXIVITY:
INTEGRATING ARCHIVAL AND ACTIVIST METHODS IN FOOD JUSTICE
RESEARCH AND ORGANIZING
ABSTRACT: This article details the author’s journey of using both scholar-activist and
historical methods in food justice research. It expands upon a set of “creative tensions”
that this methodological process generated: engagement-distance, insider-outsider, and
activism-archives. The article also presents the empirical research case that this
methodological process ultimately led to: an analysis of two Philadelphia-based food
justice organizations processes of collective historical inquiry. The article makes both
methodological and empirical contributions. It addresses calls to provide more concrete
examples of feminist methods of reflexivity around researcher positionality as well as
more recent interest in engaging more deeply with historical analysis within food and
urban studies research.
KEYWORDS: scholar-activism, archival methods, researcher reflexivity, activist study
groups, food justice
Introduction:
If history is to be creative, to anticipate a possible future without denying the past,
it should, I believe, emphasize new possibilities by disclosing those hidden
episodes of the past when, even if in brief flashes, people showed their ability to
resist, to join together, occasionally to win.
...revolt is always an inch below the surface.
-Howard Zinn, A People’s History of the United States, 2003
It was a beautiful late summer day at the Philadelphia Urban Creators’ Life Do Grow
farm. The sunflowers at the entrance of the fields were enormous--climbing high and
toppling all over each other, beginning their journey back to the soil for rest, renewal,
and reproduction. I commented on their enormousness to the new farm manager, who I
had known for several years as a youth apprentice. “They were even bigger last year,”
he replied. A vegan chef and her 8-month old baby were surveying the farm space and
discussing the logistics of her upcoming vegan chili cookoff with the farm’s event
planners. Others were there to meet in the vibrantly painted shipping container-turnedoffice and review product sales. Around noon, Pastor Norwood arrived. After brief
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introductions, the organizer of Pastor Norwood’s visit pulled the new farm manager
aside: “Hey, can you give Pastor Norwood the tour? I gotta go get [some of the
neighbors].” The farm manager and a few others guided Pastor Norwood through every
section of the farm, explaining their group’s history on this plot of land and their hopes
and plans for its future. Even though I had participated in and led multiple tours of this
farm, I joined, as did the vegan chef and her baby. As the tour came to a close, another
organizer of the visit arrived and introduced herself to Pastor Norwood. “We are so
grateful for your visit,” she said as they shook hands warmly. At this point, the sun was
strong and we had been walking around the farm for about 45 minutes. We took refuge
under the shade of the geodesic dome and waited for the rest of the group to get back.
“I’m so sorry,” the organizer said as he and several neighbors joined us inside the dome.
“We had to deal with a little issue.” Hesitating briefly, he then went right into it. “There
were 8 white people on the block, outside of that house being renovated. They work for
the developer from New York who basically gentrified all of Bushwick. We had to go
remind them that the plan is for them to hire [lifelong neighborhood resident/one of the
founders of the Philadelphia Urban Creators]’s company to do the renovations and all of
the construction work.”

This encounter, while unanticipated and an inconvenience in several ways, perfectly
exemplified one of the primary motivations for the day’s gathering at the farm with
Pastor Norwood: The Philadelphia Urban Creators and the neighborhood in which it is
situated are under the threat of the type of real estate development which has led to
drastic demographic and land ownership changes all over the city of Philadelphia.
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Members of the Philadelphia Urban Creators are hoping that gathering stories of their
organization and their neighborhood and weaving them into a broader history of this
land that they currently occupy will help them hold on to both the physical neighborhood
as well as its narrative. They are calling this process of historical inquiry “The Legacy
Project.” Pastor Norwood was here as part of that process; to share his people’s history
of this land, which for him, as a Nanticoke-Lenape tribal member, is known as
Lenapehoking. “Oh wow. Well, I guess I should begin,” Pastor Norwood said.
(fieldnotes, August 29th, 2019)
…..
I went into the first session of the Jewish Farm School’s Jews and Land Study Group
thinking of it as an opportunity to integrate two aspects of my identity that had thus far
been completely separated: Judaism and food & land justice. I also felt that it would be a
good opportunity to be part of an intellectual community outside of an academic context,
at a time when the stresses of writing a dissertation were becoming overwhelming. The
study group certainly ended up fulfilling those expectations, but ended up being much
more. Anxiously, during our introductions on the first day, I explained to the group that I
was undergoing a process of re-exploring my at one point quite solid Jewish identity and
set of practices after a long period of low levels of engagement. I also mentioned being
intimidated, but also intensely drawn to, the rigors of Jewish study after not having
participated in any since my Bat Mitzvah.

Our study meetings ended up being such a supportive space in which to embark upon
these two things. I have been reflecting on one particular observation that has been hard
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to put into words but I will try. There is an irony to the fact that this study group has resolidified my Judaism. This is because what we studied dramatically un-settled the fixed
narrative I had about Judaism as an ancient religion that was from the beginning
centered around monotheism and the Land of Israel (not to be confused with the State of
Israel). I had my mind blown several times over the extent to which Judaism has evolved
and has been very much without-a-center over the course of its history: cycling between
still maintaining deity worship to becoming increasingly convinced of the idea of “one
true G-d”; between being a nationality, a culture, and a religion; being culturally and
geographically centered in both Palestine and Babylonia during the Middle Ages and in
so many different places throughout history rather than simply in “the Land of Israel”;
from being structured around priestly hierarchies and animal sacrifice to structured
daily prayer, study, and mystical endeavors; from being an agrarian religion to an
urban-centered diasporic one. Ironically, it is Judaism’s historical and intrinsic diversity
and instability that ended up solidifying my own personal commitments to being both a
practitioner and scholar of it, as well as drawing on Jewish history and food/land ethics
as a new guide and motivation of food & land justice practice in the contemporary world.
I mean, what could be a better guide for Jewish food justice activists today than the
Torah’s commandment to leave the corners of our farms for public access? Or, the more
recent story of Jewish anarchists and feminists who protested the price increases on
Kosher meat, arming themselves with “old shoes, brushes, combs, brooms, and every
other imaginable portable article of household use” as well as “unpleasant moist pieces
of liver” to be used for slapping as needed? (fieldnotes, April 5th, 2019)
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These vignettes, originally written in my dissertation fieldwork notebook, capture
the overarching topic of this article: the necessity and the significance of connecting past,
present, and future within food justice activism and scholarship, at both the collective
level and the level of the individual scholar/activist. Within academic scholarship, there is
a recent trend of critical geographers and urban theorists calling for more comprehensive
historical analysis within studies of space and place (Roy, 2016; Ferenčuhová, 2016;
Ferretti, 2019; Van Sant et al., 2020). In urban agriculture research specifically, which is
the component of the food justice movement that my research has focused on, Chiara
Tornaghi (2014) argues that historical analysis is one of the four key components to
critical understanding of urban agriculture, while Ruth Glasser (2018) critiques urban
agriculture researchers for treating food growing in cities as a new phenomenon and
urban historians for neglecting agriculture analysis in their work. Nathan McClintock
(2018) has set out a research agenda for examining contemporary food cultivation in
cities in relation to histories of settler colonialism and racial capitalism in the United
States.
There has been similar analysis and argumentation in environmental justice and
land justice scholarship. In her analysis of land redevelopment, land loss, and land justice
movements in Detroit, Sara Safransky (2018) proposes the “historical diagnostic” as a
tool for “link[ing] contemporary land struggles to the historical continuum of racial
capitalism (501). In Laura Pulido and Juan De Lara’s (2018) integration of environmental
justice and abolitionist theories in the context of California, they elaborate on an
approach that “makes explicit connections between the history of settler colonialism,
ecological justice, and Latinx spatial imaginaries” (p. 4). They describe this approach as a
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“spatial-temporal remapping of EJ” and demonstrate its explanatory and political power
through a series of maps illustrating the history of Black/Brown solidarity across the
United States. Pulido and De Lara see this remapping as a way of inspiring the
environmental justice movement to “reimagine” itself as a political convergence with this
history of Black/Brown solidarity and the Black Radical Tradition in order to create
“radical futures” within the movement (p. 4). Echoing Roy’s urban theorizing, both
Pulido & De Lara (2018) and Safransky (2018) argue that history is a necessary and
under-utilized conceptual lens for understanding today’s urban environmental injustices
and their structural roots.
As geographers of land and food injustice embark on this important task of
bringing comprehensive historical analysis into their projects, activists are also doing so
themselves. The vignettes above mention two instances of collective processes of
historical inquiry occurring in Philadelphia’s food justice movement: the Philadelphia
Urban Creators’ “Legacy Project” and the Jewish Farm School’s “Jews and Land Study
Group.” In this article, I analyze these cases and also present the journey and approach
that has guided my personal involvement in these activist projects, which could be
characterized as a “scholar-activist” methodology. In light of the convergence between
calls for deeper historical analysis within critical geography research and activist interest
in studying place-based histories related to their social justice work, I conclude this
article with some ideas and suggestions for integrating scholar-activist and
archival/historical methodologies within critical food and land research.
The arguments that I make in this article develop out of six years of involvement
with these two food justice organizations in Philadelphia. The first, the Philadelphia
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Urban Creators, is a primarily Black-led urban farming, art, sustainability, and social
justice organization operating in North-Central Philadelphia. The second, the Jewish
Farm School, is a primarily Jewish-led and faith-based food justice and urban
sustainability organization located in West Philadelphia. While the Philadelphia Urban
Creators and the Jewish Farm School engage, represent, and operate within distinct
communities in Philadelphia and have different areas of focus in relation to food
organizing, they share a few things in common. Both have been part of a larger coalition
of farmers and food activists working to create a racially just and ecologically sustainable
food system in Philadelphia, both value and use identity in their organizing work, both
are operating within historically Black neighborhoods currently undergoing rapid
gentrification, and both initiated these processes of collective historical inquiry within the
past two years. Through my work with these two organizations I have observed that these
common characteristics of commitment to racial justice, identity-based organizing, and
interest in place-based history reflect their ability to transcend the “blank slate” and
“vacancy” discourse and general a-historicism that surrounds some of the urban farming
and urban sustainability movement as well as research on these topics (see Brahinsky,
2011; Gregory, 2012; Washington, 2018; Wright & Herman, 2018 for examples of
critiques and case studies). Thus, the way they approach their food-related work serves as
an example and potential guide for other food organizations and food scholars who are
searching for more place-based, community-engaged and/or historically accountable
frameworks.
In this article I am focusing most closely on the last component of these groups’
work listed above--collective historical inquiry--while demonstrating how each of these
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organization’s historical learning processes intersects with their racial justice values, their
respective identities, and their confrontation with spaces of gentrification. I discuss the
specifics of these historical projects, the contexts through which they emerged, and some
of the motivations behind them. As I mentioned above, in addition to this empirical
analysis, I also recount the activist-scholar/scholar-activist methodology that I used for
this particular research exploration and share some broader reflections on over six years
of developing, grappling with, and revising these methodologies. Thus, this research
contributes to both methods literature within critical food research and empirical
scholarship on urban community-based food and farming activism, while also
commenting on current food justice theory. I therefore make two arguments in this
article, one methodological and one conceptual. In regard to the methodological layer of
the analysis, I argue for a scholar-activist approach that not only views but centers
activists as scholars without evading our own material reality and symbolic role as
academic researchers. In the empirical analysis, I argue that historical inquiry can play a
powerful and crucial role in social justice and racial justice efforts within urban farming
and food organizing and should therefore be both studied and materially supported
through flexible scholar-activist methodologies. I bring these two arguments together in
the conclusion, where I make the case for integrating scholar-activist and
historical/archival methods and discuss some of the different ways this might look, based
on place and positionality of the research and researcher. In my experience doing this
work, historical-geographic data and tools appear to be an especially tangible and useful
resource for organizations that critical food researchers might be interested in working
with.
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Before discussing my methodological process and the empirical analysis of food
justice groups’ collective historical inquiry, I provide a literature review of existing
research on activist study groups as well as of scholar-activism within food justice
research.

Literature Review:
Existing Scholar-Activist Research on Activist Study Groups
Organized study groups and other methods of collective learning have long
played an important role in social justice-based and radical community organizing. These
include the Civil Rights Movement’s “Freedom Schools” and the Black Power
Movement’s establishment of community-based political education study circles and
alternative educational institutions (Murch, 2010); the Revolutionary Action Movement’s
(founded in Philadelphia) beginnings as a study group (Ahmad, 2006); the Combahee
River Collective shifting over to being primarily a study group at a time of conflict,
change, and recalibration (Combahee River Collective, 2014), the list goes on. Examples
and analysis of study group activities within food justice organizing specifically,
however, is yet to be documented in the academic literature. Studying these activities and
investigating the specific contexts within which they emerge is important for
understanding the food justice movement itself, but also for providing pathways for
scholar-activist engagement that accomplish what Derickson & Routledge (2015)
describe as “resourcing” activism since academic researchers often have access to study
resources such as journal databases, printers, libraries, and archives. On a topic closely
related to food justice, land/environmental justice activism, however, there have been two
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recent papers published that examine specific grassroots historical inquiry processes that
researchers both studied and also played a role in organizing.
Sara Safransky (2018) provides a powerful example of a study group that she
helped organize called “Uniting Detroiters.” Safransky explains that this process emerged
“out of a sense of urgency,” as predominantly Black, working class residents of Detroit
were encountering increasing rates of housing loss. Through this process, she developed
the concept of “historical diagnostic” to refer to the process and the outcome of her
group’s collective inquiry into the history of land theft and injustice in Detroit. It is a
“diagnostic” in the sense that it helped her and other study group participants better
understand the underlying causes of the current threats they were facing. Safransky
(2018) breaks down the meaning of the historical diagnostic of the urban land question:
Here, diagnostic refers to the practices or techniques that residents use to
diagnose contemporary problems and historical signifies their concern with how
“history,” to quote James Baldwin (1968), “is not even the past, it's the present.”
A historical diagnostic seeks to link contemporary land struggles to the historical
continuum of racial capitalism (Robinson 1983) and racial liberalism (Mills 2008)
and capture the ways in which social movements try to reckon with state violence
by staking alternative claims to land. This approach emerged during my fieldwork
out of a sense of urgency to account for the old racial tensions and historical
traumas around land loss as well as feelings of uncertainty, resentment, and
indignation that were surfacing as dramatic territorial reconfigurations in Detroit
pushed the land question front and center in political debates. (p. 3)
The Uniting Detroiters study group resulted in the production of a documentary video
called A People's Story of Detroit and a forthcoming book called A People's Atlas of
Detroit (2020), in addition to identifying “opportunities for transformative social
change.” For this group that Safransky helped to assemble, the study process was not
only about informing them of the layers of racialized land loss that have formed and
continue to form modern-day Detroit, but also of the methods of organizing and
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empowerment that helped communities confront these threats in the past, such as the
widespread block clubs of the mid-twentieth century. For Safransky as an academicallysituated researcher, the process of what she refers to as “thinking with” this group of
activists, neighbors, and other scholars generated the conceptual framework of the
“historical diagnostic” that she now uses to analyze and publish cases of urban land
injustice. This combination of collaborative research outputs reflects what Derickson &
Routledge (2015) refer to as “triangulating” scholar-activist research questions to
simultaneously address theoretical debates, institutional knowledge-building, and the
resource needs of activist collaborators.
Erin Goodling’s (2018) scholarship on environmental justice in Portland provides
another example of community-engaged research on and with community organizers
involved in collective historical learning. As part of her research on the Portland Harbor
Superfund Site, Goodling studied and participated in the Portland Harbor Community
Coalition’s process of “historically rooted collective learning” and their use of these
collectively-formed historical narratives in their environmental justice organizing. In
addition to discussing how the coalition draws on aspects of this history for organizing
purposes, Goodling also describes the coalition’s “collective production of a shared
history” of the harbor, arguing that this process “has been fundamental to diverse
participants working together in an attempt to transform an urban watershed and
associated power relations” (p. 14). One way that Goodling demonstrates the success of
this “collective production of a shared history” is by sharing how a longstanding tradition
of beginning coalition meetings with an ice breaker in which participants share personal
histories of their relationships to the harbor allowed one coalition member who was not
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houseless but had listen to the stories of to “eloquently summarise the triple-burden of
toxic exposure, police violence, and displacement that houseless people living in the
harbor face” (p. 18).
An additional success that the coalition’s collective historical inquiry was the
ability to cite parts of their narrative of the harbor in a letter to the EPA, which led to a
stated commitment by the EPA to strengthen their cleanup plan. Goodling concludes her
analysis of PHCC’s collective history project with a call for more research on collective
historical production within environmental justice-oriented social movements. She argues
that:
Articulating the process by which [collective historical] narratives come into
being from below is an urgent task for critical geographers if we are to fruitfully
support abolition ecologies [...]. It is imperative that we pay attention to the
micro-processes involved in social movements, in order to avoid fetishising
activist work and taking the hard work of political subject formation for granted.
It is in paying attention to the mundane details of the day-to-day, like icebreaker
questions at the beginning of meetings, that we can see the ways in which shared
historical narratives facilitate collective action for a more just future. Such details
might reveal clues about how our own work as historically attuned researchers
might contribute. (p. 21)
Goodling looks at multiple levels of historical narrative formation within PHCC’s social
movement work. She sees the research task of studying social movements’ “microprocess” of historical narrative formation through individual stories as “urgent'” because
it will help researchers understand the careful and challenging work involved in forging
relationships across difference within social movements; additionally, she seems to
suggest that a deepened understanding of these micro-processes of storytelling might help
historically attuned researchers engage in these movements in a way that is informed by
how our own story and particular axis of difference converges with and might contribute
to the historical work of these movements.
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Like Safransky, Goodling also finds that the more macro-level historical inquiries
of these movements have produced concrete outputs useful to their organizing work (the
PHCC’s letter to the EPA and in Safransky’s case, a co-created video, book, as well as an
excavation of organizing tools of the past that might be useful within today’s context of
land justice struggle in Detroit). Through my own research and participation with food
justice groups in Philadelphia, I have observed similar benefits resulting from their
historical inquiry processes which I will discuss later in the article. What I hope to
contribute to this emerging body of work on environmental and land justice movement
study groups is to demonstrate the methodological benefits of these sorts of project to the
researcher studying both activism and history -- that is, the ways archival work and
activist work can be seen as a cross-fertilization rather than entirely separate types of
methodologies. Scholars of Black geographies have examined the connections (and the
tensions) between the archives and social justice, reinvigorating the field of “critical
archival studies” and opening up conceptual pathways for additional work in this area
(McKittrick 2014; Inwood & Alderman, 2017; Chambers, 2019). In my experience,
working within both the archives and activism showed me both are in fact “field sites,”
and therefore require similar methods of critique and contextualization. In the case study
section that follows, I first analyze the two activist study groups that I have been part of
in Philadelphia in relation to the existing research on this topic and then present the
lessons learned from the methodological journey of working with these groups.
The State of Scholar-Activism and Activist-Scholarship within Food Justice Research
Both Safransky and Goodling use scholar-activist/participatory methods in their
analyses of grassroots’ historical learning processes within land/environmental justice
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movements; in both cases, they take an active and engaged role in organizing the study
groups and producing the research deliverables. Reynolds et al. (2018) underscores the
importance of scholar-activist methods in food justice research specifically. In their
introduction to ACME’s special issue titled “Food Justice Activism and Activist
Scholarship,” they argue that, due to the nature of food justice as embodying both a
political organizing effort and an academic theory, food justice activism and scholarship
are always intersecting. Importantly, they also take note of the role of researcher
positionality in scholar-activist partnerships:
the labels of activist and of scholar always intersect with identities including
class, race, gender, sexuality, immigration status, age, and educational attainment;
And, we may take on different types of activism or scholarship to address a
particular situation. As Laura Pulido (2008) has highlighted, there is a diversity of
ways to engage in each, and these often shift over one’s lifetime. We believe that
moving beyond these dichotomies can help to strengthen food justice work. (p. 2)
This dimension of scholar-activist methodologies is especially relevant to my own
methodological approach because my positionality is quite different in relation to the two
organizations that I work with (generally speaking, from the perspective of identity and
shared life experience, I would consider myself an insider within JFS and outsider within
PUC). I have found that moving between these two distinct and “cross-cultural positional
spaces” (Mullings, 1999) is crucial for sustaining myself within both my food justice
activism and scholarship, which I discuss in the next section.
The articles included in the ACME special issue underscore the wide variety of
scholar-activism occurring within food justice scholarship. Colleagues and I contributed
to this special issue through a discussion of a set of research values (supportive networks,
active science, productive discomfort, and affective moments) that inspire and guide our
scholar-activist food justice projects and how our distinct positionalities shape these
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values. We also argue for more interdisciplinary collaboration within food justice work,
namely an engagement with natural scientists doing relevant research, who for several
reasons have not historically been involved in “activist” or “engaged” scholarship. The
other articles included in this special issue are worth summarizing because they provide
an overview of the state of scholar-activist research within food justice scholarship.
Orozco et al. (2018) outline their use of the pedagogical tool of “practicums”
through which graduate students spent months researching the U.S. Farm Bill and then
provided concrete deliverables requested by communities, namely Black farmers in the
Deep South, fighting for and against land loss caused by Farm Bill policies. Borrowing
from the practice of “contact improvisation” in dance, Rogé (2018) develops the idea of
“improvisatory activist scholarship” as a helpful disposition for conducting his participant
action research with a farmer-to-farmer training network in Oaxaca while Weissman
(2018) reflects on scholar-activist research mistakes caused by his privilege and
positionality as a White, middle class heterosexual man. Herrera (2018) draws on his
unique identity and life experience as a Ohlone-Chicano-Mestizo person; a former
clinical associate professor of psychiatry; and current urban farmer, food justice activist;
as well as President & CEO of the Center for Popular Research, Education & Policy to
enumerate a set of recommendations for researchers working in “traditional
communities” (which he describes as “communities of people whose ancestors were
native to this continent; native to other continents but forcibly transported to this
continent by colonizers; or native to other countries but forced to emigrate by oppression,
war or other intolerable conditions”). The recommendations that he makes are:
prioritizing relationships, listening, respect for Elders, learning traditional cosmology,
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learning about and resisting colonization, and learning with community (pp. 1091-1093).
Herrera most explicitly argues for food justice researchers to “privilege learning from
within the traditional community space” (p. 1093).
A common thread running through all of these papers is the importance of
reflecting on positionality throughout every stage of our activist scholar and scholar
activist work, particularly for those of us who occupy privileged positions in society and
are therefore not systematically forced to think about or be negatively impacted by our
identities and class positions as we move through the world. I have found that this is a
complex and serious task that requires time, structure, and community accountability.
One of the purposes of this article, in addition to presenting findings on empirical
research with food justice activists’ study groups, is to concretize the oft-cited scholaractivist valuation of “reflexivity” through an example from my participation in the Jewish
Farm School’s Jews & Land Study Group. Another common thread among the papers
from this special issue is the idea of “blurring the boundary” between scholar and activist
and in particular, challenging the “hegemonic vision of institutional or academic
expertise as superior” by acknowledging activists as scholars in their own right. This call
to blur, like the call to reflect, while hugely important is also somewhat vague and would
benefit from concrete examples, which is another purpose of this article.

The Empirical Case Study: Food and Land Justice Study Groups in Philadelphia:
Background on My Involvement with the Organizations
I first met members of both the Philadelphia Urban Creators and the Jewish Farm
School in 2014, during my first semester of graduate school at Temple University. I had
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learned of the Philadelphia Urban Creators through researching the urban agriculture
scene in Philadelphia online, but first met a member of the organization at a roundtable
discussion on gentrification in the neighborhoods around Temple’s campus. The
Philadelphia Urban Creators member talked about the displacement that residents
involved with and living around their farm were facing as well as a set of strategies they
had developed to invite Temple students to confront gentrification, including the creation
of an intentional living community where students would have the opportunity to get to
know their North Philadelphia neighbors and commit to supporting their struggles.
Around the same time, I met a member of the Jewish Farm School at an urban farm
across the city. The encounter was brief; the Jewish Farm School had organized visits and
work days at farms all over the city for students from my undergraduate college in rural
Pennsylvania. I was there to see old colleagues and friends and actually had no idea that
the Jewish Farm School was facilitating their trip, let alone that the organization existed. I
asked if the Jewish Farm School itself had an urban farm and he explained that their
focus was on organizing crews to work on the many existing farms and gardens across
the city that were trying to stay afloat, rather than start another one.
Both of these food organizations captured my attention because they seemed to be
practicing urban agriculture in ways that were in touch with and accountable to specific
issues facing Philadelphia neighborhoods, which was not the norm within the urban
farming movement at the time (see Rosan & Pearsall (2017) for a comprehensive
overview of the social dynamics within urban agriculture in Philadelphia). Soon after, I
began joining both the Jewish Farm School’s “Philly Farm Crews” all around the city and
attending the open volunteer hours at the Philadelphia Urban Creators’ “Life Do Grow
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Farm.” After about six months of getting to know the organization and its members, the
Philadelphia Urban Creators asked me to develop and implement a program evaluation
for a restorative justice project. For the next few years, I worked most closely with the
Philadelphia Urban Creators but maintained somewhat of a connection with the Jewish
Farm School. While these two organizations have not worked together in any formal
capacity, they have participated in some of the same coalitions and public demonstrations
over the years.
Within the past year, both the Philadelphia Urban Creators and the Jewish Farm
School began a process of studying and collecting various histories: personal histories,
oral histories, land histories, agricultural histories, and spiritual histories. Akin to what
Goodling observed about the Portland Harbor Community Coalition’s process of
“historically rooted collective learning,” part of both groups’ motivation for studying
history was to inform and strengthen their social justice values and actions. Like
Safransky’s work with “Uniting Detroiters,” the Philadelphia Urban Creators’ “Legacy
Project” emerged out of a “sense of urgency” related to neighborhood change and land
loss. As the vignette above depicts, the North-Central Philadelphia neighborhood where
the farm is located is facing significant gentrification and displacement, in part fueled by
Temple University’s growth and ongoing shift from a primarily commuter-based to
residential campus. This is impacting residents of the neighborhood as well as the
organization’s ability to hold onto its farm.
The Philadelphia Urban Creators’ “Legacy Project”
In addition to all of their other programming, the organization is now leading
efforts to strategize different ways that they and their neighbors can hold on to their land,
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or at least maintain some control over the process and the narrative of redevelopment.
One of these strategies, as I mention in the field notebook excerpt, is to pressure the
developers to hire a local family business owned and operated by one of the founders of
the Philadelphia Urban Creators. Another strategy is the “Legacy Project,” which is a
study group as well as an art and possible book project that they hope to publish that
compiles oral histories of neighbors alongside the story of the organization and connects
these more recent histories to the era of Lenape control of the territory that is today
considered to be Philadelphia. So, in addition to hoping that this process of historical
inquiry and compilation will help them defend their right to the land, they are also
working to build solidarity with the Lenape community in the Philadelphia area.
The Philadelphia Urban Creators’ emerging commitment to learning about and
joining struggles for social justice among Philadelphia’s Lenape community is what
spurred the event described at the beginning of this article, which was a farm tour,
meeting, and dialogue with a well-known Nanticoke-Lenape tribal leader based in New
Jersey named Pastor John Norwood. I was there both because of my own personal
research interests in Lenape food-land-environment relationships and because I was
contributing to the Legacy Project through recording and transcribing the dialogue.
Months of email correspondence and meetings between the Philadelphia Urban Creators
and employees of a local museum of indigenous and colonial history preceded the
introduction between the organization and Pastor Norwood. Since this was their first
meeting, the Philadelphia Urban Creators had organized a farm tour for Pastor Norwood
and planned to leave time for conversation, but I don’t think any of us expected twenty
transcribed pages worth of history sharing, storytelling, and dialogue. Topics of
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conversation ranged from Lenape groups’ agricultural and foraging techniques, the
differences between the gender roles within indigenous and Anglo-European settler food
systems, oyster shells and buried streams with Lenape names found and identified on the
farm, and the connections between the contemporary context of Black communities’
displacement from their neighborhoods and their gardens in Philadelphia and the history
of Lenape land dispossession.
The Philadelphia Urban Creators organization is currently working on coming up
with the best ways to represent this history and share it with their communities and other
people across Philadelphia. While they are still interested in publishing a written account
of the history of the land now being used for their urban farm, they are now
brainstorming a plan to illustrate this history artistically, through a painted timeline along
a concrete wall that runs along the back of their farm. The farm is already covered in
murals created by Philadelphia artists, predominantly Black artists and other artists of
color, several of whom were founding members of the organization itself. The new
timeline would therefore contribute to the existing artistic creations that are already so
central to the place and identity of the farm. Through the collective historical inquiry
process of the Legacy Project, the Philadelphia Urban Creators have been able to deeply
understand and meaningfully depict their land not as a blank slate or a terra nullius or a
food desert, but a place filled with histories of land stewardship, dynamic foodways, and
survival.
The Jewish Farm School’s “Jews and Land Study Group”
The Jewish Farm School’s “Jews and Land Study Group” emerged out of a
different sort of political urgency. The idea was proposed to the Jewish Farm School’s
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director, who is White and Jewish, by a Black urban farmer with whom he does food
justice coalition work. They were talking broadly about building anti-racist allyship and
solidarity and this Black urban farmer suggested to the Jewish Farm School director that
members of the organization study their own people’s history in order to better
understand both the burdens and the shared struggles that they bring with them to racial
justice and food justice work in the city of Philadelphia in the twenty first century. In
what ways have Jewish people been victims of white supremacy and in what ways have
they been agents of it? What does this mean for contemporary struggles for racial justice
and future visions? These are incredibly complex and consequential questions and I
immediately knew that being part of this process of attempting to answer them would
help clarify personal questions about my own identity as well as concerns and hesitations
around my food justice activism and scholarship at the time.
The study group was structured around five semi-chronological topics: 1) Origins
2) Diasporas, 3) “America” 4) Jews and Race 5) Jews, Race, Food Justice in
Philadelphia. The JFS website describes the Jews and Land study group as:
a five-part bi-weekly gathering to explore a people’s-level history of Jews in
relationship to land--from the creation myths of the Torah to the times of
sovereignty in ancient Israel, from the diasporas to immigrant farmers in the US.
Together we’ll explore books, articles, and other resources on these topics. We’ll
learn how we can engage with historical and religious texts in a participatory way,
uncovering what stories lie at the grassroots of the past and the truths that endure
today.
The materials that we consulted ranged from traditional academic texts, to excerpts of
Jewish law, to Torah portions, to poetry, plays, and protest manifestos. The length of time
covered (from biblical times to the present) was at times overwhelming and disorienting
but arriving in contemporary Philadelphia at the end of the study period grounded the
historical inquiry and made it politically relevant. One of the aspects of the Jews and
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Land Study Group that made it unique was its combination of ancient, traditional
methods of Jewish inquiry with what might be considered more contemporary activist
tools for consciousness raising such as the use of icebreakers and sharing of life
experiences as they relate to particular social and political issues as described by
Goodling (2018).
For example, while we met as a group, much of the learning happened b’chavruta
(or b’chavrusa), which is an Aramaic word meaning “friendship” or “companionship.”
This approach to studying Jewish texts can be traced back to the Talmudic era itself
(roughly 70CE to the fifth century) and continues across the global Jewish diaspora to
this day (Babylonian Talmud, Berakhot63b). The system of chavruta is quite simple; two
learners pair up to study a text together. While the concept and structure of chavruta is
simple and straightforward, it is absolutely central to Jewish learning and has therefore
been written about and insisted upon extensively. Rabbi Yose ben Chalafta, for example,
told his son that he was ignorant because he did not share his studies with a companion
(Yerushalmi Nedarim 11:1, 41c) while Rabbi Hama bar Hanina explained its importance
through the metaphor of how a knife gets sharpened: “Just as a knife can be sharpened
only on the side of another, so a disciple of a sage improves only through his chaver"
(Genesis Rabbah 69:2). Chavruta is also seen as a mechanism of accountability, to both
one’s study companion as well as the rigors and responsibilities of the learning process
itself. In the collective context of the Jews and Land study group, since participants were
also activists in most cases, the structure of companionship also helped us get to know
each other’s food justice work and challenges being faced by their respective
organizations. For me personally as someone working on a dissertation at the time, being
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reminded of the centrality of and reasoning behind chavruta helped contextualize the
feelings of alienation and self-doubt that come with pursuing study individually. The
space created by the chavruta and the study group itself provided an opportunity to
process my research in a non-academic context while also becoming more open and selfassured when discussing my work with other academics.
The combined tools of chavruta, ice breakers, political reflections, and potlucks
resulted in the creation of a new community of activist-scholars. I ended up meeting with
my chaver outside of the designated study group time and attended meetings and actions
led by activists of color alongside other study partners. From a knowledge-gaining
perspective, this attempt at studying the relationship between Jews, land, and food
systems over the course of millennia left us with more questions than answers. However,
we were able to present our study process at a critical geography conference as well as
turn it into a curriculum for other Jewish food and sustainability organizations to apply to
their own contexts. One offshoot of the Jews and Land Study group curriculum is another
study group that looks specifically at Jewish frameworks and models for reparations, cotaught by one of the original creators of the Jews and Land Study group and the Black
Catholic urban farmers who helped him come up with the idea (http://www.koltzedek.org/adult-learning.html).
The Methodological Process:
The Creative Tensions of Scholar Activism in Practice
Something that I would like to underscore in this article is not only the alwayschanging and nature and underlying power structures of scholar-activist or communityengaged research arrangements (which has been well documented, especially in feminist
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methods literature e.g. Gilbert, 1994; England, 1994; Moss et al., 2002; Sultana, 2007;
Billo et al., 2013; Faria & Mollett, 2016), but the co-occurring “creative tensions” that
have simultaneously expanded and limited the methodological opportunities and actual
outputs of my particular research. The most prominent and impactful of these tensions
have been: engagement-distance, insider-outsider, and activism-archives. Confronting
and adapting to these tensions ultimately generated a dissertation on food justice that was
significantly different from what I initially set out to do, but ultimately forced me to learn
new research and life skills, which I feel has ultimately strengthened my long-term
scholarship and activism.
Engagement-Distance: In their paper on scholar activist methods within geography,
Derickson and Routledge (2015) “draw an emphatic distinction” between 1) the engaged
method that they lay out which is designed to “resource scholar activism” and David
Harvey’s tactic of “critical distance” (2000) which is designed to zoom out from
particular place-based lived experiences and movements in order to theorize politics from
a more global perspective. Derickson & Routledge characterize Harvey’s critical distance
as a method that prioritizes “theoretical work as his primary concern” (p. 6). In a predissertation project with the Philadelphia Urban Creators, I agreed with Derickson &
Routledge’s critique of Harvey and used the scholar activist approach that they lay out
which “triangulates” the research question around: 1) what are the current theoretical
debates or intellectual questions? 2) what publics and institutional projects are served by
knowing?, and 3) what do non-academic collaborators want to know? (p. 1). I found this
methodology to be refreshingly clear, practical, and tangible, while remaining critical and
embodying a commitment to real world engagement every step of the way. I also saw an
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opportunity to add a component to the triangulation that I felt was missing, which was:
how do activist groups themselves (non-academic collaborators) theorize their work and
the social/political/ecological issues that they are seeking to address? I saw this added
question as crucial for both relating with non-academic collaborators as social theorists in
their own right and for movement thinking to inform academic theory.
Through this method of scholar activist triangulation, inspired by Derickson and
Routledge’s paper, we were able to generate a threefold result: 1) develop a collaborative
program evaluation process for the Philadelphia Urban Creators to use for mandatory
reports to foundations and grant writing, 2) write an academic critique of Philadelphia’s
criminal justice system and structural racism (which is what necessitated the need for the
restorative justice program that we were evaluating in the first place), and 3) draw on the
organization's theory of sustainability that integrated racial justice and land justice to
build on academic conceptualizations of a term that some scholars have described as a
vague concept and/or buzzword (Torgerson, 1995; Gunder, 2006; Krueger & Gibbs,
2007; Long, 2016). The scholar-activist research process ended with a stated interest of
collaborating in the future from both sides. I deemed the project to be a scholar-activist
success and expected to use that same methodology in my (then still future) dissertation
work, but that is not what ended up happening. Between the time of that pre-dissertation
project and the dissertation proposal writing stage, the Philadelphia Urban Creators
leadership shifted their priorities and values away from collaborating with academics and
other institutions and toward strengthening organizational and neighborhood autonomy
and coalition building. This was an important shift for the organization to take on, which
I supported and respected; undeniably, it also posed a significant challenge to me as a
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scholar at a time when I was supposed to have my dissertation research topic and
methodology figured out.
Finding myself in a position of being a researcher developing a dissertation
project that did not revolve around a collaboration with activists (something I had once
been so critical of) was a strange and disorienting experience. Unintentionally, I went
from being an “engaged researcher” (Derickson & Routledge) to a “critically distant” one
(Harvey). I could have found new organizations to partner with but 1) I did not feel that I
had enough time to build the relationships necessary for this within the time period I was
working within and 2) I felt that it was time for me to lean into the discomfort of “critical
distance” and do something different with my scholarship. I began to see the dissertation
as an opportunity to figure out a research question that would challenge me to be engaged
from a distance; to think more broadly about urban agriculture, about this current moment
within Philadelphia’s movement landscape, while still supporting the case for food justice
from afar. That “something different” became historical inquiry and the historical
methods that I took up generated the creative tension between engagement and distance
at the heart of the dissertation work:

Insider-Outsider: Ironically, finding myself in a research place of critical distance
ultimately forced me to reflect on and address my positionality in deeper ways than I had
during the more “engaged” phases of my food research in Philadelphia. In addition to still
attending the Philadelphia Urban Creators open events and meetings purely as a
participant, I also became more involved in the Jewish Farm School, also as a participant
(rather than academic scholar) and eventually as a member of their leadership. Through
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deepening my relationship with Jewish food justice activists, my understanding of my
positionality went from revolving around the fact that I was White and middle class and
should therefore use my access to institutional and financial research to support
movements led by people of color and working class groups, to now also including deep
reflection on the Jewish axis of my identity and how that brings in a complex
combination of common experiences and having the role of oppressor in relation to food
and land justice work in Philadelphia. In addition to deepening and personalizing my
understanding of the oppressed-oppressor positional dualism within the history of
Eastern-European Jews in America, reflecting on the Jewish aspect of my identity led me
to learn about the food, land, and sustainability values and practices within my own faith
and my own people’s history, values and practices that have the power to make very real
contributions to the struggle for food justice. In short, having conversations about identity
and history as an “insider” within the space of Jewish Farm School strengthened my
capacities and commitments to do solidarity work (both activist and research related)
with groups within which my identity was that of an “outsider.” This creative tension is
akin to what Beverley Mullings (1999) refers to as constructing a “positional space” out
of a range of insider-outsider positionalities.
Several researchers, especially within education, have discussed the benefits of
“deconstructing Whiteness” as part of instilling a deeper commitment to an
understanding of anti-racism training and learning among White people (Hickman &
Walter, 1995; Ortiz & Rhoads, 2000; Bedard, 2001; Aveling, 2004; Matias & Grosland,
2016). While the Jews and Land study group was not framed through this lens, it had a
similar effect based on discussions that I participated in within the Jews and Land Study
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group. For me, learning about the centuries of marginalization and displacement of and
nationalist violence against Jewish people from Babylonian captivity to the Roman
Empire to the Spanish Inquisition to the Holocaust generated a more contextualized and
visceral sense of solidarity with the struggles of people of color in Philadelphia today,
especially in relation to land justice. At the same time, learning about the Europeandescended Jewish Philadelphians’ complicity in slave ownership, support for later
methods of structural racism such as redlining, and increasingly unquestioned access to
economic and political power through assimilation at the expense of solidarity with other
marginalized groups, especially Black and more recent immigrant groups, revealed the
precise places and ways in which much of Philadelphia’s Jewish community came to be
part White elite forces of oppression. Both feeling and intellectualizing this tension of
insider-outsider and oppressed-oppressor as a European-descended Jewish researcher has
given me a more concrete sense of what my identity, set of experiences, and layers of
embodied history bring to different food justice contexts.

Activism-Archives: Perhaps the most interesting part of this scholar-activist, engageddistant, insider-outsider research process was the moment of alignment that occurred
when the Philadelphia Urban Creators reached out about the opportunity to collaborate on
their Legacy Project when I was deep into my own historical-geographic research on
Philadelphia. The organization and I had not been in touch regularly for a while so it was
truly serendipitous to realize that our work was converging in this way; we shared
materials and stories and realized that we were consulting many of the same historical
maps, and asking some of the same questions.
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At the same time, this new opportunity for collaboration with the group that
inspired so many of my research ideas also required a complete re-orientation of the third
research question that I had developed in my dissertation proposal. Knowing that the
dissertation research journey was going to be a long one, I wanted to include in my
proposal plan a research question that could eventually bring me out of the archives
(critical distance) and back into some sort of collaboration with food justice activism
(engagement). The research question that I developed was: How does this historical
geographic research on Philadelphia’s colonial and early-modern food and land systems
relate to urban agriculture activists’ racial justice values and practices? My plan was to
present my research to interested groups and gather their feedback through an open
dialogue. At the time of proposal writing, I was not anticipating that the two groups that I
had worked most closely with would develop their own independent processes of
historical inquiry. While I still theoretically could have addressed the third research
question in the way that I had initially proposed, I decided that instead, participating in,
supporting, and writing about the groups’ historical learning processes would be more
accountable and responsive to the activist context.
Like with our previous scholar-activist collaborations, the Philadelphia Urban
Creators and I created a plan for me to contribute time and resources to the administrative
and logistical aspects of their project in exchange for permission to discuss the Legacy
Project in my academic research. While this archives-activism convergence occurred
unintentionally, it led me to reflect more broadly on the creative tensions between the
archives and activism as distinct yet interconnected research spaces. I conclude below
with a summary of my reflections on the archives-activism tension as well as possibly
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trajectories for using archival/historical methodologies in conjunction with scholaractivist projects.

Conclusion: Integrating Archival and Activist Analysis:
This article began with a quote from Howard Zinn, whose well-known People’s
History of the United States is based on the idea that “revolt is always an inch below the
surface.” Zinn, along with feminist historical geographers such as Mona Domosh, Black
geographies scholars such as Katherine McKittrck and Clyde Woods, and the archivists
who developed “critical archival studies,” helped me to think differently about historical
methodologies as I began to transition from research with activists to research with
archives. Michelle Caswell et al. (2017) explain the politically powerful convergence
between critical theory and archival studies, arguing that it has the potential to:
[l]iberate, interrogate, and usher in a ‘real democracy,’ where power is distributed
more equitably, where white supremacy and patriarchy and heteronormativity and
other forms of oppression are named and challenged, where different worlds and
different ways of being in those worlds are acknowledged and imagined and
enacted. (p. 6)
There are several recent examples of critical approaches to archival analysis coming out
of critical geography research (Finney & Potter, 2018; Winston, 2019; McKittrick’s
(2014) notion of the archives as “truthful lies” of white supremacy). Celeste Winston’s
(2019), for example, innovatively and critically engages with a number of archives in the
DC-area in her research on anti-police mobilizations and futures in Montgomery County,
Maryland. She integrates Black geographies and archival analysis into her critique of
policing, arguing that “a path toward police abolition does not have to be imagined
abstractly when it is evident in the archives, folklore, and existing communities” (p. 18).
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For Winston, the archives are not simply a place where documentation of past events
have been preserved in time and space, but a space of possibility that should be consulted
for evidence of existing tools for building a liberatory future. As part of their research on
the affective and spatial networks of social movements, Alexis Saenz Montoya & Allison
Hayes-Conroy have been building their own archives to document the work of a wide
network of peace activists throughout Colombia (www.elatlas.org). These examples, in
addition to the Legacy Project and the Jews and Land Study project and the countless
other examples of activist study groups that have not been recorded in academic
literature, demonstrate that archival and activist activities are interconnected.
Through my own transition from doing research with activists to doing research
with the archives and then back again, I was surprised to find that in addition to the fact
that archives can be used for activist and social justice purposes, the methodology for
studying archival and other historical documents was quite similar to how I had studied
the contemporary world of activism through participant observation. Generally, I have
approached primary sources as if they were my research “field site.” As I would with
participant observation methods, this approach requires me to first take down initial notes
about a historical text or map and then write up rough memos in a field notebook as if
collecting data about a social situation that I am observing out in the contemporary world.
In doing so, I built into my data collection process the constant reminder that none of the
information presented to me from the archival field can be taken at face value and must
be rigorously contextualized. The treatment of historical documents as field site also
allowed me to operationalize Domosh’s to include with each piece of historical data the
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specific conditions surrounding the depictions of a given person (or group of people)
and/or landscapes, especially when collecting data about marginalized groups.
While there were these synergies between research in archival and activist
contexts, there were also internal tensions that emerged out of moving between the two.
One of the main types of archival documentation that I consulted for my historical
research and discuss in my dissertation are settler-colonists’ travel journals and letters.
While I acknowledge that these texts represent the oppressor’s vision of Philadelphia’s
land and food systems, I wanted to be able to get a sense of, and then present in my
research, the discourses and mechanisms through which the modern city of Philadelphia
was formed, in order to then critically theorize what that history means for contemporary
urban food and land justice activism. Still, toggling between days on end spent reading
dusty pages of history of Philadelphia from the oppressor’s perspective and then
attending activist activities designed to reclaim that very history from the oppressor felt
like both an intellectually necessary convergence and deeply conflictive one. As
McKittrick asserts, colonial archives provide us with the “truthful lies” of white
supremacy that are important to study so that we can critique and disrupt contemporary
continuations of white supremacist political projects. As a researcher who was new to
archival and historical methods, it was difficult to feel confident in my abilities to take on
this academically rigorous and politically complicated task.
The case of the Legacy Project and the Jews and Land Study Group show that
food justice activists are interested in pursuing historical study and see it as a key part of
their contemporary political work. As food justice researchers interested in scholaractivist methodologies set out to develop new projects, this could be something to keep in
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mind and opens up so many possibilities for “resourcing” activists through research.
While it is important to blur the boundary between who is characterized as a scholar and
activist in these collaborations, it is also crucial for academic researchers to realize the
material reality that we live within. Being an academic researcher gives us access to
myriad resources that activist study groups (and other activist initiatives) are often
looking for: such as free access to scholarly journals and databases, printers,
recording/transcription skills and tools, connections to other experts in the field,
conference attendance. In my six years of working with activist groups, I would say
simply sharing these resources freely has had the biggest impact on the movements that I
have been involved in.
In summary, the methodological objective of this article has been to provide a
detailed description of my dissertation process in order to make a contribution to how
researchers might understand and navigate the politics of scholar-activist engagement in
politically dynamic movement contexts. In my case, being flexible and responsive in
relation to the constantly-changing field of food justice activism in Philadelphia
generated a set of creative tensions that ultimately led me to both crucial personal
introspection around my positionality and identity as a researcher and a human being and
an eventual re-integration into scholar-activism when the time and situation was right.
Dissertation planning, researching, and writing can be an extremely isolating and overly
self-critical experience. My hope is that offering this reflection of how I navigated one
aspect of the dissertation puzzle might help other doctoral scholars figure out how to
pursue this task in an intellectually and psychologically sustainable way.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER TRAJECTORIES
This project developed a historical-geographic approach to researching urban
agriculture by analyzing the contemporary U.S. city as a product of entangled urban and
agricultural processes. Building on the description of urban agriculture as a contemporary
socio-environmental mobilization that embodies heterogeneous and contradictory politics
(Naylor, 2012; McClintock 2014; Ramírez, 2015), this project has shed light on some of
the historical-geographic foundations of these contradictions and was able to do so by
proposing a new way of defining urban agriculture: a process of attaining and
maintaining urban land for food growing and/or procurement, with ‘urban land’ defined
as all of the land that was eventually consolidated to form the contemporary city. This
way of defining urban agriculture allowed the analysis to track food systems and land
systems change with a longue durée view of urban history and to identify the conflicts
and conflicting visions at the root of these processes of land attainment and land use.
In the context of U.S. cities, these longue durée conflicts and conflicting visions
revolve around European settler-colonization and the systems of racial supremacy that
drove and consolidated these processes of colonization, as well as the resistance and
liberation struggles of colonized people. By conceptualizing and studying urban
agriculture in this way, the work not only provided an extensive and detailed historical
geographic analysis of urban agriculture, but also demonstrated the significance of
contemporary racial justice activism within urban farming. Finally, by focusing on urbanagricultural and urban-rural relations, this research also provided a concrete means to
explore and discover methods of urban research that encompass what Ananya Roy calls
“the entanglement of the agrarian and urban questions” (2016, p. 813).
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The project developed this historical-geographic approach to examining urban
agriculture through a case study analysis of Philadelphia, therefore the research
contributes new understanding of urban agriculture and the general urban food landscape
in that city specifically. The city of Philadelphia has one of the most vibrant urban
agriculture movements in the country today and was also one of the first cities to develop
an institutionalized community gardening program through a Vacant Lot Cultivation
Association in 1897 (Lawson, 2005; Rosan & Pearsall, 2017). During the research period
of this dissertation project, both the policy and social movement landscape of urban
agriculture transformed significantly. Philadelphia’s city government appointed its firstever urban agriculture director in 2019 who has stated that one of their top priorities is to
address the fact that farms are being threatened by gentrification and that the majority of
the farms being lost are in majority immigrant, Black and/or Latinx areas (Jaramillo,
2019). This recent policy-level prioritization of confronting gentrification and racial
inequities as they relate to urban agriculture has been largely the result of grassroots
mobilization around racial justice, much of which has been propelled by the work of Soil
Generation, a Black and Brown led coalition of Philadelphia farmers
(www.soilgeneration.org). This dissertation project did not focus on empirical analyses of
these contemporary changes and initiatives for a number of reasons but sought to
historically contextualize them and show the necessity and power of mobilizing urban
agriculture through a racial justice and land sovereignty lens.
Several theoretical and methodological insights came out of this analysis of
Philadelphia’s urban-agricultural history. One of these insights, which was presented in
paper one, is the identification of a problematic historical continuity to the discourse of
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‘vacancy’ within urban agriculture that is often (but not always) overlooked by urban
farming practitioners, journalists, policymakers, and researchers. By identifying and
tracking the use of terms such as ‘deserts’ and ‘vacant land’ used by Dutch, Swedish, and
English settler-colonizers alike to describe the very much inhabited and agriculturally
productive land managed by Lenape communities, it became clear that farmers today
should think critically about the use of terms such as vacant lots and food deserts as well
as the land narratives and practices that these discourses might cause and/or justify.
Indeed, the article demonstrated that terra nullius settler-colonial discourses accompanied
(and often justified) the use of policies and practices that materially erased the vibrant
land and food systems of Lenape communities in order to create small-scale settler-farms
and then full-fledged plantation agriculture. The ways in which terra nullius discourses
and practices impacted and were resisted by Lenape women specifically, who had the
most power over food and land systems, was another significant finding of this article.
The article made the broad argument that land histories rather than land vacancy ought to
be the prevailing framework for contemporary urban farmers in Philadelphia, but more
research and movement-based strategizing over how to apply more historically-attentive
framings to urban farming practices must be done (although the third article of the
dissertation provided some insight gleaned from food justice activist groups in the city).
It was important to clarify throughout the dissertation that connecting
contemporary uses of terms such as vacant lots and food deserts to the settler-colonial
myth of terra nullius does not signify a conflation of the values of these two very
different iterations of Philadelphia’s urban-agricultural history. In fact, when today’s
farmers and others refer to the city’s vacant lots as an opportunity for urban agriculture
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creation and expansion, they are often bringing up the spatial and social damage and
inequalities left by histories of twentieth and twenty-first century industrialization and
then deindustrialization, which is the historical period that urban agriculture historians
also tend to focus on (e.g. Lawson, 2005). However, there are important urban land
histories relevant to contemporary urban agriculture that precede the industrial era and
have been neglected, which was a major motivation for this project. More broadly,
historical-geographic analysis of agriculture in Philadelphia in the pre-industrial era
revealed the explanatory power of settler-colonial histories in relation to contemporary
racial justice implications of and struggles within urban agriculture. The findings of this
project echo and support McClintock’s (2018) call for more research on the connections
between settler-colonization, racial capitalism, and agriculture in cities.
Examining the urban-agricultural history of Philadelphia over the longue durée,
and more specifically, filling in a gap of historical research on the pre-twentieth century
era, required analysis of not only indigenous food and agricultural erasure and
dispossession, but also the exploitative white supremacist urban-agricultural systems built
on top of this stolen land. This was the objective of paper two, which drew on the
historical-geographic methods and concepts presented in Clyde Woods’ (1998)
Development Arrested to analyze the plantation histories of Philadelphia. Woods’
framework of plantation criticism and method of periodization allowed for the
identification of a series of “major mobilizations” of plantation development and
plantation resistance. These major mobilizations, which included the city’s slavery and
abolition histories as well as its textile and free cotton/produce histories, revealed the
urban-rural relationality of the plantation-driven development of Philadelphia in the
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eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This finding was used to make the case for the
potential of urban agriculture to serve as a key site for racial justice struggle in
Philadelphia, since the practice brings together the urban and the agricultural aspects of
the city and works to transform this land socially and ecologically. The second article
found Woods’ historical-geographic approach to examining the relationship between
white supremacist politics and regional development to be extremely useful and
politically powerful when applied to the topic of urban agriculture and suggested its
application to other urban food and land justice-related research.
Moving beyond the historical, the third article provided another important set of
insights of this dissertation: 1) the importance of allowing urban agriculture research (and
more broadly, food justice research) to be guided by and respectful of the dynamic and
constantly shifting political context of food justice movements and 2) the potential for
convergence between scholar-activist and archival/historical methods in urban agriculture
and food justice research. Paper three explained in detail that when using scholar-activist
and community-engaged methodologies (which are widely used and celebrated, and for
good reason, in food justice research), it is crucial not only to recognize the needs and
values of the food justice movement being studied as a fundamental part of the research
approach, but also to thoughtfully and intentionally position oneself in relation to these
issues. The article made the case for not only reflecting on researcher positionality but
provided an example of how to actively 1) critically explore and 2) productively
deconstruct one’s positionality in the case of the researcher’s own white, Jewish identity.
This may require thinking beyond the typical ways in which researchers occupying
privileged positions reflect on their positionality by demonstrating the significance of
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being part of collective processes of inquiry around this topic in a non-academic setting.
This article also found that the process of allowing urban agriculture research to be
guided by the movement, in the case of this project, actually necessitated the creation of
“critical distance” between the researcher and the movement, which challenged the idea
that engagement is always more politically meaningful and accountable than analysis
from afar is (as argued by Derickson & Routledge (2015), who critique Harvey’s (2000)
defense of critical distance). Ironically, the focus on historical analysis of Philadelphia’s
urban agriculture that was taken up in this dissertation project, which was engendered by
this shift from engagement to critical distance, also ultimately served as the connecting
point for a new scholar-activist project with the urban farming organization that I had
previously worked with. As a result, in an unintentional and roundabout way, this
dissertation project was also able to present some empirical findings around how urban
food justice groups are using historical inquiry in their own work, which further
broadened the project’s suggestion for more research on the connections between urban
agriculture and urban land history.

Significance of Work:
From a broadly critical geographic theory perspective, this project provides an
example of bringing together critical race theory and historical geography methods. More
specifically, it provides an example of an intersectional approach to historical geography
through, for example, the analysis of the differing roles of gender in Lenape and settlercolonial food systems presented in the first article. Within critical urban theory, the
project contributes to the planetary vs. provincial urban theory debates in that it
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demonstrates an example of applying Ananya Roy’s framework of looking at the urban
question in its entanglement with the agrarian question, as well as approaching the urban
itself as a product of historical geography. Finally, this project’s focus on the histories of
settler-colonization and the urban-rural plantation complex in relation to Philadelphia’s
racialized urban food and land systems addresses ongoing calls for more critical race
analysis within critical food geographies and other critical human-environment
geographies (Agyeman & Alkon, 2011; Pulido, 2017; Reese, 2019).
The theoretical and methodological findings of this project should be valuable to
scholarship not only in the discipline of geography, but also in related social science and
humanities disciplines as well as to broader societal efforts at transforming socially unjust
and ecologically unsustainable urban food and land systems. The examination of the role
of urban-rural historical geographies in shaping the contemporary urban agriculture
context speaks to calls for more historically-attentive studies and theories of the urban
(e.g. Roy, 2016), but it also provides a key directive for contemporary urban farming
projects that might not have considered the historical dimension of urban land in this
way. Outside of geography, this work synthesizes ideas and research calls coming from
an array of social science and humanities subject fields: agro-food studies, urban history,
environmental history, feminist scholarship, scholar-activist methods, archival methods,
food justice scholarship, and critical urban theory. By bringing these disparate fields in
conversation with each other, this project not only shows the potential disciplinary and
methodological convergence of these fields but demonstrates the capacity for the topic of
urban agriculture specifically to generate interdisciplinary research within and contribute
to wide-ranging bodies of scholarship.
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As is emphasized throughout this project, increasing understanding of the
historical-geographic dimension of urban agriculture is not simply an academic exercise
or of interest to only academics. The third article began to show urban farmers’ and food
activists’ interest in the historical dimensions of their work, and more specifically, the
history of the land that they farm. Although only two cases of food justice organizations’
collective historical study were discussed, I would imagine that more widespread interest
exists and could also be generated by researchers. Since finishing this project, I have
begun working collaboratively on a historical-geographic analysis of the very specific
one-acre transect of land now occupied by an urban farm that I work with. These methods
are certainly replicable and might open up opportunities for collaboration between
farming/food activists and historical researchers and/or experts in cartography, who
might not have previously considered their potential for contributing to activism.
Within urban agriculture research specifically, this project appears thus far to be
one of the only examples of a historical analysis of urban agriculture that focuses on the
period preceding the Vacant Lot Cultivation Associations. To encompass this earlier
period of urban-agricultural history, the methods, definitions, and areas of inquiry used in
this project span far beyond contemporary understandings of what urban agriculture is
and the role it plays in cities. At the same time, I was able to connect this research and the
way it defines urban agriculture to current interests and initiatives of Philadelphia's urban
farmers, who are using anti-racist and land sovereignty frameworks as well as their own
processes of historical inquiry to acknowledge and address colonial and white
supremacist histories surrounding food growing on the land that is today believed to be
Philadelphia. Laura Lawson, who has written most extensively on the history of urban
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community gardening in the United States provides an example of a study that begins in
the late nineteenth century Vacant Lot Cultivation Association era. However, in the
conclusion to her 2005 book she opens up the idea of studying urban food growing over a
longer period of United States history:
One way to consider urban gardens is as an urban rendition of a traditionally rural
occupation—agriculture. The nation’s agricultural heritage endures as a
significant influence on American cultural identity. Probably the most quoted
appeal for an agrarian ethic comes from Thomas Jefferson, who stated, ‘Those
who labor on the earth are the chosen people of God, if ever He had a chosen
people, whose breasts He has made his peculiar deposit for substantial and
genuine virtue.’ Jefferson’s yeoman-farmer image personified the values of selfreliance, democracy, and virtuous citizenship, and the connection between these
social virtues and the act of cultivation found expression in urban gardening. (p.
289)
A significant contribution of my dissertation work has been to inquire deeply into this
very period of agricultural history which has been overlooked by urban agriculture
research through a case study of Philadelphia, whose colonial founder voiced his own
agrarian-idealist visions for his city decades before Jefferson did.

Trajectories for Further Research:
The geographically and conceptually far-reaching ways in which I defined and
examined urban agriculture in this project open up opportunities for studies of urban
agriculture to contribute to broader urban theory and urban geography scholarship. As I
mentioned above, Ananya Roy recently called on urban scholars to study cities as spaces
that encompass an entanglement of urban and agrarian questions, which urban agriculture
researchers are well-equipped to do. From a methodological standpoint, the ways in
which the historical analysis component of this project was inspired by urban agriculture
activism and the fact that the activist groups that I have studied became interested in their
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own historical inquiry demonstrates a possible convergence between scholar-activist and
archival methods within food justice research that should be further pursued. I began to
examine this convergence in the third article of this dissertation, but more case studies are
needed to show how these archival-activist methodologies might work when they are able
to be developed ahead of time and implemented more systematically.
There are several other possible paths for continued work within geography
stemming from the conceptual, methodological, and societal insights of this work. For
one, there is room for examination of other contemporary urban food and land-based
social movements through a longue durée historical geographic approach. This
dissertation project shows that historical geographic studies have the explanatory power
to not only provide important context to contemporary social mobilizations, but to justify
the need for social justice-oriented and politically radical social and ecological
transformation of urban and rural systems. Place-based historical study, and archival
analysis in particular, has the potential to empower localized movements to see
themselves as part of a long and important struggle for justice and liberation worldwide
as well as to uncover past methods of struggle and iterations of resistance and solidarity
that might be reinvigorated in contemporary contexts (Zinn, 2015). Perhaps the
interrelated research tasks of 1) developing new historical-geographic approaches to
studying specific place-based social movements and 2) assessing how movements study
their own histories and/or respond to relevant historical-geographic research could
contribute to social movement theory more broadly.
In relation to critical historical-geographic analysis of Philadelphia specifically,
there are many aspects of the city’s history that could have been included in this project,
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within both the terra nullius and plantation criticism periods/frameworks of analysis. I
chose to discuss particular cases, events, and processes that I saw as capturing the city’s
urban-agricultural development and that demonstrated the necessity and the significance
of anti-racist intervention into urban food systems and movements. One possible
trajectory for contributing further to critical historical-geographic analysis of settlercolonial and plantation-era Philadelphia would be to focus more specifically on
transnational conjunctures that drove these events (as described by Hall & Massey,
2010). I provided conjunctural discussions in a few cases, such as the connection
between the erasure/destruction of the agricultural systems of the colonized Lenape
people and of the colonized Forest Finns by the Kingdom of Sweden as well as the
impacts of European draughts on agricultural production and agricultural export centered
around the port of Philadelphia, but there are many more urban-agrarian/colonymetropolis conjunctures that could have been included.
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